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Butter

Cows.

under supervision, as if
the nuantily and ipiulity o; the butter
deeided the protitatdeness nt the cow. and
the pnee she ought to bring in the marWe have many registered rows
ket.
that produce fourteen pounds of butter
in a week, and a few go up into the
twenties.
A very few are stated to have
produced twenty-five pounds in a week.
It is thought to be within the range of
probability that a row will yet make nine
hundred pounds of butter in a year.
These large figures have set the old
heads upon the farm to serious thinking,
which i>a very good tiling, and started
some doubts,
which is better
They
begin to ipie tiotu whether fourteen
<>i
in
a
butte;
week
on
selected
pounds
lotions, in addition to grass, pays any
better than s' veil or eight pounds on
i liey want a cow that will
grass alone,
make the most 'nutter upon a given value
of food.
It i< tl-e exc
n rather than
tl
le n the record ol thesi large y ieIds
I butler, ihat we hare any lair statemet
of ti e rat oils m tin result of these
large ylecis upon tin eoaditiob .>! the
.w what a
no.
They wish t.
pound
:
Tl
teal (
Isa demand f : ;• trial ot these eoivs upon
gl ass alone.
I hat would ;nt fuliy decide
the eotup.iralive nn til.- <■!' cows.
<);.c
animal might
igi; a tl eu-.,tnl pounds,
and another but lire hundred, and of
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Artist.

“What became of the rest of the
we

I?*
drew something, quite quickly, and
well.
Hut w hat was intended, could nobody tell;
I• wa> not a dog. and it was not a eat.
><> she
gave it a tail and die called it a rat.
Hut the tail \\ a> so funny. \v all had to laugh,
1 hen >iie rubbed it all out, and .-he next drew
a calf.
The calf, we all told her, was much like a
<

Croat stress is laid upon the amount ol
butter a eon will make in a trial of seven
bays or a month. The milking. weighing
ol the milk, the salting anil working oi

Co.

a*lvanc» $2.00 a year;
rite expiration of the
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sheep,
pig half awake,

a

And
Nor

never was
more

Her fence
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was

straight

or a

Hut l
And

“All eaten up

goat half asleep.

:

half over the gate;
alike in their -ize,—
the tears in her eyes.

!e and Aunty soon bought her a rule.
book and a pencil, and sent her to
school.
And the dear little artist is learning so well,
1 hat eer
iii- from her cows you can
tell,
si. Nicholas.
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by the bears,” the cham-
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day sine," remarked the champion, as
la'came into the sanctum Tuesday. •Tnditd, w i at is that." inquired tlie city
•
li lag his t. d. with flagrant IUir!iiii,i. •■on ,i farm at the north end is a
ciieuiiioei
\im
-.vhieli lias raised only
one cneimihei this summer.
The vegeiaoh .- 17 let t in length and live feet in
diameter. I; will lie lipened, and when
toe a. cd.- ao temoii'ii the shell will lie
on the Sugar Loavt * at the mouth
e;
die Kennebec to serve as a light
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Matters.
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THE STATE.

FACTS FROM THE FAIRS.
The koim hir County Agricultural Society,
tii* oldest >oci«*t\ in Maine, opened their annual
show and fair at Headfield Sept. 80th to continue three days. The weather was fine and
the attendant-'' good. The first day was devoted
e\. u>i’ e,\ to tin* cattle show.
The exhibition
of horn-'! stock, sheep, horses, etc., compared

itb other years and the hall exhibit
was good.
There was a large attendance the
“croud day. The forenoon was devoted to thexhibition of gentlemen's driving horses, Mallions. colts, brood mare* and awarding of premiums. The t rotting began at *2 o'clock. Ticfirst rare was fur the society purse: nine starter*'.
Tile first heat was won by Emma R. enter* d by Mr. Sylvester of Augusta; time 2.45.
The *r< ond heat was won by Scissors, entered
b> Mr. Martaln of Wayne; time 2.47. The
third, fourth and fifth le-ats bv Payslreak:
best time 2.48. The second money was divided
between Scissors and Emma R. Eittle Flossie,
own. d b\ (iuildof Augusta, took fourth money,
l lic four year old race was won by Sherburne's
li"t>e. Hi adfii Id Roger*.; time 8.us. Thursday,
tie- last day. closed with good weather and a
good crowd, lu the morning Prof. Fernald of
tie- State Agricultural « ollege at (Mono, deliv-

favorably

shoulders and pulled, while the alligator
tried to back into the water. In the
struggle I lost my boot and rny big top,
beside severely spraining my ankle. The
alligator afterward was captured, ami
found to he, not an alligator, but a rebel
spy encased in an alligator's skin, sent
over to investigate, and also to obtain
boms and shoes for the rebel army,
in
side the skin were dismvcred fourteen
pairs of shoes and the spy aeknouledged,
heft re being hung, that he had obtained
in this way some odtitl pair.- of hoots and
shots for the t'onfedera;. s."
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“1 was on guard at Fort Mct'oomb between Lakes Bowen and I’ontchat train,”
remarked the veteran, “where Co's C.
and K. of the 14th Me., the cold water
regiment, were encamped. 1 thought 1
heard some one snoring, and going to the
lake shore to investigate matters found
the enemy to be a sleepy alligator nearly
twelve feet long. As I approached incautiously, he awoke and making a snap
at me seized my foot, which was encased
in a stout army boot.
1 gave the alarm
and the soldiers rushed down from camp
to i iv assistance. They seized me by the

a

"lllolN

as in years gone by, ami the ram
butted him with such zeal that the farmer was sent flying into the thorn bush
on the Woolwich side of the Kennebec.
I'his is how Thorn's Head became
designated, but by rights the name
should apply to the spot where Farmer
H roe It landed, and not the cliff from
which he started.”
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artist in greater distress.
ring than poor little Bess.
too '-rooked, her trees were too

Premium

cows

pion replied.

v

Her holt-* aiwais toppled
ll<
window- were n< ver
she !•, uid*nt -ee right l'or

inquired.

OCTOBER

J. R. Osgood & Go's Announcements. A
remarkable group of books is to be published

by James R. Osgood & Go.,

of Boston, during
present autumn—ami it may well be
doubted whether any other American publishing house has ever put forth in a single season

this

many valuable and notable books. Among
novels it includes Gable’s inimitable Louisiana
romance of “Doctor Sevier;” Robert Grant's
**The Knave of Hearts,” in which the success
of “The Gonfes»ious of a Frivolous Girl” is renewed and prolonged; Henry James's “Tales
of Three Cities,” admirable
society studies by
our cosmopolitan
novelist; Craddock's “Where
the Battle was Fought.-’ a noble production by
one of the foremost Southern
writers; Edgar
so

Fawcett's vivid and picturesque “Adventures
a Widow” in
New York society, and the

of

novel “John Rautoul.” by Henry L. Nelbrilliant Washington correspondent of
the Boston Post and Herald. Besides all these,
is Howe's “The Story of a Century Town,” the
most remarkable novel of modern American
literature, a spontaneous development of prairie life in Kansas, painting Far-Western life
with rare precision and verisimilitude, in a
new

son, the

succession of swift and brilliant touches which
would have done no discredit to Dickens or
Victor Hugo.

Among the autumn’s poetical works to be isby the Osgoods are the sumptuous new
Holiday edition of Sir Walter Scott’s “Marmion," crowded with illustrations; a richly il-,
lustrated new Holiday edition of Edwin Arnold's “Light of Asia;” tin* Pocket and Tremont illustrated editions of Scott's “Lady of
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by Pd. Shinies of Knox,and Black Pan, by O. A.
This was a ver\ pretty rate,
Hunt, of I'nilv.
Black Amber winning the first money, fib, and
making the best time ever made in Maine fora
three years old colt. Summary
Black Amber.1 1 1
Black Pan ..*2 2 2
Time, 2.40**, 2. lb1,. 2.00*4.

fifty elass was for a purse of $f>o—$2.'i to
second, $1(! to third. There were four
starters—lieorgia, by the Mudgctt Bros., Belfast,
B. Wellington, Vlbion, Eastern
Iolnnthe, bv <
Queen, by II. K. Haley, Monroe, and Maggie, by IP
Iteynolds of I 'nity. It was a good race but not exciting as (ieorgia won easil\ in three straight heats.
The two

llrst, $1."> to

summary

tieorgin.I 1 1

Iolanthe.- 2 2
Eastern Queen.J J 3
Maggie.4 1 4
Time, 2.42 l4,2.44 *i, 2.42 *a.
The sweepstakes, a free to all, was fora purse of

$17.r>—$100 to llrst, $.r»0 to second, and $2.1 to third.
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Ulain.-'* book
Speaking
nf what I In :trd in Bo*t<m.
I'n
a
m of I?!.,in.•’*].-.ok in Albany wa- anxi.m*
nave Governor < l.-v. .ami'* signalup- af tin
in t'n-' (unini'ir’s
in ad ai ni> .i't.
!1
wa‘1,1
aft.
<ia\. and fi!i:i. y eanulif Mr.
I'p.-m day
< 1»•
-! 111' i.
lb* ask- d III-' _i>it Gov-rimr I*ubser;b. f ir ii in* ■'* hook.
Tin great Gov.-iIMS' 'aid In w an
-! I*, aim-** Kook, but That In'
had made it a hard and fast. ru !.- not to pul h :*
name down on any book agent’s li*t.
Ii-- -aid
lie intend.-d to hip* Mr. Biam.-'s book when it
wa* pulni'hed. !»ut lie would not sub*crihe f*.i
ti beforehand.
Tin* agent w> a smal t man.
W’liat did In do?
H» knew Mr. <'leveland.
IIdid Hot go again to tin- Lxoeiitive Chambers.
He was to.*-mart.
He loo.^ai about him and
got tii-■ pretth "l woman of a reriain kind he
roll Id LM-t. and he *<-lil nr !
the virtuous (iovrimr w ho was too good to put hi* name down
for Boaine's book.
What wasfiio result? Gro\ er Cleveland, in larg. tirm character*. headed
the Albany agent's li*t tor the Blaine book. A
pretty woman did what an enterprising agent
eotiul not do -made a great Governor hange
his praeti.-e about signing paper*.
Now, 1. ar
reader, i* (.'lev and
much better than the
rest ol' u*?
r>

laiin!'

■

in.-

■

;
I

1

*■•

George

William

Curtis.

Mr. Likins i* of the opinion that .lo*enli Harper and not Georg.' William t urtis led Harper's
publication* out of the lb-publican amp. and
ill's mol'Ve was revenge because Blaine Would
not let him ha\
the book.
He ha*, s his idea
upon the fact that < urtis. after Blaine had h< u
nominated, came into a meeting with Mr. Likin* and heartily <•«> operated In the selection of
a Vice President,
lb- say* that Curti* spoke
very highly ot <«»• n. Logan, and w as defern-d
to in the meeting about the choice.
But Mr.
Alexander Mc Donald, who i* conne.-ted with
tii- Harper* by marriage, say* that Likins i*
wT.-ng, and that ( urli* played the traitor, and
that in former y. ar* Mr. Fletcher Harper, Sr.,
frequently said the greatest trouble he had
found in hi* establishment was to keep down
the otlominate and sporadic follies of George
William Curtis, who wa* a* prone to go wrong
as the sparks tolly upward.
The present campaign b rminates Curtis's market value a* an ed
itor. [Gath.
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hay the eh, ape-t feed to
Pres., Wilfred Maples, said
he feeds proveuder tiie iir.-t tiling in the morning;
has led shorts and ground oats, and most all kinds
of provender. He thinks well of shorts. Cattle or
hogs will ea -hurt'* before ground oats or any
other grain. He limimiit
-eaMy ,f turnips for
roots, but it costs too much to keep the weeds
down to raise root-. II iv and grain on good ground
will keep, the weeds down and is probably the
cheap. -- fe. d for this dloi:. The very hot feeders of .-jM-k go
tieani in the morning and
feed a small amount t hay and then d<» the eimres
around, feeding often until the cattle are full. If
the whole amount w a given them at one feed they
would pick ii over and treat ie -m it ami leave
'"me cuts in the erin, at:d m«t till themselves up

Frank F;. td r, B« lm-mt, pair earling -i*vr-,
:
Barker A oil.-, beiia-t, m.
f Ilercf u i-, four
heifer,
year- "l*i im:l, tvv*» row-, one two ’.ear- ol
earling belt* r. imll * aif.
J. R. Lnrieii i*i. l»r*•**ks, -lock cow, llciai -rd.
lleretord bud tnree > eai *dd.
Joseph Bartlett, Wai h*, pair iii c V ears old
lll'li'tol'! -if.
J. M. >av*.-rv A >.m-, x-arsporb herd •>: grid*
stock cow aim e;.;f, ,r.e t, I >urt.am, grade 11. r* !■!•,.
belter two year- . pair steer calves, gin i* J*
Sc v eo\v, time ;.* ars ••1*1 steel's, three ear ill. a I.
er-, frnll calf.
1-raid Wo*.'haim
Morrill, draught <• \«• i.. two
year- old du;l, _rad
N. R.
ill*;- Wa.d*., mat' d, d oxen.
>.
1. Hillary. Wald**, full ia.i >imrti. an
u.i.
one year «od.
II. A. art, r. B* f..-t,
Clias. I'.dweli. Moor
p iir tw o > ar- "Id -!• r-.
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b. A. I’d'her, Belfast, two vear- old la i I it.
IVlliah >tia w Belfa-t, Hnrtiam "-w.
J. U. Litlb iimd. Brook.-, herdot gnsdr Hereford-,
ears old heifer, pair mat* m l yearling -leu -,
two
heifer calf, stock cow.
li. W. Lbi-, Belfa-t, Ji
bull.
month- *.M,
Joseph Ham, Jack-m, grade bull
In ifer »• months old.
tieorge I’eiivey, >w; nville, mabdied oxen,
i.ilbert l-.di-, B' i:a-t, grad*' J* r-ey heifer, two
years old, grade der-**y heifer, one year old
Jesse 11. Frye, Moiilviile, tour years old hull, one
vear "1*1 mill.
A. J. Cillev, Lineoinvi ie. fid; blood lb icf-u i
bull, thi'ee yoke two ear- bd steer.-, ne paii year-
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Ida M. Mahoney, Belfast, .-ilk quid, cushion.
.Mabel Wilson, Belfast, quid.

.-

but the

regular meeting last week with
the President in thecnair
The t -jiir fur discuss,
ion was: The he.-t way of feeding an<i cheapest
feed for wintering stock. Matthew Partridge, who
opened the discus-ion, did he would feed what lie
coul.l raise. < attle r< «|nii-• a varit ty of 1 >m»»l t«* do
well. He feeds three times a day and waters
twice; feeds provender nidi and morning. Hood
hay is tie- cheapest feed. W. F. Kills -..id la* feeds
regularly three limes a d ty on hay with occasionally a feed of r »>ts io wo k up tlie straw. Young cat-
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This dull held their

Alice M. Knight, Northp at. and me mat.
Wm. R. (ooper, Monad, *me trace held eon,,
trace pop corn, trace -in et corn, tr me onion-.
James M. Miller. Washington, 1>.
macaroni.
A K. t I ark. Belfast, spri'iuirn of m* a a uic.la
work in white bronze, marble, etc.
Mrs. L. A. Hitcher, Belfast, mg <*nrpei.
Ml -. 1' led A. t.rlllin, Beda.-f, wreaTh, <*i
kl.it
afghan in -m u, pr« s rv es, pi me l- and jedie-.
I. um M
».ritlin, B- i: ;-t, pin ci;-hioti in wor-ted.
Mr-. .Mdi
Luce, Wai
-am,nutter ai ! jar
Of preserves.
Lqiiity '.range social !•-. Belfast, rug, fghan,

-•

very cold

w as

w as

<

rutabaga turnips.

one

day

d

patient and happy.
W. C. Marshall, of Belfast, I. s. Staples, of Brooks
and 1 T. W .ms, of Waterville, were judge-*. Horace Nelson, Waterville, timer.
Inalinanci.il point of view the fair was a decided
success, and far bevond expectations.
Among the sto< k a pair of two years old steers,
owned >y C. 11. Elwell, of Monroe, deserve partie.
ular notice. They girted seven feet and weighed
•T21"» pounds. N * steers exhibited at the Maine state
fair approached this p.iii*.

Joseph B irtiett, W ;ndo, four arieties apples, oue
of grape-.
Nellie Martlet, Waldo.work .-locking-, shell
work mittens.
•J. H. Hallowell, Belfast, three varieties apples,
three of beans, one eranberries, one pears, one
grapes, one potatoes.
Jame- Knight, V>1tlip- v., .me trace corn.
Mrs. Mary \V.t, Nortliport, butter.
>amuel Norton, lb bast, two varieties pumpkins,

after years.
As we looked out from the stand upon the
great mass of people it seemed to be easier to
estimate it by acres than by thousands. And
when Mr. Blaine approached the f.ont of the
platform to speak the words which so correctly
and graphically stated the great issues of the
campaign, all these many thousands of people
listened with almost the silence of profound

lo-

>

The
crow

apples.

president, that they might proudly

...

■'

Jim Blaine..;i ,">

Mrs. L. A. Pitcher, Beifa-t, butter.
•James II. Cunningham, Belfast, twenty-nine varieties apple.-, Three of crab apples, six grapes,
pears.
Mrs. Josiaii NVUet -on, Swanvillc, yarn rug.
F. t
Wood, Nortliport, grapes.
Pereey B. Redman, Belfa-t, twenty.live varieties
apples, twelve of potatoes, two wheat, two carrots,
ore* barley, seven beau-, four pease, six corn.
Timtna- (irmly, Belfa-t. bushel autumn apples.
T. lb Nicker-on, >wauviile, twenty-three varieties fi nit.
•J. W Knight, Nortliport, fourteen variolic- pot.v
l°e-, four pumpkins, three of -quash, one turnip,
two cabbage, two earrots, two beets, one parsnip.-,
one cranberries, one bushel winter apples, seventeen beans, tour pease, butter, one cucumbers, 22

having their children made the
strenuous efforts to secure an opportunity
ones

Tin: HALL.

Banks, Belfast, three bushels winter ap-

apples.

women

for these little

Gibbs, Bangor, Surprise, Gy Co1. Morrill, of Dexter, Gray Nose, by F. S. Tilton, of Bangor, and Jim
Blaine, by Levi Judkins,of Hartiand. It would be
hard to select live horses in the state of Maine,
which would trot more evenly than did the live in
tlds race. At the start it would have been impossible to have selected the favorite. Summary
Hambletonian-Knox.I l l l
Gray Dan.1 *_>
Surprise._> ", 2 Ji
Gray Nose.4 4

Banks, Belfast, rag carpet.
Mary
•Simon A. Pay son, Belfast, hu.-hcl winter tipples,
one cheese.
J. R. Littlefield, Brooks, thirty-eight varieties

was unbounded.
The wish to see Mr.
Blaine, to shake hands with him, if possible,
was almost beyond resistance, and sometimes
could not be prevented by the best efforts of the
police. Old men struggled through the great
crowd to reach him. Young men came press-

ful fanning." The reports of the Awarding
ommissiom-rs followed.
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Me., upon the petition of Jones' creditors.
lodges surrendered their charters.
can Agriculturist lor October.
1*001 iV oil, Druggists.
“Well, I was lishing in the crook one
neighboring coast." innocently narrated
the most < legant designs in fancy work, needle- The number of members has increased tic- past
I hooked on
cold
last
when
"1
winter,
the
was
;tt
day,
Small
i’t.
six
months, KiTJ; withdrawn. Hills; total memi■hampion.
work, embroidery, crochet, etc. Laeh number
Beautiful Window Display.
'vHie ne r< I; mi!. ‘‘I Wol.'l aWwrtise now.
contains a supplement, paper pattern* and emHatching a Steady Business.
bership, KNfMi.
w o, ;ait I j"i .'Minpieiriy tire.I tint waiting on
watching a carpenter doing some work to what I thought was a whale, hut what
I
Tin?
windows
two colored fashion
of
R.
White
A
and
II.
Co.,
| -t.nppeW that a«l\ertisemeiit 1
he
an
enormous
bass,
that
ne
sj
to
ii
Boston,
designs,
broider}
on the mol’ of one of the cottages when
A
proved
prominent Massachusetts Odd Fellow
Tlicri* is, says The Christian Union, a
h
linn tl v.e alum ami been able to Wlshave contained many beautiful displays, but
a
plates. £h.r>0 per year: ‘>0 cents a number. Inthe breeze came along, struck the cot- weighed on the ice Hall Ihs. and obliging none more artistic
'.if my clerks."
and realistic than that which
efiaive v.
ternational News Co., .'!1 Beckman street, New sends the following correction: The doth anmethod of natural hatching practiced in
ten
to
his
was
a
smelt
that
tail
and cutting it clean from its founweighed
is shown in the south window at the present
York.
imal session of the (irand Lodge of Mass. Odd
Franco which seems eminently practica- tage
Lulled Thousand*
dations carried it over to Stage Island, pounds. I sent both immediately to the time, it is simple, and therein lies its beauty,
Fellows was held at
I
dth, lssf. The
■!'
a:i ; are going into e<*-tis>
over I »r
ble namely, hatching by turkeys. Nests
\
The edition of the November Century will be
li
i>
a
fac-simile
the
of
the
at
of
facade
Smithsonian
Institute
at
capital
Washington,
where it landed on the knoll. In the afi- n.
u Diseovery tort oii.sinuptiuu.
Their mi
ot proper dimensions are provided, coverreport showed •"» new Lodge- instituted since
and
its
detail
Beisattraetive
the
ever printed of that magazine.
to
Washington,
every
for
largest
and
in
return
a
cheek
of
received
Sg,i”
p.r j-.-. -very i.y Liu-timely Use
ihisgrea
ternoon the wind shifted to the east and
the ey<‘, and. to those who have not had the
the February session and <> charters surrendered over with lattice work or wire.
At
t;
s-lX:
I':.
an
fa-' a to j.. nearly wiJW
sides the first chapters of Mr. Howells’.* new
it was blown back again, being landed 000, and a request to catch more if posl!
iii L
pleasure of visiting Washington, it will give a j novel, “The Rise of Silas
ed. The I" ft in •; ease of membership in the Iasi
I'l'.i-e
guaraateeW t positively '-lire any time of year turkey s, w her her broody
sible.”
Lapham.” the story
i'-< -mail-,
on the identical spot from which it had
idea of the place wheiein the laws of the
.It's, \-KMna, Hay h'<*\4*r, Ui "ii
good
or not, are, after a little teaching, made
six months was b.‘»d. Total
e,litis. Hoarseness, Jms- *W \ oiee, or any atleetion
membership, 2‘J.“The bass was all right enough, per- country are enacted. Perhaps the best way t<> of ati American business man. its tietion will
been removed, and losing not even a
include “A Tale of Negative <ira\ity,” by 7 TV How does it
I a
ii
Trial lJolties free at IL
to hatch without intermission from three
compare ?
but how do you account for the ten describe tin* scene is to begin at the bottom or Frank R.
hi irk from its chimney."
haps,
H .M."
Drug >t«*re. Large size Slum.
“Free
doe
and
the
Rest
of
Stockton;
to six months : wo dozen < ggs at a time.
ground section. The carpet of green In front the
World,” an illustrated story by doei Chand“What became of the carpenter?" the pound smelt clinging to the bass' tail i”
represents tin* lawn, and is made realistic in its |
Ah
bin." a
Ii.it a ( oloraWo liett re-antly
The chicks are withdrawn as soon as
Brick Pomeroy in Trouble.
ler
and “The l ost Mine.” by Thomas
was
on
exhibiit
the
bass
to
Harris;
go
tlie
use
of
marine
silk,
have
“Oh,
an! -in eg
a roiiiuh-W
green embroidery
j A.
coloring by
reporter inquired, sarcastically.
by a ha ml. filings
hatched, and fresh eggs substituted. Tile
with a full-page picture by Mary
;"
a
pi
pass it tin.* heitb aren't going to
The < i ram I .Jury *»f Denver. Col., lias just
“Ob lie was so much interested in his tion lie wanted to go too,” replied the The walks are represented by the use of brown : Hal Janvier,
lock Foote.
i»gg- unless musie i» lnrni-iieW for
Turkish cloth. The steps leading to the Capitol
turkeys are taken from the nests every work that he hadn't noticed the accident. champion.
veturued two indictments ag-dii't MarkM.
lie oe- a-ion
are of white satin, and in fact the colors used
day lor food and exercise; they do not If it had been
We have received the second number of the
j
l'omeroy, better known as Brick Pomeroy,
at work on that
now,
tin* building are but two
you
of
in
the
consti
uetiou
How *-a 11 you remain a siiITerer from Wyspepsia
seem to mind the confinement, and grow
charging liitn with criminal acts in connection
roof it would have been (hiferent. In1n number, the pillars and trimmings being of ; Maine Historical and Oeneologlcal Recorder.”
...
Man y ours are b* ing e.nre«l 1»>
with bi> mining scheme. known as the Atlantic
1)01)0
FI.
TOO
OI.U
TO
tat and contented.
One establishment is
II
white satin and the main work of pearl satin,
It contains a continuation of the history of the
ami Pacilic Tunnel, while residing at Denver.
•sar-apaiilia. Try it.
would have been blown away.”
mentioned where one hundred turkeys deed, you
A subscriber*learning that the Inde- and the two colors an* blended most beautifulPomeroy advertise I the scheme in his w<eklv
King family of Maine, by »V. H. Smith, with a
“Why any more than the carpenter?”
side of tic steps are busts of
wen hatching at one time, and so conpaper, presenting bills therefor to the company
pendent was to publish this week inter- ly. On either
portrait of* Rufus King: an installment of The
asked the m. r.
The
Brighton Cattle Market.
and
Franklin.
columns
Washington
of which he was president, in which it is alleged
suptinued for tbiee months.
It is quite a
stories of somewhat doubtful verWillis
in the Public Library, ami much
l ESDA Y, < ) t- 7, H'l.
“You’re all wind yourself,” replied the esting
the front are decidedly natural in their other Papers
he
porting
overcharged tie* company about suoon. This
matter of historical and geneological incommon practice with some poultry-rais\ i: mi of stork at market: < at fie, *>.'!*; sheep
acity semis the following:
and similar alleged acts resulted in the finding
appearance, while the eul stone is represented
champion.
<7. 1 at swine,2.;.|K1; horses, 12M.
and r:i:i.: -.
ers here to make good, steady liens hatch
“Old I’etei Brock used to own a sheep by the use of buttons. The small pillars which terest. The praise we bestowed upon the first of indictments
of embezzlement.
His mining
number of this new publication can only be
-I Ifref cattle P' loo lb live weight, extra
1’::
two settings of eggs in succession —setfarm at the north end, and his sheep support the rails on either balcony are repre- reiterated and
scheme has
genet ally viewed wit h disfavor
"»«'«a7 -'7
first,
7'i^t; .T7-a; second,
.ji.-t
emphasized as to the second is- here, but been Pastern
HOW' 1IE ESCAPED THE BEAKS.
sented by spools of white silk resting upon
have
invested in
<mi✓>:.
two
at
one
included
what
is
now
Thorn’s
third, f4 «mi§4 >7*,; poorest grades
ail
many
the
chicks
*ue.
s.
people
M. Watson, publisher. Public Library,
ting
time, giving
pasture
balls of dark colored netting silk. The dome is
it. Considerable money has been spent in the
ol m.ii-Mf oxen, <>.i!l-, etc
$;s
«7'a.
This was far back in the year
“Iii Oiu-ly boyhood 1 used to drive the Head.
when batched to one ban and putting a
Portland, Me.
forms
a
satin
and
of
old
to
Ill jliiol, Hides, in a V\ 7 :a g -C V B>. light, 7c
tunnel
without
gold
pleasing
11),
cap
finding anything valuable. The
ih
fresh setting under the other.
When cows over to Box Island (in the Andros- 1740, but the boys were as mischievous tin* whole structure. The rails around the bal!b. Country Hides, light
Bright el I.t *\x,
lately became suspicious and
“Why 1 nm a Republican/’ by George S. stockholders
►nes
W tb, heavy, 7c tP H>; Country Tallow,
chicks are thus hatched, an artificial coggin River) in the morning, and home as they are even at this day. In Brock's conies are of quilted satin. The doors and
suit to oust Pomeroy, which is .still
brought
c
fs lb. -beared sheep
*r tb. < alf "kins, 1 o<411
a l«
Boutwell, price $1.25, published by Wm. J.
pending. lle then sold his Denver paper, which
mother is often needed. Chicks will take again at night. At low tide the approach flock was a wicked black ram, who had windows are of lace work. On either side of
skin'. In.jip'i:
Lamli Skin-,(!0ftSi7)C. each.
the lawn are massive stands of artificial flowers.
Betts & Co.. Hartford, </t., deserves more than
has vigorously labored in its new hands to disI nr trade for Beef Cattle lias not improved any
earn of themselves if kepi warm.
The to the island is over dry land, hut at high an aveision to all objects of bright col- It
in
of
incessant
work
to perfect
a passing notice.
In fact it may be regarded
close bis alleged criminal acts.
required
days
A warrant has
ovtn.it ot me week ago, the demand for butchartificial mother affords no heat, hut it water both 1 and the cows had to wade. ors, and the boys, knowing this fact, used the display.
as the most valuable contribution to political
been issued for his arrest and Gov. Grant has
;inie heing light, and tin prices, if anything,
er-.’
a trill*? low* r for coiiimon grades <.f Western Catenables the chicks to preserve all their One night as usual I went after the cows frequently to gather at the Head and
history of this season. On reading it. we are made out the proper papers to bring him here
I the I test lots were intended for the
Man.
l.bBeecher and Curtis.
surprised that the subject, comprising as it from New York, where he is at present, pubown heat, which seems quite sufficient
and the moment I struck foot on dry land pinning a piece of red flannel to the
..xj ori trade, those put upon market for sale being
does the complete history of the Republican
fishing a Cleveland and Hendricks “organ.”
for their wants.
An artificial mother (it was high tide you see) I saw the cows bustle of their breeches, allow the ram
Brices
oi an ordinary grade of Beeves.
mo.-ti'
There is a comical idea in certain quarters i party from its origin to the present time, could
ranged principally from '* d flh^r per 11> live consists of a glass-covered run three feet all rushing toward the shore followed by to approach at full speed until within ten that Henry Ward Beecher’s support of Grover have' been treated so
exhaustively, so briefly,
weight, a few extra Beeves being sold at $7.10 per
Mr. Murat Halstead telegraphs from New
will strengthen the Democratic can- and so
ii\ u eight, and a few poor grades at .V‘ac.
long, two feet high at top, one foot Ivgli a dock of five black bears. I was a feet, when dodging, the boys would es- Cleveland
concisely. The Protective policy of the Yoiktohis
Ion in
didate among the working classes. Why! do! Republican
paper, the Cincinnati Commercial
in a wonderfulTrade
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live
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and
would
be
the
ram
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of
but
weight.
lower
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wide.
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the
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bears
party
presented
and
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frequently
end,
youngster,
sight
cape,
as follows: The American people will
the
that
Gazette,
classes
have
i
they suppose
th
working
clear manner.’
supph in market was full as large as the de- At the
ly
is
hurt.
high end, on the floor,
have one great and unaccustomed advantage in
placed turned my hair from a bright red to a seriously
mand required.
forgotten Beecher’s pandering to their enemies, j
The old farmer was a sly old gent, and his shameless sermons of six years ago, his
The Portland Press in directing attention to ihe election of James (». Blaine to the presidens»heep and Lami/s. Those from the West were an inch or two of ashes eighteen inches light brown. I was positive that I should
nvnrlv all owned hv butchers, costing from '>’4
to
and
his
bread-and-water, recent publications “which have a peculiar cy. They have seen the inside of his private
capital,
wide, and over this an inclined frame be eaten alive and so on the impulse of in no way averse to a little fun, despite toadyism
*•
per lh., live weight, landed at the yards. The
business correspondence.
IIis pockets have
insults to hungry toil in 1877V His
w ith
to the people of Maine on account of
long fieece. The chicks nestle the moment 1 grabbed one of the cows by his sixty summers, lie had learned of dollar-a-day
Sheep and Lambs from Canada were mostly con- lined
been turned out for public inspection. The
attitude since that time has lent a deeper black- interest
W. Hollis & Co-, to slaughter and
their relation to our local history or their au- waste-basket
signed to
under the fieece, and seem in every way the tail as she pushed by me.
the sport, ftnjoyed by the boys, and re- ness to his
then.
paper relating to bis personal aflanguage
L A. Hollis hud several hundred head of
market.
as comfortable as when covered by the
“The cow thought that bruin had her solved upon a little experiment by himThere is another comical idea that George W. thorship.” makes complimentary mention of fairs has all been raked out and published. IIU
Sheep and Lambs in, which came from the British
“The
James
P.
edited
bv
Trelawy
Papers”
domestic life has been assailed, and he comes
hen. Connected with the mother is an that time, sure, and she snorted like fun self. No sooner said than done, so pin- Curtis’s glorification of Grover Cleveland will Baxter, and
Provinces, most of them very nice ones.
says of another book: “Reminisof the ordeal—such as no public man has
Swim-. Western Fat Hogs are costing from (»$
run. The mother and run should be
and jumped with me into the river. A ning a red flannel shirt to his back he strengthen the Democratic candidate among cences of a Christian Life,” by II. J. Bailey of out
our Irish-American fellow-citizens.
<;iae per Hi. live weight, landed at the slaughter open
do
undergone—the manly, excellent, honorable,
Why,
on
the
to
in
is
a
of
late
Moses
I*,
over
memoir
the
J.
hear
after
us
and
1
leaned
Me.,
Messrs.
liie
week
to
fresh
get
iiouses.
Wintbrop,
big
precipice
During
past
jumped
| they suppose that these lellow-citizens do not
frequently changed
ground.
squeezed
high-minded statesman the republican millions
squire & Co. slaughtered at their establishment in
With turkey hatching and artificial the cow’s tail to make her go faster. clear view of his flock grazing at a little I know what has been done by Harper’s Weekly Bailey, a widely known and respected member have for a long time wanted for the presidency
Last Cambridge 10,7.14 Fat Hogs.
of the Society of Friends whose life in its ear- and are about to elect to that office.
mothers the problem of bow to raise one Every time that the, bear gained on us I distance. Soon the ram espied the de- ! of which the aforesaid Curtis is editor, in the nest devotion
to a pure and useful ends, preway of befouling the “IrishryY9 '[John Swinsents features which it is rightly thought mayGen. O O. Howard sailed for home Oct. 4th, thousand chickens annually witli a hand- squeezed the cow's caudle appendage, tested object, and lowering his head. he. ! ton’s
When others are sufl'ei
Paper.
drop a word of kind!
The
old
allowed
him
and
restful
be
a
tour
in
rush.
after delightful
and she, thinking I was the bear, just made a
Europe some profit would seem to he solved.
gent
wisely presented by such a record for the ! ness and sympathy. If lug,
they are suffering from a
satisfaction of his kindred and friends. The !
‘•and beyond.” He will go from New York,
The “mother” does not seem to be w hooped up things, now I tell you
in a to approach within the ten feet and i The Democrats of the 5th
them l>r. Bull’s'Cough Syrup; a few
-colil,
give
Congressional dis- book is not published for general circulation, doses of this valuable remedy will afford instant redirectly, to his headquarters at Omaha, via. needed in the French
yards, owing to an I few moments we landed safe and sontid then essayed to dodge. Alas! Fanner trict of Massachusetts have renominated Leo- but rather as private and affectionate tribute to lief, and a twenty-five
cent bottle will cure the
Washington, His two sons return with him.
Brock was not as quick in his move- pold Morse for Congress.
on the Lewiston shore.”
earlier and warmer spring.
the worth of an exemplary character.
worst cough.
All are in excellent health.
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There were.live starters—Hambletonian-Knox, by
E. II. Groelv, Ellsworth, Gray Dan, bv Morrill &

Fair.

Agricultural

afternoon, tin- first day of the fair, proved stormy,
and to save the exhibits from getting wet everything was moved out of the hall, so there was nothing to be seen on the second day. Thursday was
very cold and disagreeable, and save a few reports
on horses, the day was given up to racing.
The
following is a full report of the entries:

the Journal.

Correspondence
Bei.laire, Ohio, October 4th, ls>4. 1 was
here last night with Mr Blaine.
His reception was simply immense. More than
30,000 people turned out to meet him. see him
and hear him speak. They came from all quarters of the country hereabouts. The procession
was composed of more than 5(*00 men, having
torches, bearing all sorts of devices, and wearing uniforms of various descriptions from the
handsomely appai idled Plumed Knights to the
simple white hats of the dubs. The enthusiof

County

Tiic rattle show and fair this year will compare
favorably with others of its kind. The display was
not large, lull of excellent quality. Wednesday

ENTHUSIASTIC RECEPTION THERE AND
ELSEWHERE TO THE MAN FROM MAINE.
HI. VINE STRONGER THAN HIS PARTY IN OHIO
AND WEST VIRGINIA.
DEMOCRATIC HOODLUMS
HANDSHAKING.

AX

42.

and

Seller

At Muscatine, Iowa,
matter of an imli.-tment

Alike

Guilty.

in the
under the new prohibthe
law,
itory liquor
charged
jury Sept. doth,
that while selling liquor is indictable, buying it
is equally a violation of tin* law ; that all per-

Judge Slavics,

sons
testifying to having purchased liquor are
subject to indictment, and that, referring as is

supposed

to the temperance alliance in the ease
any persons being induced or encouraged by
organization or body to buy liquor for the
purpose of criminating the seller, such buyer
would be indictable and such body would be
guilty of eonspira y and subject to indictment.
It is thought that if will be difficult to enforce
the anti-liquor law under this ruling.
of

any

We may say that our share in upholding national customs is only the share of one man's
Influence. But we must measure our responsibility at the other end. by results, not by the
magnitude or insignificance of our personal influence. The whole result has been evolved
through the consent, or the silence, or direct
support of such as ourselves; and the whole
result is what wo have to answer for or weep
over.

[Union Signal.

A Philadelphia young lady threw a bottle of
vitriol at a gentleman who had neglected her
for another.

Maine
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Matters.

KUOM

1*11ST STATE

THE APPLE CROP.
of

COW KNTION.

Tlif Maine Baptists held their annual eonvcntion in lloulton last week, with 1IB delegates
Committee on
present. xelti'ive of visitors
place and preachers reported in favor of Lewiston a-tlie place for holding the next convention. and that liev. (.. F. Tufts of Belfast, and
U«*v. ( '. K. Young of (.’arihou, serve as preachers, m-xt year.
The following resolution, offered by liev. K. S. Small, was adopted: liesolved that tlir Baptist State Convention, representing *200.(HH.) ehurch m» lnbers, earnestly
request the managers of Maine State Fair, to
makt such arrangements for their* xhibits as to
allow no de>. elation of the Lord’s dav on their
grounds, or the moving of their materials and
stock to or from their grounds.
Fourteen
ministers beginning their work in this State
during tie Near received the hand of fellow-

ship.

The Maine Baptist Fdueation Society held its
anniversary Thursday. S< veil students at (’oil's are studying for the ministry.
Voted to
hold the next anniversary in Lewiston. The
committee on nominations reported, that liev.
>. Brown be the preacher and liev. I»r.
lVpper
of Colby be bis alternate.
K* \. T. F. White,
eommitti
on nominal 'ini', reported for President, liev. A. C. lb-nick: Vier President,
dodge 1*. Bonn* ; Secretary. 1 i«• \. K. s. Small:
Treasurer. li< v. W. H. Spencer: Auditor. Prof.
F. W. Hall.
I’he usual number of Trustees

THE

dlt.vNli I.i

*

1

m

;
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picking, sorting

Single Copies

in

and a column of Maine news, making in all
fourteen columns of matter written and prepared for the inside of a single issue of the
paper. We do not, however, strive for quantity alone. Our object is to record each week
the news of this city and vicinity, to take note
of every new industry and enterprise, to no-

and

handling,

store

tice the achievements of our people whether at
home or abroad, and to present this matter to
our readers clearly printed and well arranged,
with the aid in our mechanical department of
the best material, machinery and workmanship.
How well we have succeeded in these direc-

ti

I .MTAKIAN

FOR

JAMES G.

(<>M 1 KllM K.

V

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

JOHN A.

OF ILLINOIS.
FOR PRESIDENT! A L

Electors at

HATH.

with the steamer State of Maine, ( apt.
schooner Superior.
1 lie pas-age was made from Point Lepreaux to
Pond island in twenty four hours. The steamer was ducked at
the Go-- Marim* Iron works
wharf win r
the boilers and a part of the mawui
be
removed
and r* paired. The
chinery
( a\e

will tin

be hauled on the railway and
the hull repaired.
The expense wiii reach
slOD.ooO. The steamer will be ready for sea in
live mouths.

Mraim r

<

n

OI.BY

CLASS FLECTION.

Colby Universitj have
following officers : President, F.
F. Hoodwin; Vice President. S. II. Holmes:
S- H‘iary ;inil Treasurer. F. M. Perkins :< >rator. W. B. Farr: Po.-t. H. F. Hay: Historian.
» ook : 'I oa>t-ina«*<ei-.
<
(
i. <). Palmer. < oin
mill*
of Arrangement" I. (). Palmer. II I).
I. iioi). C. y. iIichard-on;
ommitte, m Odes.
MU»e> Brook-. Kingsley. Mortimer and Pray.

The class
elected I he

of

*S7 at

Col. (N org» Fulle r of Detroit. Midi., died in
The annual meeting of tlie IIaneoek KducaColorado Tliur>da\. .u lie age* e»f 47. li- was a
uativeol Fast < ‘orintli. Me., and !*• fT the* prae tiee* tional Association, President Foster presiding,
of law to enter t!»*' Fnioii army. He* entered the ! opened in FIKwortb T!mrsda\ afti rnoon wish
upwards of fifty teachers present. An able
NxtF Maine as a >■ «*«>nd Lieuii mint and gradually rose io the command of tie regiment, mak- j paper entitled “Teacher's Daily Preparation”
ing a brilliant war n*ee*rd. He participated in was read Ity Susie M. Haines of FUsworth,
discussion followin'!. The question of teachseven!fell j i Ileal battle-, beside- skinili-le*-.
ins temperance in tie- common schools wa< disand was se vere ly Wt.unded at the battie* of tile
I !). >. ssiutl continued
Wi'd-rni-s-. Afie*r tin* war lie was appointed cussed in the ( Veiling.
lbjstuiaster of Bangor, and hold tha: ollii-e* four until Friday.
after
which
le*
ivmoved
tree!
and
to
D
Tin-: THAPl'KKS SKASON.
years,
engaged in the umber business, in wnidilie
Tiie rappers will eoinimmee work soou. The
aeeuuiulate i a haiel-enie femtune
Col. Fuller
close time on mink, otter, heaver, musk-rat.
leave a w blow ;*:!«* tw <» son-.
sable and lisher end'd on the loth iii"t.
Mink
Mr. John .1. Butle r, a member «»» :he Haitiire best trapped from tlii' time until the closing
me re* bar. died l'liursday at hi- home, N<». 11<>
in of the fro/en season. De-.d'.ails are in favor
1 ><-mnead stree*t. in tlx* >-,h y<ur of hi- age.
with trapper-.
A -mall arhor oi hrusli and
He had bee'll sick sillee
a-I 3! :i>
lb Wll- a
slakes is constructed and a spindle holding the
native* of Hancock. M*
He v\a-an otli-er «d'
••a!
i" so arranged that the mink on molesting:
the navy throughout Hie*
war. -ervinga! it. liberate- ;t
weight which falls on the
aeting maste r iii the hi<»< ka ling squadron in animal's n-'-k heavy
and kills It.
Mu-k-rats are capthe- navai e*ngage*iu« ills in 31 *biie* N.i\. und- r
tured in steel traps.
Ad mi ai Fai ragut. so ing a eoi.sid- rable amount
IN UKNKKAL.
e»f active service*.
Afte r lb- war lit e*ngage*d ill
tie nad estate- business in Baltinx-re*. and hud
>:tilors are in demand at Bath.
for a number of y« ars pa-t be n engaged in the
A Winihrop farmer raised loo btisiiels of
active- praetiee of the* law. 11 wa-a member onions ihi- \ear.
of lb* Grand Army of lx B»*publi**, anel.iueLu*
The buildings of Hon. I). II. Thing, at. Mi.
aelvo.-at* >n tlx- s’atV. (die e d hi--c »n-. J a r v iVernon. were burned, Tnur-da\. Insured for
BuiU-r. is organist ai Brow n M< morial Cbuieli, s4.:»00.
and lias attained a high position in musical cirJudge Danfort IPs term of oilie expire- I).cles. [Baltimore Sun.
j eenif.er .‘list, and he is a candidate lor reap<

nt.AiM.

.-

M<»\ KMi-.>

-.

that the success of the Journal lias been attained by adhering to legitimate business methods
and a fair and honorable competition upon our

I

J
I

in

Ohio.

contemporaries. Aside from the
questions of morality or courtesy involved we
do not beli- ve that permanent prosperity can

fully realized by a review of the obstacles the
Republicans had to encounter. The Cincinnati
Enquirer, in an editorial published before the
election, in which a Democratic victory was
predicted, said: “Ohio lias been handsomely
Democratic at the two State elections last past,
This is true, and
ou very large total votes.”
while all the election machinery was in the
hands of the Democrats they had so gerrymandered the Congressional districts as to secure a
majority of the delegation in tlie last. and. as
they thought, in future elections. But even in
tlii- direction they were defeated this year.
Not only did the Democrats have an abundance
of money, contributed by British and American
free traders and the liquor dealers associations,
but a correspondent of the Boston Advertiser
“One thing is pretty genwrote last week:
erally taken for granted, and that is this: The
Democrats are running a lot of repeaters into
the Slate, and particularly into Cincinnati.'*

ing of feelings of euvy and hatred toward business rivals.
The Journal, at all events, does

moreover,

were,

local issues and

past with

Democratic

ed.

causes

Evening Post of New York, now in the hands
a lobbyist and an Englishman, is sponsor for
one of the main forged letters the Democrats
have put forth to deceive the voter. Not (intent with forging letters of the living they have
manufactured statements purporting to have
bo n made by men who are now dead, thinking
thus to he

from successful refutation.
Disappointed office-seekers, and men who have
been put out of office for cause, whose testimony has no weight where they are known,

Columns upon columns of the vilest
slanders and most outrageous lies have bt en directed against Mr. Blaine, hut hearing such evident marks of malice and jealousy and
inconsistent and improbable upon their face, as to
defeat the object in view. No one pretends
that these calumnies have injured Mr. Blaine m
the least. They are sufficiently answered by
tlie facts that there is not one vote of Mr.
Blaine’s while in f’ongri ss. nor a single ruling
of his while in the speaker's chair hut what lias
success.

West Virginia went Democratic on
but bv a greatly reduced majority,
is highly probable that it will go for

Blaine and Logan next month. The prospect
i- also favorable for a Republican victory in
without these States we shall
have electoral votes to spare. James G. Blaine

borne the strictest scrutiny; while he was confirmed as Secretary of State hv a unanimous
vote of the Senate. The resort to the disreputable methods practiced by the opposition is
not only an admi-sion of the weakness of their
cause, but their falsehoods, forgeries and black-

President of the Inited States.
Tariff

Issue.

The Presidential campaign is drawing to a
close. While the Republican party entered uphe contest with a clearly defined platform
of priuciplo, which its newspapers and public
speakers have advocated and emphasized, the
Democratic platform is neither fish, flesh, fowl
nor good red herring, and on the most vital ison

1

guardism have reacted upon themselves.

before tlit- country is interpret* d as declaring for protection or free trade as best suits the
exig- iicies of the moment or the preferences of
individuals. But while the Democratic party
is divided on this question, the dominant faction is

clearly

for

free trade,

as

The

newspapers which have lent themselves to this
sort of work will be heavily mulcted pecuniarily, however the election may result; for
while due allowance will lie made for honest
differences of opinion, respectable people of
whatever political faith will refuse to patronize
journals whose columns aie daily an offence

sue

| poiutuieiit.
1 lie Aroostook lb puh!ie*an says: 'Fin* weather lias been favorable f.»r potato
digging, and
we hear but little ‘•omplaim of
ot.
Pic crop
i' excellent in qua1 t v and of the average
quantity We predict good prices for our surplus
potatoes, in a few weeks.
The contract for electing tin- wall- of the
new building of iln* Maine Industrial School
tor (Hits, at iialiowdl, has been Ui to M. <

secure

have readily perjured ihemselv***. for the promise of preferment in the event of Democratic

that

The

was

of

Tuesday,

next

It

have lent themselves readily to these forgeries,
and hi some cases have originated them. The

Blaine and Logan, with the prohabil.lv of an
inroad upon the solid South. The indications

be tin

Methods.

remarked at the time Mr. Barnum
of “mule” notoriety was re-elected chairman of
the national committee that the tactics indicated by the Morey letter would he followed; and
th« y have been. Newspapers once respectable

sult in Ohio virtually decides the Presidential
contest.
This was admitted before the election
by the D moeruts. The vote of New York
and <*f every Northern State i>. ensured to

to

Campaign

Forgeries and lies have been he methods resorted To by the Democratic party for the purpose of defeating the Republican candidates
aim securing control ol the national government. 'l ie Boston Journal recently presented
a summary of some ten or twelve forged letters
and interviews,and others have since been add-

Democratic corruption fund
tegrity against
estimated at hundreds of thousands. The re-

is

against

common

decency.

manifested in

result of the speakership contest and ru the
composition of the committees at their national
convention. There has been an < fl’ort, howe\er. on the part of a portion of the Dt moeratic press, mainly the new recruits, to keep this
tie

i»ue out of sight until the Democrats can gain
control of the Government, when the work of

Mr.

Blame’s

Visit

to

the

West.

It was Mr. Blaine's intention and wish to remain quietly at his home in Augusta until after
the Presidential election, and to devote such
time as he could secure from the many de-

j

mands upon him to completing the second \olof his history.
But soon after his nomindestroying our manufactures and of pauperizing | ation requests began to reach him to \isit \ariour laboring people could be carried out in acj ous places, and these multiplied and gre w
eordance with the wishes of British mauufac- 1 more
urgent as time wore on; and, finally actHirers and the teachings of the Cobden club. It
ing upon the advice of his friends. Mr. Blaine
is noticeable that the papers which most per- concluded to make tin*
memorable western tour
j
sistently declare the turifl not an issue are those I just closed. There is, of course, no reason whv
which have committed themselves unequivo- he should have
declined invitations from those
cully to free trade. They do not even call it I who were anxious to see and listen to tin* next
tariff reform—a phrase invented to disguise the !
President of the Uiited States. There is no
real purposes of the free* trade Bourbons—but
divinity which hedges around a Presidential
the
cause
of
the
British manufac- !
openly plead
candidate, and Mr. Blaine would he the last
Hirers. Still, they say the tariff is not an issue.
man to put forth a plea of this kind.
lie has
The American people are too intelligent, however been ready to go where duty called, and
ever, to be deceived by such tactics.
They neither as a private citizen nor as a candidate
know that the taritiis an issue, and one that difor high office does he forget that he is a memrectly concerns their future welfare; and they ber of the
Republican party.
"ill cast their ballots on the 4th of November [
The people nominated Mr. Blaine and it wa»
m xt for the
party which stands f*»r protection at their rail that
he left his Augusta home and
to American hidustries and the American workhis literary labors to meet them face to face
inginen.
and to present to them the issues of the day as
Do not the voters know that no Republican he alone can do. If Gov. Cleveland chooses to
candidate since Greeley has encountered the remain within the limits of his own State, that
j
opposition of the strongest, papers of their par- ! is a matter within his
or the control
tv—the New York Times and Post.
Harper's
j of his managers. He,discretion,
or they,
W eekly, the Boston Advertiser aud
evidently took
Transcript,
and the entire independent and
nearly ail the i the wisest course. Mr. Cleveland has no ideas
religious press of the country? [Boston Her- upon public
and if he had, would be
ume

]

j

;

questions,

ald.

The voters, if possessed of ordinary intelligence, know better than this. They know that
the New York Times has not been a
Republican paper for years; that for
years it has been
a free trade paper; and that wheu it became a
two cent

months ago it begau to
cater for a two cent
constituency. They know
that the New York
Evening Post has always
been a free trade paper, and that it is uow controlled by an Englishman and an American
free trader. They know that
Harper's Weekly
is opposing Mr. Blaine because the
Harpers did
paper

some

afraid to utter them because of the dissensions
in his party, lie is not an orator, while in his
personnel the animal so clearly predominates
over the intellectual that for this reason also it
is deemed best not to bring him before the public. The real objection, on the part of the opposition press, 'o Mr. Blaine’s visits to Ohio
and West Virginia is to be found in the fact
that wherever he goes he excites enthusiasm
and strengthens the Republican cause.
The

New ‘Orleans

Exposition.

Other and more urgent demands upon our
not secure the publication of Blaine's
Twenty !
Years in Congress; that the Boston Advertiser time and space have prevented fuller and
earlier recognition of the great exposition to be
has neither circulation nor
influence; that the
held in New Orleans during the coming winter,
I ranseript is a free trade
organ, devoted mainly to tittle tattle and Miss Nancy-isms. Nor is and now that Belfast is asked to contribute, a
few facts concerning this undertaking will
it true that “the entire independent and
nearly
The original plan was
prove of interest.
all the religious press of the
country” is opposed to the Republican candidates. The latter is for a cotton exposition, but it has developed
nearly a unit against Cleveland. In conclusion, into what bids fair to be one of the finest international and industrial exhibitions ever given in
the voters know that the
mugwump press is
any country. The project is on a sound finanboth untruthful and indecent.
cial basis, Congress having loaned $1,000,000,
The Independent reports a movement on foot and donated $300,000, in addition to which the
in Iiatli to refund the municipal debt in four State of Louisiana has appropriated $100,000
per cent, bonds, thus saving on tile annual in- the Cltv of New Orleans $100,000, and $500,000
has been received from individual subscribers.
terest account some tglo.OOO or £ lit,000
yearly.
It says that Bath has struggled nobly to pay The buildings have been projected on an extensive scale, and the space alloted to exthe yearly accruing interest on the
sixes, and
that some of her leading men have about de- hibitors will be about double that at the Philacided that the city cannot longer pay six per delphia Centennial, and equal to the two largcent, interest on the Knox & Lincoln bonds. est Paris expositions and the great Vienua ex-

The Governor and Council after two days
session or routine work, adjourned Friday "to
the third Thursday in November, (20th) at
A rural obituary relates that “the deceased
which time they are required by law to be in
had accumulated a little money and ten childsession for the purpose of opening and counting ren.”
the returns of votes for President and Vice
A curiosity at the American Institute Fair in
l’r< dtlent of the United States. All returns not
received at the Secretary of State’s office at that New York is a bunch of grapes weighing six
time must be sent for forthwith. The expense j pounds.
of such a messenger must he borne by the de- i
There was a severe frost
night in
linquent town, if on account of the negligence j Contocook Valley, nipping Thursday
the fruit on the
of its officers to forward the returns. The law
trees.
requires that the returns of votes given in for j
A Sinithville (Ga.) farmer has orders from
electors shall he made to the Secretary of S’ate,
on or before the second
Thursday* after the 1 New York for NO.UOO pounds of watermelon Those in favor of the movement
The main building covsay: “Hold- position put together.
election.
The committee of the council on seed, to be grown next year.
j
ers of bonds can
“election returns” have commenced their duty
call a step by which ers a ground area of thirty-three acres, and
;
scarcely
Among the bills introduced in the Vermont
of opening and canvassing the official returns
they obtain 100 cents on a dollar, repudiation. those who propose to take in the show in its
of the September election. They canvass all legislature, Friday, was one prohibiting the
of barbed wire fences.
I b’e cau't pay any longer six per cent, a year entirety next winter will have some tramping
except the official returns for Governor which j building
to do.
Mexico and the South American States
are opened by the Legislature only in
January.
Heavy white frost covered the ground almost for money, that’s all there is about it.” The
I like snow at Montgomery, N. Y., Friday morn- Independent thinks that as Rockland has been have exhibited marked interest in the exhibideath from starvation.
Wilber F. Heath, a sailor, left his home in ! ing, aud ice froze half an inch thick.
| quite successful in refunding her six per cents, tion, and a large share of the space will be deHal lowed several months ago on a sea voyage,
iu fours there is no reason why Bath should not voted to displays of the products of those counThe
wreck
of
the
has
been
towed
Tallapoosa
and made, as he supposed, all necessary ar- j
three-quarters of a mile farther in toward do likewse. The refunding movement in Bel- tries; while the demands for space from all
rangements with one of the traders in liallo- Kdgartowu light, where her stem has
|
of this country indicate that the leading
grounded fast has, we regret to
weil to supply his family with goods until his in
say, proved an utter fail- parts
Cq fathoms of water.
industries in all sections of the United States
return, when he would pay him. It is said the
ure; but that was foreseen when the city govtrader got tired of his agreement, and the little
will be liberally represented. New England
Bismarck’s latest scheme is to have the Ger- ! eminent passed under its
present control.
family of a wife and three small children were man Government purchase all the
railways
will contribute largely, and we trust that Belshut off from obtaining any more supplies at now owned
the federal Governments and
by
this place. The mother, too proud to beg or centralize the
The Week, of Toronto, Canada, says: “No fast will add ber mite to the display.
management at Berlin.
ask her neighbors for food or assistance, went
which is well advised "will ever join
without food for several days, and her little
community
Signal Officer Hazen has directed that the the
Good, fresh eggs are already fifty cents a
family likewise, and before she was aware of names “Howgate Lake,”
American Union without requiring as a
and
Howgate”
“Cape
dozen. Wh it will thev be when the crowds
it her little babe of four months was dead. Dr.
“Mount Howgate” be erased from the charts condition preliminary to its entrance the
till the city during the Exposition mouths? [N.
Lee says it died from starvation. The other
brought back by the Greely party, and Lieuten- abolition of Presidential elections.” Oh well, O. City Item.
two children suffered for the want of
food,etc., ant Greely will be requested to de.Mguate other
hut as soon as the neighbors ascertained the
Maine visitors to the New Orleans Exposinames.
The Greely party were ignorant of we will choose a King if that will suit you, and
facts, they were supplied with
everything to Captain Howgate’s embezzlements until after if you wish any other change in our institu- tion would do well to take a basket of eggs as a
make them comfortable and
happy.
their rescue.
tions please mention it.
means to lighten their
eggs-spenses.

j

—

News

!

:

added to the list, and though last, it is by no
means the least, as taken all in all, and is
fully
equal if not superior in point of beauty to either named.
This new resort is on the line of the Ogdens-

of Belfast and

Vicinity.

Capt. Deorge Hodgdou entertained his friends i The Mount Waldo Granite Company at Frankfort
board the new sell. Yale at Swan’s wharf on is
doing a large business.
Wednesday evening.
Sob. Lizzie Poor, of Belfast, now at this port,
by steam.
Thk Sick. Capt. Eph. Ryder, Mrs. Calvin Hub- landed 250 barrels of mackerel at
Portland last
The proprietors of the Belfast shoe factory have
bard, John Frye and Mrs. Verrill Jones Jr., who week.
put on a night watchman.
have been very ill, are all improving.
Harrison Hayford, keeper of the city poor, says
There was quite a severe thunder storm on SunThe Under of a gold serpent Unger
ring set with that the inmates of the alms house increase and lie
day last. The fall of rain was light.
diamonds will be suitably rewarded by leaving the anticipates a hard winter.
A good «leal of drunkenness was noticeable about"
same with l)r. II. H. Johnson, Belfast.
T. .J. Whltehouse exhibited at the Unity fair a
our streets during the
county fair, and on Saturday
Oet. 22 the Maine Central will sell excursion
mammoth squash, weighing 143 pounds and girting
last.
tickets to Boston and return (from this city) for 6 feet, 3 inches. Who can neat this?
Mr. K. W. Roger’s term of office at the Belfast
$»>.<H). Tile tickets will be good to Nov. 1.
The finder of a winter fur trimmed cape to a
Custom House has expired and he is now at his law
Rev. J. A. Savage and family are now
occupying young lady’s cloak will he suitably rewarded by
office on Main street.
the ITiitarian parsonage. Deo. W. Burkett and
leaving the same at E. & L. L. Bobbin’s store in
A Farmers’ Bulletin of weather indications is refamily have moved into their new residence, and this city. The cape was Jost on the Belmout road
ceived every noon from Bangor and displayed daily
Mark Andrews and family are in possession of between the Belfast cemetery and the Hartshorn
in the window of the Belfast post office.
school house.
their new home.
on

The

new

rink

building

in this

city will be heated

Chief Engineer Richards is satistied there are no
burg and Lake Champlain it. If., and is but a
living springs of water in the Muck Bond. He
couple of miles from the station at Chateaugay. j found a
gravelly bed and struck water, but not in
A few years ago no one, except people in the I
sufficient quantity to keep up a supply.
immediate vicinity of the place, was aware that
The
Judicial Court will
its Octo

Supreme
begin
spot in existence. Hut a com- ber session in this
city on Tuesday next. The Clerk
pany, consisting of four men, thinking that they of Courts is not informed as to who the presiding
could see the Almighty dollar in the scheme, justice will
be, but thinks it is Judge Dantorth.
bought the land in the immediate vicinity of
There was no temperance meeting on Sunday
this wonderful place, and went to work to
last. Owing to some misunderstanding the Uniopen it up as a pleasure resort.
tarian church was not opened. The next meeting
The two Lakes Chateaugay find their outlet will be held
Sunday afternoon at the [ uilarian
at Hellmout. in the Chateaugay river, which is
one of the many streams that empty into the
JIay. Some new hay is brought to market, and
St. Lawrence.
Starting in the mountains, the last week sold for fh' per ton. Good old hay
course of the river is very descending, and the
brings the same price. The tendency of the mar
waters very rapid.
At Chateaugay the stream
ket is downward however, and it is thought the
has for centuries been cutting its way through i price will fall below the above figures.
the rocks, which are of soft sandstone, assisted :
Mr. E. U. Whittier, of this cby, returned from
by the ice and frost, till now it has cut its wa\ 1 .Jacksonville, Fla., last week, where he has been
through the >olid rock making a chasm in some since last winter, in the employ of Drew, Ha/.t ltiue
places g()() feet deep and not over oO feet wide. A
Livingstone, lie iias full charge of their ice
Most of these natnral gorges are supposed to
have been made at once by some sudden con- business, superintending the discharging of
vulsion of nature, hut this has been a steady sols, the storing of the ice and it.- delivery. Mr.
wearing away of the rocks, and each succes- Whittier likes Jacksonville and will return lime
I with his
sive y« ar will render the chasm -till deeper.
family in a few days.
Immediately after coming into possession ot
the land the company commenced making imThe Mathews Bros, recently tilled m ;i ;dank for
provements. A large tract of woods was clear- the Secretary of the -date ,,! Maim.1, giving n inteed of its underbrush, and scats built under tie- rne nt of their business.
They say their business
trees, ami nice picnic grounds opened. A tine
never was better than during the past year, and
carriage road was opened through the woods
hi fa< they
from the main road, and a spot cleared and a their outlook for next season is go..d
ni'-e hotel built, that will accommodate about are unable t<> till their order-. They have out up
7") gue-ts, called the Chasm house.
Laths the
past year 1,000,OOP feet of lumber in tie* manuwere laid out along the top of the clifl', and
facture of doors, sash and blind-.
stairs built, down its side, so as to reach the
At this writing the returns from the election
hank of the river, ami a safe path is made
Jo.-iah Miiehel
of tlii- city, return d !•••■,
n
in Ohio on Tuesday the 14th, are incomplete, along the shore, and a rustic bridge built across
Friday last, bringing with him a bride Mr. Mi
the stream at one point. To do this required ell was married at
Brompton Falls, Canada, on the
but suffice to show a Republican victory of unquite an outlay of money, and a great amount
V. A. Clark, formerly of Portland.
expected magnitude. The weather was pleas- of labor, as rocks had to lie blown out in some 7th inst .to Mrs.
places and walls built in others, to render it The relatives ailed on Mr. and Mr-. Mitchell at
ant and everything favorable for getting out a
safe and accessible, but the company persevertheir residence on Cedar sir- d, on Friday evening,
full vote. There were no disturbances except ed till
now they have one of the most interestand held a reception. '1 lie
mph* were the recipj.
in Cincinnati, where excitement ran high. The
ing and wonderful spots in the fetate. There cuts of many handsome and valuable presents.
can
be
no
doubt
that
in
the
it
will
a
future
be
Democrats concede their defeat, and the later
Mr. Lawrence T. amytli, of the Industrial Jour
di spatches say they are “hoping to keep the paying investment for the company. for the ()
It. It. are using their influence to bring nal, Bangor, was in 11- '.fast Iasi week arranging f.-r
A L. <
Republican majority below 20.000.” Frank travel to this spot, and us soon as the place gets exhibits of local manufactured products, etc., for
Hurd, free trade. Democrat, is tho «ht to be well advertised, there will be no question but the World’s
Exposition, to be holdcn at New- < *r
that ii will become a popular resort, for it posre-elected, but the Republicans have gained sesses merit
leans next winter Mr. Chester A. t '■■tircll ii
and is certainly the loveliest spot I
eight Congressmen. The following despatch ever saw, and is well woriii a visit from any lug a small vessel which lie will send on as a sain
lover of beautiful scenery.
was received yesterday morning by J. W. Fredpie of Belfast’s shipbuilding industry. It is hopt 1
Our party arrived at the Chasm House in tlie our people will interest tlmm.-clvIn this math
erick :
and w< re at once made to feel at home
evening,
Ohio
Ata:i> I’Kuri.K. There is ft very aged couple at
Bu.ston, Oct. 15. The Journal
by Mr. R. A. .Jackson, the manager of the horepublican, sixteen to twenty thousand. Re- tel, who i> also one of the leading men in the the house «>f Mr. and Mr.-. Nelson Rich, in this city
(
It was a beautiful moonMrs. JtilliHi Rich, the mother of V'
Licit, i- u
publicans gain eight congressmen. West Vir- Chasm ompany.
light night, and after a nice supper, Mr. .Jackof age, and enjoys go-el heait
Mr. .JonatI an
ginia probably democratic by a reduced major- son almost insisted that we should visit the i years
Holmes, the father of Mr-. Rich, is now p i-t '.'"an 1
( ha-m. and see its beauties by moonlight. The
C. 'V. Frederick.
ity.
He belongs i,.
enjoys remarkable good health.
of
ladit
s
our
were
somewhat
and
tired,
party
1
m
the
was
received
at
The following
p.
by
we d- murred, but Mr. Jackson dually conquerParis, in this state, but is now on a vi.-it to iueditor of the Journal:
ed our objections, and providing us each with a daugluer. He was in tin* war of IMJ and is a penOhio gives twenty cane, in company with Mr. Brash, the KxeuiNew York. Oct/*13.
I,. C. R. R.. we started
thousand republican majority. West Virginia sion Agent of the (».
The Crimes of London
ot thi.- play, which iout. Taking a path in the rear of the house
close. Great rejoicing by republicans here.
and descending the hill, a couple of minutes’ to be presented at ilie Belfast gOpera House* thiS. L. Mieeiken.
walk brought us to the edge of the cliff'. 'The (Thursday) evening, under the management ot Mr
The following despatches speak for them- descent was then by a flight of wooden stairs, ! C. J. Burgess, an exchange say.“The Crimes ••!
and we went down some eighty or ninety steps,
selves :
LoihIi.ui" it? a romantic an I somewhat I it ri< 1 inchand landed at the J>ed of the stream, at what is
Mrs. James G. Blaine, Augusta.
failed the Cascade. Cor nearly a mile down drama, as its title indicates, hut the probability••
New York, Oct. If). Congratulations on the the stream from here, this singular formation! are not umtuly strained l>y tin- plot, which is rather
of rock' continues, but as you go down, the a series "f tableaux than the lirmiy welded links
glorious news. Tho Plumed Knight came and sides of the
cliff'grow higher, and starting at a of a consecutive narrative. Some d tiie cllmaxe.saw and conquered in Ohio.
That settles it.
height of about .”>() feet, it keeps increasing, till I are sensational in a
high degree, ami all are effect,
at the lower end, a distance of about three-j
M. II VESTED.
ive. The pine is well .-taged, ami the characters in
of a mile, the top towers above, you
quarters
3
m.
The
Oct.
13,
Boston,
Republicans 200 Pet. My \ i-il to the Chasm
p.
by moonlight competent liamls. Professor < ai l'- orchestra rennow claim 2(»,000 majority in Ohio.
is one of the tilings I shall alwavs remember, dered numerou.-selections between tin* acts in u
(another i* the draft of Jm'4). 'The moon was perh style.
When Mr. Blaine visited London, Ohio, his about at its full, and it was m the heavens in
Odd Fki.i.ow- Notes. We have re. i\ d im
the position to shine down on the. walls of
was
escorted
from
the
slat
ion
just
a
carriage
by
I lie < ha-ni on one si,|c, and on the water of tin*
•Joshua Davis, orand secretary, Portland, a prim*
large troop of mounted knights, ladies and falls, while the other wall was in the shade. cd
copy of the journal of proceedings of the Oran
gentlemen in equal numbers, while the proces- A> the spray dashed up from the cascade, a Lodge of Maine at the fortieth annual -'ion held
sion moved along between two lines of uni- beautiful lunar rainbow was formed, and the
at Bangor.
The pamphlet contain- ldi pages and
formed men. members of local Republican picture just here, needs a more artistic pen than is
very handsomely printed by (.'baric- Paine, Portmine to portray it. The perfect silence, except
clubs. Across the street, at short intervals tin* roar of tin falls, the bright moon
shining land. The matter is admirably arranged, which
on I In* water, the green ferns, vines and foliage
were flags and banners with such inscriptions
goes to show that Mr. Davis i- a mode! (Iran
on the rocks, and the rocks themselves, towerret ary, as indeed he iIn referring to the death ot
ing over us. was the grandest and most beauti- (diaries A.
Murch, District Deputy t.rand Master,
ful picture of nature's painting that I had ever
“(’EE VEEANI), MXi.EANl) AND KEEK I'KA I
witnessed. I stood then* unconscious and rapt, of lielfa.-t, the eomniittee -ay
till one of our party rapped me with a cane,
“He wa- an honorable, upright «**ti/♦ n. atrneaii'i
and said she would like to be wrapped in her tried Odd Fellow. ID hi- judicious counsel and
“UEAINK. AM! IMCA AND l*UOI K» "TIONj
j
valuable advice the order has been greatl> hcm tii
when
about
the
wraps,
my rapture
scenery cd. He was one of the
many noble workers who
ceased for a brief linn*: but I made up
mind have
made our order strong in the hearts of the
Fpon the front of the stand was the inscrip- then anil tln-tv, with tin* moon abovemy
me and
and
brethren,
tion.
respected in the estimation of the
t!u* water rushing and foaming at my feet, and
public. His sudden death should remind u that n
II lost giant walls of rock hemming im in and
man knowelli the time when tin* dread messenger
I
“l.liNI»l\, KN(il.ANl), 1 OK 'LEV EEAN I,
h*a\
towering over me. that "so help me Mom s," if will come t" any of u-. May we all he able
I ever became a millionaire, that instead of en- as honorable a record as has our late associate.''
some college, that theffiM investment
dowing
The Belevst Fair. Tie- annua! cattle show ate!
"I.MMHIN, OHIO, I Oil HI. VINE.”
I
1 would make would lie to purchase a chasm,
and I ceased to wonder that Greeley went daft fair ot tin- Waldo County \ a rice It urn: s irt., held
in tliis city last week, wa.- the most successful for
Mr. Blaine passed up on !o the stand be- on tlie ( hasm lnisim s>.
We often hear it said, that after a man has
a number of years.
A list of the entries ami a iv
tween two lines of liille girls dressed to reprehe< n up in the world, it is hard for him to port of the races will be found on the lir.-t page
sent tin* thirty-eight States. The girls reprecome down again.
1 his may he true, but here The attendance was
large; as mam a- 2,o.io j.• p..•
senting Maine and Ohio stood together by the 1 w ish to remark, that when a tired man is wen*
Die
\h:l,i!-. alpre.-enl on the la.-t da\.
chair that had been provided for the distin- iI.iwii m tin* world some 2ut) feet, at ten o’clock
at night, i' is no easy job i<> rise again, especial- though m>t exten-ivc, were very line, while the r..<
was
When
lie
introduced
guished guevj.
by ly when by a tliglil oi stairs; thus you see that ing is said to itave been as good as am in Lite ■'tale
lion. John F. Locke lie was mo*-t enthusiasti- old say ing is made true, that it is "a poor rule Tlte track wa- in excellent
condition, and the mw-e
cally* cheered. 11 mound'd a chair so that all that won’t work both ways.”
men from out of town pronounced it the
mx
The morning after our moonlight visit to the
the people could see him, and when the cheer- (
hasm. wo took a walk along the edge of the in tlie state. The exhibition building is -ad
ing had ceased he made a brief speech, which precipice, through adevinus path in toe woods. need of repairs and the society wiil m. iu'o, repa::
The seen- now presented was entirely different
it before another season. The soeiet; has hao up
was received with great applause.
from the other. Standing in a valley, and hill work for a numher of \ear-. imt it i- be
a
is
Hon. Roseoe L. Bowers of Saco, will he pre- looking up
high cliff’, grand and imposing, lit*veil that the worst is now over, aim nt Micntand makes one feel his littleness, and as if he
sented by the York delegation as a candidate
could sling a hammock in the eye of a cambric prospects for the future arc a.--ure-t. The mom
fort State Treasurer, and is endorsed by the needle, and get in and have plenty of room; but taken this year is largely in ex >■-- ot 1-oaner y ear.-,
Portland Press, Biddeford Journal, Oxford w in ii he stands or sit*, or more likely lies down and if all will take hold the Wal io e"imp fair can
on liis—his—front, and elm chest he ground with
he made what it ought to b, —the t'airof tm-coi: ity.
Democrat, and other newspapers of that sec- iii- hands, ami looks over the cliff’
into the
Horse Notes, Oeorge o. tr..| ted at Beacon Par..,
tion. The Portland l’re>s sums up the grounds
\ alley below, be feeis as if someone was tickfor his candidacy by saying “that, he i> thorling his back with an icicle, and the goose ffesh Brighton, on Thursday of l ist week, and to day
stands out till over him. and h** wishes his anils
will trot at Mysti1*. At Beacon lie took the
art:,
oughly qualified by character and hu-dnes* ca- were twelve thousand miles
long, so that he money. The driver, .John Haines, was II, and Mr.
pacity for successful performance of the duties could reach clear through the world, and get a
Bailey had some hesitation ah- wt pu,ling the cd
of the office, and that he belongs to a section of good grip on the other side. When I find myinto the race w itij a new man, but ii• s:i: i; '.id so. «>n
s< If on the
edge of u high pn-eipiee, I cannot
the State which deserve*, some recognition at
divest myself of the idea that 1 weigh a ton. the lirst heat the new driver cmld not iiaudle ti:•
this time for its steady and faithful support of and that unless 1
step hack immediately, that I horse and a change was inaoe. The ..I mm
the party.”
shall crush down and break off'the edge of the did very well-Black Amber, the three years -Id
cliff'. ! can at such times grasp the feelings of colt owned
by Hd. shibh s, ot K-i -\, whim lr* tte-i
W. II. Cardwell, a great grandson of Patrick that gentleman, who stood on the “ragged at the Park in this
city la.-t wcck, heat tie ;hr- e
Henry, was arrested for vagrancy and drunk- et ge," a few veals ago, and expected the edge years old record in Maine, an t now -tand- at :.
would give away at any moment.
enness at Louisville. Ky., on Wednesday.
He
But for all 1 was so seared, it did not prevent heat! of that class. The «-o!t trotted in lie* four
is a
ripple., and was ragged and dirty. He
served during the war in Pickett's brigade, and me from viewing the('hasm at every available years old race and made 'hr mbe in g. 1 .*»
1 he i-e-t
and now as 1 think it over, i can hardly
at
time
point,
was
one
editor of the leading journal in
record, heretofore, fora throe year- id wa- 2 t-'.
tell
which
view
was the more pleasing, that
Yu.
Drink
caused
his
downfall.
Danville,
Mr. Shthles says the colt never had -!.■*<- •:i ,s
from above, or the one from below,—-hut think
This degenerate scion has been a long time
feet until live weeks ago.
Hie colt’- lirst ap|..
that one would surely miss it, t<> eome away
on the down grade.
Nearly ten years ago lie without seeing both, ami also visiting it by anee on the track was at the Monrot; fair The
moonlight too, if there chanced to be a moon driver says the colt i.- good ho* 2.1 o now and .thinks
was hanging about Washington hotels and bar.
at the time.
lie Is destined to become a _rcat trotter. The -iie
rooms, in a more or less drunken condition,
W spent a couple of -l.iys bore, and explored
of the colt is Kiiox ami Feurnattght >!■
wh; e
and
and
in
spouting Byron
Shakespeare,
appearby daylight the whole length of the Chasm. A
great deal of hard work lias been done here by the dam was from old tom. Km-x. Black Xad-.-r
ance a tramp of the lowest grade.
the proprietors, to make the place accessible *i descendant of the noted Black-tone Belle... .Be y
We learn from the newsdealers thai the sales for \isiiors, blit about ihc most difficult jeb Boy, owned by Bumps, >; Thorn.lie<. i- amdher
they had, was in getting names for the diffrr- noted Waldo count}’ h.>r->*.
of tin- Boston Journal in Belfast have increased <
nt points of interest.
You know it takes a
Thi- afully fifty per cent, in the past few months, \ ear to name one baby. Now a Chasm is worse
The Aieleton Pension <' a s e
than
a baby.
You
must
get names that are known as the midnight marri.'ige, eatne 1 f«.v*• me
while there has bee n a corresponding decrease
weird and mythical, and savoring of mytholI’nited States Court at P-otla id la-i week, l a, a
in the sales of the Boston Herald. The Boston
ogy, with a touch of the here and hereafter.
Advertiser has also lost many of its subscribers After you get the names you have only begun. diriment alleged
You must go Jonvo in the Chasm and christen
That vitnuei B Bobbin-, >t Appirt'-n. ..t Man
in this city and w ill lose more when their presa
the different places, and remember the names t. 1SS4, was unmarried and an applicant I•
penent subscriptions expire. Our people do not
sion
from tiie I'nited stal.*-. u.h : a at whiie tie- ea-.
them.
At
one of the regular meetyou give
before the P n-i- i. < mm i-.-i m<
take kindly to the blackguardism of the mug- ings, the following names were unanimously was pending
T
I, e -r
Bobbins died leaving n-» widow
M
adopted and Mr. Jackson was appointed a Trumty, «>t Belfa.-t, w ith (he as.-i-tam
Che-;- r
wump organs, and we are glad that they are
committee of oik* to christen the babies, which •v Pea e, Hannah M Pea-. N- ah I.
..in-,
transferring their patronage to so excellent a he did as follows: In company with him, I Delvina Bobbins, of Appleton, conspired !>■
:
w. nt
through the entire Chasm, and was in- from the government a large .-am >0 m>>n.
paper as the Boston Journal.
-"
Bobbins
»
her-elf
as
1
I
mw
to
by
troduced
the different places.
representing
You land at the foot of the stairs at what is widow and conseipientlv entitled l- -maned t-- inA despatch from East Liverpool, Ohio, to
-*e u tieclaim f.»r a pen.-i.m.
i.
me
That.in
pur-na
••ailed the Cascade, which has a fali of about AO
I.euora M Tnimly, .-n the mi. a Man-:
e
the Pittsburg Commercial Gazette, says of a
feet.
You understand that you are now at the spiral*}
tended the funeral ceremony of Samuel B. IoRepublican meeting held in tin* wigwam at that bottom of a gorge, about fifty feet wide, and and C hester Pea.-e at that lime oorlared t.. I; •dithe sides being solid rock, per- stone that site was married P- B
in hi- up
place: “The vv igw am will accommodate over about as high,
pendicular. and in places a little more so. The time, and that Noah B. Konbins «m tIn Mb t Apri
two thousand, and it was crowded from corner
rock is sand-stone and is strati tied as we geo- asserted to .John L. Hanle\ that s.-umu-i B. BoiminLenora E. Trundy wen* married in B>
to corner. The eloquent and convincing adlogists say, and Poks as if they had been laid and
life time.
dresses of lion. Seth L. Milliken, of Maine, and up by hand, with poor cement which has since
The statute under which the indictment was
worked out, leaving eraeks in the rocks. In
lion. J. A. Ambler, of Salem, O., held the en- some
portions of the chasm the naked rocks ex- drawn reads as follows
tire audience until after 11 o’clock, and their tend to the top of the cliff, but through the
If two or more persons conspire either
commit
evident appreciation was manifested by their large part of it and in this is itsgreatest beauty, any offense against tlte I'nited state.-in an> manner
the sales are covered with trees, ferns, shrubs or for any purpose, ami one m more of -a h parloud and frequent applause.”
ties do any acts Lo effect tin.jeet of t he e.-n-piracy
and running vines, which get a root hold in the
crevices of the rocks, aiul flourish apparently sliall lie liable to a penally of not levs than one
thousand dollars and not more than ^to,nun and to
W'e shall publish next week the Secretary’* as well a>
though they were in rich soil. At the imprisonment not more than two year
report of the Waldo and Penobscot Fair at Cascade, looking to the right yon see the ButH. 1>. Hadlock, of Portland, and \V II. h‘..gU-r,of
Monroe with the official premium list in full. tress, which is supposed to be an alleged “grim
sentinel.” As you now start to walk down the Belfast, appeared for the defi ndant-, and tiled a
It has been unavoidedly delayed, and was repath \on will find your mouth so full of des- demurrer, stating that the fact- a-set forth in the inceived too late for publication in this issue.
criptive adjectives that you will keep spitting dietment were not .-utlieient to constitute an offense
them out, quite unintentionally. “Oh lovely,” under the statute. .Judge Webb sustained the deWe ha ve received throjgh the mails a box “beautiful," “grand,” “imposing,” etc., etc., murrer and ordered the
discharge of the. respondwill tumble from your lips and get drowned in
containing strawberry plants bearing the fruit the water, and when
you reach Rainbow Falls,
in its various stages up to over-ripeness; but and Spartan Pass, you have to
stop a moment
Indexing the Register’s Records. Mr. I..
for more words and you are sorry that you used
are not advised as to where they grew or by
II. Murch, of this city, has completed the indexii
best ones so early in tin game, for here
all
your
whom forwarded.
of the fifty volumes of hooks in the Register of
is the bright sun, the spray from the falls, from
little rainbows, and the water is turning somer- Deeds office, covering the time from 1 S(»0 to Jv7.:.
The two questions agitating Belfast ju>t now
saults and handsprings, and up way above you, The
indexing is in two volumes. One, containing
are, where to obtain a water supply, and how is a narrow strip of blue skv looking like a
the grantors, has *>S(! pages, and the other, containto cut off the supply of rum.
piece of ribbon. All along this fall is a flight
ing the grantees, (»14 pages. Roth hooks contain
of natural stone steps and from there below a
walk.
Next you come to Giant Gorge 58,295 names—the larger one .!“,7»>4, and the smaller
We expect to publish next week another let- piank
and Pulpit Rock. Then )ou are shown Vul- one 27,531. The most common name recorded in tt «ter from Prof. L. C. Bateman.
It will
can's Cave and the Niches of Jupiter. The
fifty volumes is Treat, which occurred <!fli times.
further down you go the wilder grows the
mighty interesting reading.
next is Peirce, which occurred «*53 times; Brown
views and also the viewers, till it is a toss up The
which are the wildest. One place is called 571; Clark, 557; Harriman, 441; Abbott, 432; StevMan and Fishing. Eastport trawl fisherPioneer Crossing, because way back in the evens, 427; Roberts, 424; Knowlton, 421, and Curtis
373. The name of Nehemiah Abbott appeared 2*3
men recently captured a codfish weighing S4 early part of the creation or* n little later,
parties used to cross here on a fallen tree and
A. L. Kelley, 155; G. A. Peirce, 11*; \V. p.
pounds. It was shipped to Boston .The east- so you go from one lovely view to another till times;
Harriman, 134; Benj. Brown, 120. There were
ern sardine factories were in active operation
you reach the end of that part, as yet made ac1500 different surnames.
Strangely enough the
last week, with a good supply of fish and more cessible, though next season there will be more
to the
I have made this letter name of Smith is not a common one in Waldo
favorable market reports.The mackerel re- opened than public.
1 intended, hut as the spot is al- county. Mr. Murch found many errors In the old
longer
ceipts at Gloucester last month were nearly most unknown l wanted to give all the infor- Indexes—from 75 to 100 names being omitted, while
twice as large as in August, and nearly four mation about it that I could. To say that it is other errors went
up into the thousands. The new
times as large as in September of the two pre- well worth a journey there, expressly to see it, indexes are arranged
alphabetically, ami the numis giving it faint praise. 1 fear that at times I
vious years. The other fish receipts were up coquette with the truth in
ber of the volumes consecutively. As an illustramy letter, but I have
to the average for September.K. U. Green’s said nothing in this oue that Cbateaugay chasm tion—If a person wants to find the instruments of
will not fully sustain.
which Nehemiah Abbott was the grantor, turn to
Eastport sardine factory, wharf and twelve
In connection with the chasm t the Chasm
bis name in the index and there you will find the
hundred cases of sardines was totally destroyed House. This is run bv Mr. R. A.
Jackson, oue book and
page throughout the entire fifty volumes.
by tire Friday afternoon. Loss $15,000, in- of the Chasm Co. It is a well located house,
will accommodate about 75 guests. From the And the same is true of the book of grantees. Mr.
sured for $10,000.
cupola you can see the St. Lawrence river, Murch, who is always painstaking and methodical,
miles away, and from the rooms you can hear has compared his work three times and believes it
From the report of the Bureau of Statistics it
the roar of the falls in the chasm. Mr. Jackto be as correct as it is possible to make it. The
appears that the value of the industrial pro- son
personally looks after the house and has
ducts of the United States is seven times the
the wellfare of his guests constantly in mind, copying was done by Mrs. M. E. Staples In a handtotal value of our foreign commerce, nearly lie
is ably assisted by his wife, and one must some round hand. There is not a blot in the entire
th ree times the total value of till' foreign comtravel far before he can find a more homelike work. The county commissioners have been called
merce of Great Britain and live times that of
hotel than the Chasm House. For this little
together to inspect the work, which cannot fail to
France, including in each ease both imports tribute 1 shall
expect Mr. Jackson to cut a give satisfaction. No person in the county is better
and exports.
watermelon the next time I go that way.
From here we go to Ogdensburg and Malone qualified to do such work than Mr. Murch, and he
A Nueces county Texan has 0000 horses oil and if I can borrow a
postage stamp, I’ll send ought to lie engaged 1i go through the entire volhis ranch.
Of it George.
umes in the office of Register of Deeds.
you a letter from there.
there

was

such

tw

Mr.

years.

o

Iiervey

carpet louse of New England. We refer,
of course, to the linn of John II. Pray, Son?, A
Co.,
Boston. The present w as a body Brussels carpet,
Persian

Law

A Dyer, of Searsniont, exhibited the big
fairgrounds in this city last week. Mr.

rev

at the

"x

Law rev says Dov. Roljie visUed the ox while at
Lewiston, and urged him to take the animal to the

exposition

New Orleans

ai

as

of

-ample

a

hat

w

rnK UirucHKs. Rev. J. A. Ross supplied the
Baptist pulpit in iliis city last "iinday
Kv G I
Tufts, t ic pastor, was absent_The subject ,.f
Bev. J. A. Boss’ >unda
morning sermon at the

can

he done in Maine in the way "f big cattle. Mr.
Law icy thinks he will do so if satisfactory arrange-

North Church

win be "Tim Christian'- inherit.There will lie a I nion song service at the
M. E. chun’h in this city on
Sunday ev« rang next

be made.

ments can

ance.

EotiS.

Mr.

Dow, of tid

thinks tiie

city

export

of

cgus tiuiu W'aulo county i-> fully equal to ia.-t
year, when the best estimates made it 1,000,000
dozen-, lie has handled between |u,nun ami nU,uoo
d"Z*M,Too average price paid during the >utnmcr

l.,

was

lower

cents

g

last

Item

•■••Bev. I.. M Barrington read an e-.-a> at tinmeeting of tin- Unitarian Conferee-e in Port,ami
Iasi week.

Monday gave us a variety of weather. In the
morning it seemed to be a toss up whether it would
clear or rain, but finally compromised on a dense
tog. At noon the skies were so darkened with
heavy c'< mis that it was ne.-es-ary b* light the gas
In the post office when distributing the mail, and

dozen, which is somewhat

per

He

pays 21 cent.per
dozen
N.-xt to ino hay crop egg-, are tile largest
export eoiumoditv of Waldo <■< untv.
Ri.i'KiviM,
with

ina It*

s< .t-on.

mi

Ruti

\\

ieru

ice

luesday evening

11,1

Rcpub.icans alike

headquarters
and read.

were

*ir,:■ 1.• a

.. —•

The Dem

the

at

despatches

ami

1>\

one

left for their

one

Republicans remained until midnight,
w hen assured
of a deeided vietorv in Ohio they
went home with joyful hearts. Belfast and Rock
an I were
the only places In Maine out-rh- the
cities where Daily papers are Issued, that received
N'OTKS

IC E

■

deahi

in

li
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spectacles,

Know lion

on

Hralnanl,

f

Tm" ia

■! u.siice

Trial

Ilari.

»mplaint
11.
:i
Nortliport. for iar-vny
sue 1 >hiui>i a pair
-old i»• >\v«•.I -per
tides of Flanders, ami thm oflercd t<* sell him
mine jewoiry, ami that when ho loft he
.le a
quantiiv of it. Tho respondent said le- nought the
ordered
jewelry. Tho .Justice found him guiP
tin- restoration of the article.-, ami imj.o-e.i a line of
\nios Ki- iiard was
$1 aiiilo’-t.- which u as paid
before Mr. l\tio\vUoii, ia-i \\< •■U for .a, ---;ee; .>n
ami sentene.
t-> ;Jo
ii a i■
Ferry
Mittimus suspended.

>

on

f.

if

said Unit

ant
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Haitisr Fair.
The \\ uking ( luh of the
Pierce’.-,
baptist society gave a supper'and fair
Parlor Theatre on Tuesday evening, he :;ie h.-nelit

!

served Iroin

!

I of tin-i hureii. and nelle.i

$iju

ai.out

o'clock

t; to s

was

supper

and

partaken of by a
was ser\ed during the

j
j

large number, and ice cream
evening. The fan v table contained man;, handsonic and useful articles and was we:! patroni/.ed.
I
j The young people sold a large numoer of tickets
b-r an elegant sftk quill, a worsted afghan, and a
! noil with a miniature bed and be-Is tea i I lie lucky
I persons were Mr-. Clara tdiiiicre. wti.> -irew tn<
silk«|Uill on ticket No. IT'., Mr. V K Keen--, atgimn on ticket N« Id-., and Mi-- Pen ie T. 1>\ r,
In- drew the doll and

w
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tile getters tu- of 11• is concert
m pri
musicai talen; 1‘ ltd fast and are nhvrv

th
n-i.in-

pleasure Then, ns -tated last W.-.-k, they
have ever been ready imtiv itially to lend their aid
to ev ery charitable and patriotic eudeav »r. and for

| this reason as
vocalist-.
nd

their admitted abilities

vveii as f-.r

as

instrumentalists, they de.-ervt the
Tor
substantial recognition of
crowded lrmfnrtiM-e particulars -t»e the advertisement.
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Wist

Ann,!
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Mr-
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city, who had been ill for a short time with ty*»••!
>'th,
pin-id fever, .tied Wednesday
j -aged ill years. Her broth- r, «. 'bil-rd Abbott, vvde<
j lull b.-en summoned bum-, arrived by W edi ncs.iay ♦•v.-niug's train, but too late f<- -re nis sis.
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; ter alive
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Merrill, of this eity, is ill at Dewier,
friends in this jty that lie is roeover*•

return

in

a

week

or two...

(

h.tries

s.

Bickford, and Charles W. Frederick, of this city,
left

on

>

iturd.iv for

a

brief visit

to

Bo-o>nL.

Tihhets, of this eity. has-'om-to Boston on a vacation, and Deo. It. "weet-er and w ife have trone to
■"idem.... Mr. Amos Clement and wife, of this eity,
j are in Boston fora week-Clifford Abbott came
j home last w*ekto attend the burial of bis sister,
.Mrs.

Aim:.'

i-

:

j
j

!

j

|

t«)

n

frank * .llmore, oi tin city,
Pittslield to School ..Mi*s Kdiia

'I'hur-t«*ii, of Belfast, is siek with fever at Cha*.
Hollow-. Freedom-Mrs. W. 1Thomas, of Cam
Mrs.
!en, lias been visiting friends in this eity.
hr. Alexander, of Wisconsin, has been in Belfast,
the mio-t of Mrs. Columbia Carter
Eighty one
people left Belfast Monday afternoon on steamer
Ivatahlin. Among those gmm: to Boston were.
<>.».. White and wife, K. 1*. Chase and wife, Nnthaniel Delano and wife. Charles Blaek, Fred A.
Carle, Win. Holt, Chester A. and Judson Cottrell.
.....Mr. C. B. Ila/eltine, of this eity, recently made
a visit to Jacksonville, but is now in the vieinity of
Detroit, Mieh., shooting, lie will return to dm k
sonvllle... .Mr. A. II. Blood, of Vinalhaven. is
Mr. T.
visiting friends in Belfast and vicinity
M. Austin, one of A
Keene’s nuisie students in
Bostob, is siek with typhoid fever in tin* Boston
City Hospital. His many friends in Belfast extend
sy uipathy-William l'ickeringand wife,of Salem,
are in Belfast on a visit... Mr. Smiley has removed his family from Belfast to Waterville_Mr.
...

....
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ing relative-and friends, t pon tin* unki'l were
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feelingly an l appropriately of
procession to the grave was a
The hearers were B. I* Field, >. Sleep
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Hamden and W. T. Colburn.
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I den th

Wiliinm

Pickering, of
joints of resemblance B-(dm. Butler, ami was recently mistaken
B-r (liar nutc'l indhi- mu.
Mr. Pickering was .it.
Springfield on an < >«i« 1 Fellow excursion. An admirer of Butler was coining down -trect willi a
tldiage undcreaeh arm, w hen hisc-e I* li n Pi. kering. Throw ing up Both arms, allow ing his vegc
tunics to fall to the ground, he rushed forward,
grasped I ickering By the hand and -aid— How do
'"
William said if gave him
you do, <, nerai Butler
great pleasure to shake the hand T the laboring
srilem,

'.
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rn \v

as

smne

wdimi the admirer exclaimed

man,

d Mess you,
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Mineral.”

iMrigo i.range. Free lorn, held a
ssl'iil fair last week, a report
which is
.sca-ide trrange Belta-d. meets
given ei-i her....We
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hope to hear more
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now from our 11 range
orresp- ',dnd-.
News of the order i- always aeceptaoie .end will
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Tim funeral of W. Ii Burril was held at ids
late residence on Church street, Friday afternoon
at 2 o’ckx k, and was largely attended,
many i.ik
inga last look at the features of one thev mid hmg

return-

perai.ee ...Thomas Dn-riv. of (‘lie!.-ea, an
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Laiuks’ Garments
Mi
A-Omr. u
p -pular
and exp1 rienced ••ioak dealer, will iiavi on \I»il»1
tion at <i W Burkett’s store t :m most magnificent
rich gurmentse\ cr -ic.« n in this section.
display
Mr. Burkett will devote both
t.-hi- -p.-<

ed will i»e for sale,
tic for*

war.
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<

This grand opening will
t>
tinue tint 1 Saturday, < let.

returns.
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lie afternoon tin* weather ch
northw* -i wind prevailed, an there
fall of temperature.
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\irglni; .and Democrats and

philosophical
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Arrangements

I'n.on telegraph company
take ofl" the election new s

here tin*

w

now

uns.

to

Ohio ami West

t tom

1
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study in oils which testifies to the artist’s
coloring and drawing. It is not a copy of
Mr. Wright’s picture recently exhibited ncrc, but
an original study from the articles
depicted,—a
melon, peaches, pewter jug, etc. The melon is
specially inviting, and the composition of the pic
turo Is pleasing and effective.
skill lu

w ith border, and made up to lit the
in Mr. Burkett's new residence.

room

still life

a

pattern,

drawing

object is to organize a musical convention for the
encouragement of the .study of music. The company is highly commended by the press, and a good
concert may be expected.
Mr. Ii. L. Woodcock hasou exhibition in the window of Woodcock A Son's bookstore. Main street,

leading

Eight Congressmen.

>

|

Brockton.

in

are

nearly

While in Boston last week Mr. Deo. W. Burkett
was the recipient of a handsome
present from the

.•

-■

family

ami

Militant Reploai Victory!

A Gain of

has been ill fur

er

a

20,000 Republican Majority.

Eree Concert. George & Harrington, of Chicago. will give a free concert at the Methodist
church in this city, on Saturday evening next. The

friends in this city of Mr. and Mrs.
iiervey, sympathize with them in tin- death
of their daughter, Mrs. Nettie N.
Thatcher, which
occurred at Brockton, Mass. Oct. 14. Mrs. ThatchThe many

Calvin

1

a

But

nurs-

and only asks, what it readily extends tool hers,
a fair field and no favors.

condemnation on the forgeries, frauds and
falsehoods which have eharaeterized the Democratic campaign, and have maintained their in-

Virginia.

and the

propose to deviate from the course indicated, and thus far it has abundant reason to he
satisfied with the results. It seeks no quarrels,

of

and i:

means

not

the R- publiean party and Republican principle'.. The people of that great State have done
honor to themselves. They have set the seal

are

our

result from underhanded

But all these obstacles have been overcome,
and Ohio has rendered her verdict in favor of

I If enrollment of scholars for the I. wi-tmi
schools show s -Ji to scholars.
The average attendance -o far ihi- term has been ho per cent.
I'lii Shaw Brother- ha\e made an otier of do
cent-on a dollar.
Il is said : hat 20 out of (indo Boston hank" holding tin tirm's pa; er wid
this
oil-T.
aeeepi
l he (irand Army of Oxford county in-t ai
Norway. Oct. Till and formed an organization.
One hundred and fifty veteran- were present.
The\ had a camp lire in the evening.
Till Wayne cheese factory closed the Fdll of
la-i month. ha\ing run 1"7 day-, making oils
die*-e, weighing 11 ton.-. I'hey found a ready
market, the •■ntire amount being sold, tin- la-t
s* liing for 12 cents.
>. F. Boardinan, F-q., i- harvesting the apin''- oil his M mein >ler farm. I In \ e-id reaches
looil bu.-hei-. Mr. Boardmun llnniy believe- in
practicing what h<* preaches.
liev. Jonathan Sevvall, w in* was long a pastor in Maine, ha- now a
holm with Id- sou.
Jo
Prof. John S. Sew ail. Bangor, lie ha- attaiin d J he age ot h.» \ ears.
The Piscataquis Observer urges the appointment of lion. A. (|. I.ebroke, oi l oxerott. to
the 'supreme Bench, and sayP,- aiaqui"
county never has had the honor of >uch an ap-

Mr. Biaim* li e- eoinpl**!«*el hi- tour t»t < > 11i*•.
He* Uteri d t tie -■
oil the AiMi >f
-ember
a.ml left it (Jet. lBli. having spent si-v* nte-eu
:is
la
with-in
i-lei"'.
lb\i-i»cd
day
forty-e ialit
<*ouniies and s<
i;:
-ex-- aim towns, and no
*•
i:lx r in tlx-out er the- new world, e-vt-r
man,
ree-e ive d sin h ovation- from tlx- pe ople*.
The
Foster A Soil of W Ucriiile.
Il is expe-mai
tribute-- pa I to a lv:ng or Filip* ror are* the
I ha! tin y will he up by November 1<>.
offering- ol -ubj* t-, but the gree ting- that have
Mr. \\iman. a-siguei* for the Shaw Brothbeen giv* n to Janie- (>. Blaine have- be e n the
i"
has tiled his second or supplementary
spontaneous welcome of a fr-.-e- people* to one* of account mi tin
supreim court at Bo-ton. >ince
their own nuuibe
Mr. Blaine ha- been absent
Mai dl. h" has I'eei ived S'dls.PTb.bt; and has
Dom hi.- hum-- twenty—:x day- amt he* has unout
s-fbb.go'tl.gil.
There remain- in his
eiergone enough fatigue- to bre ak clown mod paid
hands t.M-J.Ml-2.;>4.
men.
li
i-in pert*ft health and is tlx- only ;
The (governor and council were in se ssion
man in the party who ha- me. had a sick day
1' l'iday and liev. I. Fuee of (iardiner and othsince leaving home.
He left Lancaste r. ().. ers
appeared before the council for the appointTuesday for Michigan, where he will spend a ment
of special constables for the enforcement
few days.
He will then make atrip through
of
the
liquor law-. No decision was reached.
Indiana, vi-it Iilim-i-. Wisconsin, ami return I
Mrs.
Flan-, widow’ of the late Hon. (Purge
horn*- by w ay of Ne w York, lit-will be* accomFiaiis, recently celebrated herbO'h birthday at
panied on tlx* re-mainder ot his trip, as lie- has her house
in Augusta.
She i- in execlient
lx en since- leaving home, by his son. Walker
: health and bids fair to round out the
century.
Blaine, by Hon. J. li. M n1- y,of Augu-ta. Me-.,
; She received main remembrances from friends
and i-y Judge* Teimy.
Brooklyn. While in ail over the State of the
happy occasion.
Michigan, Hon. Fugene- Hale will accompany
Darius AlJen of Augusta has tiled a bill in
the party.
equity at Boston against lieceiver Prio of the
JIOM'A V'S ei AJ.K.
Paiitic hank to enjoin Him from prosecuting a
A Ixwvi-totL eie-sjiate-li reports a heavy gale yuit against him to recover his assessment for
and showe r in that vicinity at 11 a. in..‘Mon- liability as a stockholder. Mr. Aldeii claims
day. The- picker mill, at Sahaltus. was unroof- that he paid into the hank I0U percent, on the
ed and other damage done.
In Auburn, Fstcs’ \ .tine of the stock h'■ held.
Ib aih Post. (.. A. it., of Waterville. and
Hall w a- unroofed andk many chimneys were:
blown off. 'l'lie* piue grove- near Barker'- mill >ev< n others lit the vicinity, held a grand camp
lire at City Hall Thursday night. Supper and
is half blown down. The* damage* done by the
gale will probably r* ae*h sb.nou. li moved in a >tor!'-s of army life composed the entertainment ot tin* evening.
narrow path, lifted the-tin r*x>f ot the- Barker
The posts of the vieiniiy
lnill and made stampe de of the lx pin the mill. are increasing rapidly in numbers and efficienBine trees, two feet through were* twisted off
A t tlie session of tlie Woman*'; Foreign Misand an iron rail on the iron bridge was loro off.
'Three te ams we re capsi/e*d and one man was >ionarv Society in Portland ia-t week. Mis.
arren A'as elected President, Mrs. M.
lie-arlv blown into the- river. Fvery pane of W in. 1'•
glass in the F-tes building was blown in and j !’• Aldi-rnian, Corresponding .Secretary. Mi-s
Richardson.
were
blown
down.
The roof
many chimneys
Recording Secretary, Mi s. .).
li. Magee. Treasurer. Mrs. \V. II.
of Blake-*- picker mill. .>abattu-, struck the roof
Sargent,
of >. L. Hill's gri-l mill, partly crushing tt in. 1 Auditor.
All the starch factories in the county of
Tlx- ra n damaged the cloth in the Barker mill
cloth ball. At Uockland the* gale set in at noon. Aroostook. 30 in number, are now in operation
Vessels in the harbor were blown from their and the product of starch will prolm!) \ be
moorings and a house and ell, belonging to Yi- considerably above the average. Potatoes are
nal Allen, at the Meadows, were blown fiom being hauled right from the tie Id to the factories
and sold for about l\V. per bushel, which
their foundations.
gives
the raiser a very fair margin.
MURDER IN SURRY.
The outlook for tin ice business in the KenCoroner FUkc, of Ellsworth, was railed to nebec the coming season is
good. Hut little
Surry to examine the body of Kobert Young, 1HS4 ice is left in the houses, although some ice
found dead Monday morning at the house of of previous years remains. There has bet n a
Kobert Grindle. Fiske called a coroner’s court. quickening in prices and demand fora mouth
According to the deposition of William Conerv, past, owing to the warm weather.
The ice
of Surry, it
appears that Conerv called at men are again expecting a favorable year.
Grindle> House this morning about eight o’cloek
The Assessors’ lists of the city of Portland,
and saw the body of Young lying dead on the which have just been committed to the Collectfloor. Grindle at tirst refused Conerv admit- or of the city. show an increase in tin- value of
tance, but afterwards allowed him to enter.
real estate since :ast year of $303,000, and a
After the hearing the jury gave a verdict that
decrease in personal estate of $">K4,2N.j. also an
Kobert Young came to Ri> death by the hands increase in the number of
polls of 10*J. The
of Kobert Grindle, between Saturday evening
valuation of the city is $32,808,735, an increase
last and Sunday morning, by wounds on the of m ai l} $4,000,000 since 1870.
bead made by some pointed instrument in the
In the case of Carolina L. McGee, who was
hands of Kobert Grindle. ft is reported that found dead in ilallovvell
Thursday afternoon,
Grindh ha< been insane for some weeks, and the coroner’s jury
Friday returned a verdict that
that his wife left hint on that account about a | she came to her death in
consequence of physi1
month ago
-uring the hearing Grindle ap- | cal disability and exhaustion induced t>y disrazv.
He
has
been
in
peared. very
lodged
I ease, hunger and intoxication, and that Michael
Ellsworth jail and will be presented at once I McGee was negligent and unmindful of the
before the grand jury.
• condition
of his wife, in consequence of his
CANVASSING THE KI.KC'l ION RETURNS.
! gross intoxication.”
—

State and section will have precedence,
and it is intended to make the Journal a Maine
newspaper in fact as well as in name. In conclusion we mav sav that it is a matter of pride

our own

which might have lost the Republicans the
Slate on Tuesday, without impairing the prospect for a Republican victory in November.

point mein.

I

♦

mi:.

Large,

The latest advices from Ohio indicate a Republican majority of from 16,000 to 20,000 and
This is a magnia gain of eight Congressmen.
ficent victory, the extent of which can only be

There

..

1< )N.

Victory

The

Pike, and the wrecking

HANCOCK KHCCATIONAL SOCIETY.

A. < rowcll. (i. 1 Mo-dy (». >. J'ai riim.on. 1 *.
A. Sargent, amt Bi. hard >. 1 >«»wtog'-tln r with
tlx* following as advisory eninmitl*--: William
('rocker. Bangor: (forg** W. Batten. Ur**vv* r
Village: .1. II. s-wa.i. ilamp'i n: Frank \V.
Haley, W inte-rp.n t : i'arkcr >potli»r»l. Buck.—
port; («. B. Goulel. Monroe; J. B. Skinner,
Yea/.ie; F. B. I’emile ton. (irringtoii: Daniel
Hall, J;\. Levant: D. F. Nor*h. Keiidu-k*-ag:
F. F. ( liapman. (> li.iwn; 1. J. Cluis*-. < irotm:
W. 11. Y. Joliiis«>u. Fa-’ Fdelington: A. J.
B iffnaii. Ca-line; .V. F. Bay. Brewer; HoraceJ. Dexi- !. Fast « orintli: A. (■. Carve r. Yinal
Htve-n; ii. W. -argent. Sedgwick. Auditor,
Horace F. Han-on. Bangor.

fourth pages. While the leading events of the
day will receive attention, and a summary of
general news is given each week, tin- i-. vvs of

ELECTORS:

JOHN S. CASK, of Rockland.
WESTON F. M1LLIKEN, of Portland,
First District.CHARLES M MOSES.
..nd District.I. O. RICHARDSON.
Third Di-trict.ABNER t OIU RN.
Fourth District.C. F. A. JOHNSON.

Tugs Knickerbocker and Seguin arrived in
at
10..‘Jo, Friday evening, from Dipper

\iai:s.

>( IA

LOGAN,

Bath

c

sse

BLAINE,

OF MAINE.

Bangor.
THE STATE <»K MAINE

tions it is for our readers tu say.
The outside pages are also carefully edited,
and often, as is the ease this week, contain matter of local interest. On the first page will be
found a letter from Hon. S. L. Milliken, reports of the Waldo County Fair, of the meeting
of the Stockton and Prospect Farmers’Club,
and notes from subscribers, with the usual departments aud miscellany on the first and

PRESIDENT,

Chateaugay Chasm.

visitors agreed that for grand and beautiful
scenery these places could not be surpassed.
Within a year or two a new chasm has been

where.

—

The Maine Cnitarian Conference held the
annual session in Portland last week. The
following olfieers wi re elected President Hon.
F. M
Sabine. Bangor: Vice-President. Hon.
Geo. F. Talbot. Portland: Secretary mid Treasurer. Rev. C. C. V ual, Ivennebimk: Lxecutiv'
Committee- Mark P. Finery, Portland: Rev.
d.
S. Nichols. .Saco: lion. d. I*. Hopkins.
I llswortb. Committee on Mission.-—Rev. P.
s.
Timelier, Augusta: d. S. Heeling. Saco;
Rev. W. T. Pie inn. Porlland.
Ways and
Means Committee
Ira P. Farrington. Portland; Samuel Titcomb. Augusta: Noah Woods.

<

A

to Maine people everyIt contained nine columns—a full page
—of news of the city aud county, comprising
reports of four local fairs, items from sixteen
towns, shipping news, etc. This matter was
set in nonpariel type and carefully condensed.
In the type used by most of our exchanges, and
differently arranged, this budget of local news
would till eighteen columns, or two whole pages
of the Journal. But we gave in addition three
columns of editorial, a letter from Our George,

at

Chasm House, i
Kver since the late Horace Greeley was so
anxious to clasp hands across the bloody chasm,
I have had a sort of an intermittent chasm fever.
I had seen pictures of Watkin’s Glen, and
the Ausable Chasm, and the more I heard of
them the more i wanted to see them, for all

county homes, and

Journal

a

THE

1

MIMIAL

the

may he had at the following places:
Belfast.—Journal Office. J. S. Caldwell Sc Co.,
M ain street. M. I\ Woodcock & Son, Main street.
I>. P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, High street.
seakspout.—At the Post Office. Mr. C. E.
Adams is authorized to receive subscriptions and
advertisements.
Bucksport.- -R. II. Emery & Co.
E. M. Hall.
Winterfort
Camden.—F. Lewis.
11 oult« >n—<iet>. Carleton.

George

Chateaugay, N. Y. Sept., 1884. )

to the interest
and usefulness of the paper.
Last week’s issue may he taken as an earnest of our efforts to
make the Journal a welcome visitor to Waldo

the winter fruits

..

flNOHSeol

of

Our

increasing patronage by adding

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.EDITOR.
RUSSELL G. DYER.LOCAL EDITOR.

eooi cellar and keep it cool. In this
can be kept till March il
way
de-ired. without shrinkage.
\11 the .-econds should go to the evaporating
factories, where they are worth more than they
will bring in the market.
There is no need of
Maine fruit growers selling choice, late keeping
fruit at panic prices. If properly handled it
will command a fairly paying price.

once

I.

'l'lie- three- days' -e-s-ioiis e.t thi- assoe iatioii in
Banaor last we<k w< iv a -lie. •musically.
se>»-iaiIy and tinaiie-udly. At a business meeting
lie-id Tliur-eiay M:. William F. Abbot, of Bivwer, for tlx1 e-eunmiitee on nominad -n-, re ported
that tmn li to their regret and that <»f many
eithe r-. Mr. (N o. W. 31 i*rii!. die* Bresieieiit :
Mr. 1‘. (i. St ie knew. tli.- Nice- Bicsideut; ami
Mr. la. F. Dun-n, tin- >e-«-n-biry. had resigned
their respective <dlic -, ami that the y would
nominate tb
following B edel-d Tio-...-;..r
tile i-n-ning year: io \ John >. Se wall. D. D..
l’n-ident: < N-orge- S. >i.-b\. V i.-f Bresi*lent :
(N orge- M. Brown. >*-e-n*t:iry: F. F. Duran. J.

Journal Publishing Co.

tins \ear'- crop. Recent London advice--how
that the crop there is proving ver\ light, and
indicate that the demand for American fruits
bids fair to exceed the -upply.
Maine fruit has an ad\antage in it- superior
keeping (jualitie-. Kxtri me care should he used

Tin- twenty-seventh m mi-annual session of
the (irund l.odj" Independent < Haler of (»ood
was
held in lloulton
Templars ot M dn
(k\. Sih.
Till- S«-sj, n was tailed to older at
l'1 v. M. b> <i. W. (
T. mpiar H. C. Munson.
Tie following otlicers of tin* (inind I. >dg<w
iv
1
li. \. II. < Munson.
prt-si-lit : C. W. <
Portland: <-. \V. V. 1. Mrs. d. F Pressey.
I.ewi-ton; (,. \Y. >ecre!;;ry. (ieorgt F Brack( hapiain, M. K. Mabecy.
ett, Beit i«t ; (i. \\
Livennoi't : Superintendent of .Juvenile Temples. Mrs. <». (,. lVmber. Kenuebunk. The
following officers wa re appointed to till vacan\\
cies;
M::'sb:,.:. F. F. <iipson. Stetson :
<i
\\
1> put\ Marshall, Mrs. 11. F. Barstow
l. i,.. Mrs. L. L. Brackett.
Batumi ; c. \\
\\
i,
B< : is: ;
>.01110-1 Osborne. WaterC e; p (,. \\ <
1'.. <
A. Farweil, Pittsth Id.
mi■ 111T•
T he t
on < I'edtuilials reported thirty
\t:■
waiting
ilii- (fraud Lodge degree.
I
€!«_■••
been conferred, the (irand
W
l«
id his first >emi-annua! rej>..ir
II
i* wed th«
work of the order
pot
sii
tin ast -i »n. and spoke at length upon
t be vvtii' x «•; Me- eloption of the (.'..uslitutionAuieiidiiit in.
He recommended department
s! rt tigt be.ing of the weaker
Work.
louires iiiioii_;
i;h
s..
(irand Worthy
S
ie* ir\
>c it
!'•
B;
Whole number
porti
of lodir-'s,
:n w lodges, to; surn-nded or
W Pol*
I HI 111 hi I
died. Pi
of HI -idlers about
twenty thousand. A public temperance meetwaie
id
ill
M-.'ic
Hail
ill ; lie veiling of
ing
the Ttli and addre—.!•> were made
Ira (».
II t-e\. 1
of IB niton, li.-v. H. <
Munson
ot Portland. Ii-v. »>
M. Park of Presqin Isle.
M. d. I>ow of Brooks. Mrs. II. M B. F-tes of
Waterxiia and (. A. 1iii'We,,. F-«j.. of Pittslield. Tin* tux’ annu.d session is tu b«' held iii
Port iand in April, I "S'*.
ohin

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Furopean markets afford an outlet for our
surplus. It i> conceded on all hands that this
foreign demand will call for a large trade in

Maun- Baptist < liaritahle Society he id its
ninth anniversary Thur-day. liv. Hr. Burrage
in the chair.
Tie obi- <-t of this society is to
provide t-.r the wants of need} ministers and
their wid"\vs. liev. F.
Fish of Lisbon Falls,
reported tin- follow ing board of officers : President, liev. 11. S. Burrage. J». 1 ; vice president. li v. A. K. P. Small. I*. 1).: secretary.
Rev. F. >. "mall, and oilier', ihe satin as ia-t
Ab tin sessions were w-il attended and
year.
si ssiox or
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Republican

Journal.

the

At no time since the Journal has been under
its present management has ft had so many
words of encouragement, or such substantial
evidences of popular appreciation, as now, aud
it will be our constant endeavor to merit this

matter.

appointed.

w» re

Concerning

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL I

Z. A. Gilbert, Secretary of the Maine Hoard
Agriculture, has issued a bulletin on the apple crop, covering reports from till the fruit
growing sections. Michigan lias (IT per cent,
of an average crop of winter fruit, which
leaves a large surplus to be sold out of the
State.
In New York the yield is about twothirds that of 1NS0, with ti rather light crop of
Baldwins. Connecticut has an average crop,
New Hampshire a full average, and Massachusetts more than an average crop. Of Maine
Mr. Gilbert says:
The crop of apples in this State i- a full one.
Information received from every section of the
state in which fruit is grown to any considerable extent, shows that the crop is above an
average. This, taken in connection with the
fact that the number of bearing trees is yearly
on the increase from recent setting, gives the
State a crop that never before has been excelled in the aggregate.
The tendency of late has been to run into
winter varieties, both in planting trees and in
grafting, so that the crop now being harvested
is made up in larger proportions of winter trait
than ever before. With a large surplus of
apples seeking a market, the condition of the
ero:> in other States
becomes an important

Vl.l. UVKK THE STATE.

has gone to Boston to witness the

SiiF.nr Uaisim;
live-.

•'

Wnloo

Montana.

is

\mong the

na

Wlio have achiev'd -Une-s
in the far West is Mr. Jacob Severanee, formerly
of

I'nitv, and

raneii

in

e..nnt\

now

the aid of his

the prosperous

o\\ ner

of

Montana, whleh he earries

oka,

son.

Mr. Severam

e

a
on

sheep
with

lias been vi-it-

home, and we oht ineti
days since some particulars "f the
great and growing business id stork raising. He
iiig this eit;,
from him

a

id Ids former

few

a

Montana six years ago, started in a small
way. at lir.-t met with losses, dm* to inexperience,
but now owns rjiXMt acres of valuable land and has
went l"

He says the. proiits of rattle raising
l'l,non -heep.
within the past few years be e been enormous,
but thinks

price- have attained the maximum and
tendency is it her dow n ward. He belie v» s
sheep rai-mg. the profits of wtiii h are estimated
that tile

at

about

stand

by.

per rent, per annum, to te the best
The Montana wool ■ommands a higher

price in the market than Maine wool and the
fleeces are heavier. The sheep are mostly of the
best breeds. There are sometimes storms in winter when the sheep, which graze
throughout the
year without shelter, are unable to obtain food and
perish of cold and starvation. Mr. Severance met
with losses in this way in the beginning, but has
since cut and stacked hay to provide for such
emergencies. In taking up land it is necessary to
secure it along the streams, not only to ensure
water for the stock, hut because crops can only be
raised by irrigation. The adjacent uplands, although excellent for grazing, have no market
value, and their use falls to the owners of the water

courses.

Mi. Severance's

ranch

extends for

trotting of his horse at the Mystic races_Mr. S. twe-'ty miles along three streams and thus com
mauds a vast extent of territory for grazing purW. Colby has gone to Boston, on a short vacation.
Mrs. Wooster, of Ellsworth, Is In Belfast, the poses. He likes the country and the climate, but,
that, after all, there is no better place in
| guest of her daughter, Mrs. Frank Staples_Mrs. says
which to
The winter* in
j J. L. Smiley, of Eagle Cliff, Washington Territory, Montana live than Waldo county.
are not continuously cold as in the Hast,
1s in Belfast, after a few years absence, visiting
and although the mercury at times ranges lower
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Dow_Mrs.
Wm. K. ltoix Is in Belfast on a brief visit. The there than here, the cold is not so much felt. Mr.
captain and Mrs. ltoix will keep house in Boston | Severance thinks that many of our Waldo county
this winter-Miss Sarah Cardner, of Belfast, has young men who have been employed on ranches in
Montana nmv be expected home this fall. They
( apt. J. B. Durham
gone to New York on a visit
have been earning $300 or $000 a year in this way,
ami wife, who have passed the summer in Belfast,
left on Wednesday for Bostou-The Misses but the farmers generally are cutting down expenWhite, daughters of the late James 1*. White, of ses and will try to get along with less help. Mr. S.
is within easy distance of two post offices, and, as
this city, have gone to Boston, whore they will re
side-Mr. Thomas D. McDonald, a resident of distances go in Montana, of several towns; aud-has
Belfast twenty-live years ago, arrived in this city
for more or less near neighbors a number from
on Wednesday.
He is a nephew of Mr. (ieorge
Waldo county. He gives good reports generally
l McDonald.
the Maine colony in Montana.
—

—

itn.'toii and Bangor Express Cc. are running
and neat covered express wagon in this city.
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tee! like

miles,
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he the most remarkable

The remain-

of

selectmen and

our

riulendeulof the construction of stone
reservoirs in

nil1'

i;:- of

his

F trnhain is

he has left

as

bridges

lasting

mouu-

practical knowledge and skill.

Mrs.

an

our town

influential member of the Methodist

place it will lie hard to fill.
>\
iii- -Try to i'*se such valuable citizens, but
wiip their ample means they must soon lake an
uior d-:e
position on Hie Pacific slope.Brig
ureh,

tra

.•>00

has left

an

a

Pickens arrived from Cadiz last week with
salt for Ambrose White.

The

hogshead
discharged by ( apt. Amaziah Gray with
in three days ...F. YV. Ayer & Co., Banare piling out live or six ini 1 li m feet of snrui*?
t«* i» snipped Hus winter.
One drive of live
ired and forty thousand was towed here last
of

irgo was
lew

ii-

i.*'
;•
e

a

u*-t

<

k

and will be taken

out at

Central wharf....

,pt. Isiah Chipinan went to New York last week,
rharge of the ship Penobscot. The ship

t» resume

1?

now

on

her way

to

Boston where she will load

Capt. Peter McCaulder, mate of the
>nve ship, in at home with his family while the
v
ssel Is hi port....Rev. Mr. Forsythe and wife, N.
H. Powers, Esq., and wife, Miss Martha Swnzey,
Mrs. Mary Ladd, Rev. Charles Skinner, and Edward Swazey, Esq., attended the Hancock counlv
for Australia.

C

mgregational

conference, held

at

Bar Harbor last

Colby, Esq., and wife, have
visit to Moosehead Lake. They

week_Alonzo

re-

turned from

re-

a

port the scenery and the Mt. Kineohouse first class'
_Mrs. Richard P. Buck and daughter Emma, returned to their Brooklyn home on Tuesday... .H. E.

companion A. J. Ingraham, of BelSaturday evening on their way
home from a ducking expedition to Naskeag Point.
They report Capt. John Keed, their entertainer while
McDonald and

fast,

were

to

mar

weighed

in town

there, numan at all points.Uriaa Smith's
hj pie weighed 17 ounces. Next-Mrs. O. F. Felloes is visiting her parents at Bristol, N. JL, while
our county attorney elect is attending court at Ellswortn_Too many to mention oi our citizens are
attending the Boston fairs; low fares one of the inI)r. Putnam’s lady friends of Verona,
ducements
must have an eye to the fact of Ills being a single
inr-.a. They have just presented him with a beautlfu quilt with the names of the donors on each
sq jare. They stated In their presentation speech
that it was a heartfelt token of their regard
Much interest is manifested in the Leslie singing
school held at the C’ougregationul vestry this week.
Its called a convention; the lessons are given in
the day time.
...

...

am-

sorm

Brooks Fair.

\\.

I

>!.

ari\ age

excellent

«

interred in

y

•>'

1

sermon was

preached

on

years she

Sunday and MondayMrs. N. 1*. Bean intends to spend the winter in
Belfast where she has a soli and daughter living....
Water in the wells is lower at present than at any

time

this town

l>rown

on

;

Appleton and Belfast last week-Mr. Herbie
Cobb, a son of David Cobb, is well advanced in the
Middleton, Ct., college. He received the Seney
prize this year, which is one hundred dollars for
one

came to

his death at about t> o'clock

Fred

Press\.

while the latter with

(

In tin

PIANO
Miss
Miss

harle-

;ci:

most

of

2
up
the fall work and gone to brunswiek to canvass
for Mr. Garrety. He I'* at .Moncton, N. II., at present.I. F. Libby is getting his stock of winter

goods
place for winter..,.Matt Gould took the
first prize on his steers at Monroe, !. F. Gould on
in

bull, and I)r. Colson on liiscolt
Prospect has
i no mounds and shell heaps, but in the b\ and by
Fort Knox will make a good mound with under! ground passages running an rod> in some places
ami spacious balls with hammered stone, all underground. The mode of wart are has changed
his

aii.

Belfast, Oct- 12th, to tin
P;l>burv, a daughter.

since building til e fort and I'nele sain lias .-cut a
long ago to find how the current runs in the
Narrows with the view to using torpedoes in ease
of any unpleasantness witli our neighbors.
Farmers are having a good time to do their fall work.
Mr. Larrabee, who bought tin* James brown
place, has built the longest piece of fence in town
this fall with newly sawed boards from boyd’s
mill. It looms up and can be seen a long ways on
the east cant of the hill-Peddlers are plenty this
fall. Clams and most all kinds of iL down to the
little sore-eyed haddocks which are caught in the
bay are peddled here-Cows are in demand. Tw->
drovers were buying cows in town last week and
from
to $40 dollars were paid.

Man/ l-'aunee,

1

FARMING

White,” a funny and popular *‘end
New England minstrel troupe, hu>
been elected to the Vermont legislature, from
the town of Heading.
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In this

so« 1 .on
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Major Daniel Simpson,

than TO years
drummer for tlie Anrieut and Honorable
of
week
last
celebrated
the
Boston,
Artillery
ninety-fourth anniversary of hi> birth.
Lois of

for

more

People

of Searsmont’s

CONSUMPTION

.Hoaton

Foster,

POULTRY.
I). B.

Johnson, 1st.

most

VEGETABLES.

respected young men and his parents may well
feel proud of him.

j

Boston, Oct. 11.
Demand is not
Buttek—There is no change.
are
firmly held. The
hut
line
goods
very active,
Pest fresh made northern creameries are firm a.
‘211330c, and line .June lots are steady at 25320c
Northern dairy lots have to la* very extra to cxccc
24325c. Long dairies dull, and 22c is about top for
Northern creameries 30c; Vertin-best of them.
mont dairy selections 20327c; Franklin county, Vt.,
best dairy lots 24325c; New York and Vermont
dairy extra 23g‘24e; New York and Vermont dairy
22c; New Y»>rk and Vermont long dairies 22c;
Franklin county, finest dairies, 30c; good to choice
or
253*28c; poor to good, 20 323c; trunk butter, in
yt lb |>riuts, fancy ^ lb 2Hg30e; good to clioice 233
28c.
Cheese—Firm at full former prices but demand
Is not active. The best late made northern factories
bring 12c without difficult}, and some are held a
shade higher. Most sales of August lots continue

Blood Beets—Chas. Tyler, 1st; 1). B. Johnson,
2nd; Almond Clement, 3rd. Egyptian Beet—I). B.
Johnson, 1st. Mangle Wortzel—John Downer, 1st.
Parsnips—John Downer, 1st; D. B. Johnson, 2nd.
Biiooks. It Is reported to be uncommonly dry
Potatoes
White elephant, Frank Mavhew, 1st.
for the time of year, but whether it Is owing to the j Burbank Seedling— M. M. Clement, 1st.
Early
—Sumner (Ridden, 1st.
Rose
!
Pumpkins—B. F.
of
amendment
so
the
prohibitory
by
adoption
Stevens, 1st; \V. M. Vose,2nd; M. M. Clement,3rd.
informed....
or
we
are
not
a
not,
large
j Onions—Geo. Nicholas, 1st; J. 11. Vose, 2nd; B. F.
majority
The threshers are busy and report the yield of Foster, 3rd. Cabbage—J. II. Vose, 1st; J. H. Dean,
j
2nd; 1). B. Johnson, 3rd. Squash—D. B. Job. son, at 113113a c.
in
now
mostly
grain to be good. The corn is
1st; T. P. Thompson, 2nd. Turnips—White RusEggs—Firmer for good fresh Canadian island,
shooks in the field curing for the crib. This is the sian, D. B. Johnson, 1st; Improved Sweet—D. B.
etc., such stock going off quite readily at 22c. Choice
Johnson, 1st. Large Amber Globe—D. B. John
season in the country for husking frolics, apple
fresh eastern are in demand at 23c, and some extra
son, 1st. Name Unknown—John Beal, 1st.
Fresh western are selling
marks range higher.
bees, kissing parties, and moonlight flirtatious; all
MISCELLANEOUS.
well at 21322c.
of which are supposed to be absolutely necessary j
in small receipt for the
continue
Beans— Beans
Apples and Pears—Sumner Glidden, 1st; D. B.
to ensure tlie happiness of Young America in the Johnson, 2nd; Gustave Bellows, 3rd. Horse Chest- season, and the market is stiff. Dealers are now
be remembered that
I).
hut
it
should
E.
very confident,
rural districts_There is some call for working nuts—Gustave Bellows, 1st. Grapes—Mrs.
of a decline to
Flye, 1st; I). B. Johnson, 2nd; Wm. E. Poland, 3rd. the llght stocks are rather the resultthan from
i oxen and plenty of them to he sold. Sheep and
farmers
any
the
sell
at
low
Corn—Almond Clement, 1st; D. B. Johnson, 2nd;
prices by
i lambs are ruling low, much to the disappointment James Morrill, 3rd. Black Mexican—Frank Mav- lack of beans In the growers’ hands.
Irish
stock
at
slow
for
are
M.
M.
POTATOES—Potatoes
1st;
! of the farmers. The potatoes are mostly stored in hew, 1st. Pop Corn—Geo. Niekolas,
dull market
Clement, 2nd. Oats—W. II. Beal, 1st; A. II. Wy- steady figures. The low prices and as
from
the cellars as the producers are not willing to sell
here
of
demand
want
any
much
the
are
as
man, 2nd.
other cause, the receipts not being excessive.
the light crop at present prices ..There is conCranberries—A. II. Wyinan, 1st.
1
Transeendentals—Mrs. E. D. Flye, 1st.
Apples—Apples are very plenty, and continue
siderable sickness in town, mostly fevers and bowto sell in carload lots at $1 2531 50 MT bbl. for No. 1
Ornamented apples—Mrs. Emma Messer, 1st.
el complaints. Mrs. Johu M. Dow is under the !
and greenings. Large quantities of apMrs.
A.
11.
Baldwins
Fruit—Crab
Canned
Apples,
Wyples are being exported, but still at rather losing
doctor’s care for the first time in over thirty years. man, 1st.
to the shippers. But the fruit is line and
Rheubarb—Mrs. A. II. Wyman, 1st.
figures
Mrs. Richmond Forbes has been ill for some time
markets, and a good
Raspberries—Mrs. A. II. Wyman, 1st; Mrs. Chas. very popular in theto English
bo shipped. It is a fact that
deal of it is bound
past-Sam Randall who was sent to the hospital Bellows, 2nd.
Canned Peas—Mrs. F. B. Nutt, 1st; Mrs. Charles the interest in American apples never was greater,
for medical treatment, has been returned cured,
and with careful management, it is evident that
Bellows, 2nd.
and if there is any more trouble about Ids house
the surplus of American apples can be marketed in
Cherries—Mrs. Chas. Bellows, 1st.
this way. Still, growers will have to be satisfied
h—11
1st.
Blackberries—Mrs.
Chas.
them
Bellows,
haunted
he
to
being
give
proposes
with moderate prices. In a jobbing way, good
Blackberry Jam—Mrs. F. B. Nutt, 1st.
this time.Joseph Bowen lias been pronounced
50, and very choice $3. Such
Maple Syrup—Mrs. Hattie Wiggin, 1st; Mrs. Gravensteius bring $2
insane and will be sent to the hospital, if he is no
fruit is the very top of the market in fall apples.
Chas. Bellows, 2nd.
1
Hay and Stbaw—Hay in good demand and
Jellies—Mrs. Thomas Foster, 1st; Mrs. Charles
more quiet-Mrs. Michael Chase is in Massachuchoice cars sells at $18319; ordinary at $15317;
Mrs. J. H. Vose, 3d.
Bellows,
2nd;
of
which
delicate
her
health
has
for
been
setts
I
very
fine at $13315; poor and clovery at $10312; swale
Pickles—Mrs M. M. Clements, 1st.
at $18319; maj late. Mr. Chase returned last week —Forest SanButter—Mrs. D. B. Johnson, 1st; Mrs. Miles at $9310; straw, best quality rye
chine rye at $113l‘-! ost
I born has been very ill with typhoid fever.
Luce, 2nd.
—

<

PURGATIVE

Arc

Coatocook As <(• Us, All Wool Scar-

endless

variety of cheaper goods
25 cents upwards,

in

-«

:«

KKlKiYkl) A \K\V Hl'PPU OP

FALL

ALSO OFFERS BARGAINS IN

VELVETS.
A.

city, Oct. uth, Jennie F. Sawyer, aged is

Split or Single

SOITIIWOKTII.

1".

Belfast.

SpjiL. II, 1SS4.—TiTff

and

C1IANG10

half

: t

Skein.

Bangor

e

quality of

Ball.

:e

Fare to Boston.
f>to Lowell.
from Belfast to Boston and return. '.on
from Searsport to Boston and return..'>.25
I). LANK, Agent, Belfast.
JAM KS LITTLKFIK LIL Sind.. Boston.
4 ALVIN AIMIN', (ienetal Freight Agent, Boston.
Belfast, Oet 1«, ISH4.—lyrl

WELLS.

F.

meek.

<)si and after Monday. Oei. 20, I ss *, a steamer
of tills line will leave Belfast everj MoM'.W
r. m
\Yi:dm:m»ay and Fimday at
Keturning—W ill leav«- B".-a->n every Monday,
m.
Wkdnksdvy and Fimday. at .">
(Jon m:o Ions— At Searsport vv ith stage f«*r siorkton on arrival id'steamer. A' Buck-port with stage
for and from Kllsworth. At l'>aiig'>r i• i' Mou-chead !
Lake and all stations on tin* B. A r K If. and M.
('. R. K.
Connections made for Portland at Roekonneeiioi »
land usually *verv Monday evening,
Ml. Divert
Uockland
at Itoeklaml with 4eame
for Mt. Desert and landings east.
Tickets may be obtained n board steamers for
Lowell, Lawrence, New York and Philadelphia.

hare the

B.

Belfast, Oct. 14, 1884.—42

Sale

Auction

Boston & Bangor

1

Ileal

Estate, Mill and

MILL

rjMlF

Ihrellhty.

AND MACHINKKY

AT MOODY'S

Mill, also the dwelling at the mill will “r Bold
; at public auction on Monday, Not. 10, issl.atf!
o'clock in the Htternoon, il not previmislv sold.
KKBKCCA MUDDY, Administratrix.

Incorporated February, 1SS4.

NVinterpoit, Oet. s, Issi. -4vvl2

Isk i,

CAMPAIGIN

Containing 235 pact's of Historical and stalUtieal

Opera House,

Express

York, Hartford, Providence anil the South

and West.

only $1.10

Our rale from New York
per cwt.

LOW
are

the results <>t'

to

I

RATES

competition always.

ELMER I. RANKIN,
Agent,
Oft.

Aft
Aft
Aft
Aft
Art

I—THE WOLVES OK SOCIETY.
II—MOTHER CLIITCHEB’S DEN.
III—NEWliATE PRISON.
IV—LIVERPOOL RAILWAY STATION.
Y-LORU STANHOPE’S PALACE.
OUR OWN SPECIAL SCENERY.
nets solos on the Troinboqe,

Between the

and

_I

lu a desirable location one lower
tenement with stable. Apply to
Mrs. M. 8. STAPLES, Miller St.

Belfast, Oct. 0, 1884.—41if

T SHALL COMMENCE TAKING APPLES Again
1 at mv factory October 23d, at a reduction in
price of 5 cents a bushel.
C. S. McFARLANI), Montville.
2w42

Cornet,

Xylophanc.

Horses for Sale

or

Exchange.
hand,

at the

is continually
Searsport House stable, for sale or exchange, 30 horses, suitable for drivers or
workers, also some matched pdrs.
\V. GRINNELL, Prop. Searsport House
Searsport, Maine, Fob .20,1884.—tf8
There

on

Mr.

JaiiieN

15.

| House WILE RECEIVE I RO.MI’I
Belfast, Oct. Hi, 1884.— 1 w 12*
i

;

To Rent.

or

hie

COMMITTEE.

l»f**n hut recently sold to tin* undersigned.
Wo haw purchased a VERY EAROE stock

has

Bed

and Red ESSEfiCiDERCurtain

Laces,

he found in New England, and now eordialinvito all those who need something in

ro
1

\

Shaw's,
Starlight
Worsted,
Zephyr

ting

Sa«-

CUSTOM BEPABTMENT

mestic and Ball Yarns, Gents
Underwear, VShite Shirts, Col-

of Air. FORBES* >toi*e will eontimio under his
management as hetore, and lie will, at all times,
h- ia ad> and glad t > attend to the wants of his

lars, Cults and SSnri Fronts,
Ladies and Children’s Merino

customers.

Trusting

Hoods,

Lezgins,

Underwear,

The

.see us.

will tind

you

We

reliable.

are

ready and our goods
respectfully,

us

very

Jobs in Ladies and Gen-

sic.

tlemen’s
rame

Twines,

vasses, Card

Rick

SHAW BROTHERS.

ffias-

Handkerchiefs,
Rack,

lVIfilst,

Can-

Oc-t.

9, tWU.

11

Crochet

Beards,

Hooks, Embroidery Silks and

Flosses,Cheoeiie

and Arasene

Fancy Work, Hoop Skirls,

for

Suits, Overcoats;

Toi-

ings, Ribbons, Hamburgs,
let Soaps, Perfumes, Jewelry,
Combs, Brushes, Hand BSirShopping

Bags,

Hosiery,

monnaies,

Hose-Supporters,
tons,

Gai

ning

Largest & Best Variety.
Well made and triumuM

Cot-

ranted to

Cotton

Ladies’

Porie-

Gloves,
Under-

Kvcrv garment

TIME-TABLE.
On and after Monday, Oct. 20, 1884, trains connecting at liiirnham with through trains tor Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as
follows: Leave Belfast at BBO a. m., City Point
6.38, Waldo, 6.55, Brooks 7.10, Ivnox 7.3*2, Thorndike
7.45, Unity 8.07, Leonard’s Crossing 8.17, arriving at

Burnham at 8.30 a. m.
Leave Belfast at 3.05 p. m.,City Point 3.1*2, Waldo
3.27, Brooks 3.35, Knox 4.13, Thorndike 4/25, Unity
4.50, Leonard’s Crossing 5.05, arriving at Burnham
at 5.20 p. in.
Returning—Leave Burnham at 8.50 a. m., Leonard’s Crossing 9.0*2, Unity 9.20, Thorndike 9.33, Knox
9.43, Brooks 10.08, Waldo 10/20, City Point 10.35, arriving at Belfast at 10.45 a. m.
Leave Burnham at 5.40 p. in., Leonard’s Crossing
5.5-2, Unity 0 05, Thorndike 0/20, Knox 0/29, Brooks
6.50, Waldo 7 04,City Point 7.18, arriving at Belfast
PAYHON TUCKER, flenM Manager.
7/25 p. in.

war-

give '•ati'i.u'iier.

LATEST STYLES!

wear, Infant’s

Clips, Dresses,
Blankets,
Shirts,
Sacques, Socks, &c., &c.,

Skirts,

LOWEST PRICES!
titi

examine

our

stork before

S I I) IN IT \

AT

4S Main
Ort. t), issj

—

purchasing..

liALISH,

St.f Hr/fast,

Jmll

TTIE

MANSFIELD'S,

STANDARD
SILK

ATTENTION.

Maine Central R. R.

Belfast, Oct., 1884.—lyl

call and

!<•

Do-

Hariland,

Diiismoro,

| of Bangor, will he in town October the 22d, ami
| remain a few days to attend to the tuning and rework
I pairing of pianos. Inquiries in regard toII.his
A. far: mnv l»e made of Mr. Will. Kimball, Mrs.
ter and Mrs. (TowlC). Order." left with either of
| (lie above nameo parties or at the New England

10, 1SS4.—4w4J

Notice

POPULAR PRICES—35 and 50 Cents.
now on sale at W. O. POOR & SON’S.
^.-Particular attention is failed to our Band
At
Parade at noon.
Seats

Belfhst.

BY

Nathan Carl’s Golden Band
and Operatic Orchestra.

INI

HENRY H. FORBES,
!

PIANO TUNING !

llelfast Is

Iteinember

mourn

NATIONAL

It should In; in tin* hands of every Speaker, Mitor, ( lul» Ollieer, and reading, thinking man in tin*
1. S. Furnished at cost--30 CCIIts, on reeeipt of
the price, l»y
THE THEE KEPI BEK AN PRINTING 10.,
140 William Street, New iork.
Iw42

This company connects in

International

Thursday Eveuiii, Oct. 16,1884.

ACCOMPANIED

i*riiLisnki> itv ai

REPUBLICAN

Boston with the

fur New

Belfast

Information!

Every business man in Maine is interested in the
A wide awake, competsuccess of this Company.
ing Express Company will save to the business
men <»f the .State thousands of dollars annually in

transportation hills.

Ksiit

to the fitil’V that the old

announce

Flannels,

White

Flannels,

rors,

THE REPUBLICAN TEXT BOOK!

OPPOSITION LINE!
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
ordinary kinds, and cannot he sold in competition with the multitude of the low test, short
Sold only in
or phosphate powders.
alum
weight,
cons.
Koval Hakim; Powder (Jo., 100 Wall St.,
Iyr34
N. V.

White

wouM r*'['< .•! !'ii! >

\V»

Corsets, Duttons, Laces,fluch-

i I

Express Company.

than the

Blankets.

Skirting,

{

and j /. i> of BEUW.-T iii'l V I<
i established Shoe Store t.f

Brown

Cottons,
Ticking,
Prints, Cretonnes, Grashes,
Towels, Cambrics, Selisias,
Omits,
Napkins, Tablsngs,

ony, Shetland,

largest stock' and the I
best quality of Yarns in the city, |
and at the extremely loir prices
cannot exchange or charge any of
the above goods.
li

ri:n

Dress

Flannels,

Shirting
Flannels,

Worsted

Skein.

a

and American

lusia, Scotch, SpasvsSr,

BALL YARN
10 rents

tii i is

TIMK.

OF

price
Plaids,

Bleached

ED

Yarn,

Best

quality, Trecols,

Worsted, Germantown, Anda-

Midnight Yarn,
a

and

Corrstorters,

Boston

Co.

■iO rents

Cashmere in every

Gallon

New Hats & Bonnets.
MAINE.

vet,

Goods,

TEMPLE,

a

Block.

and Colored Silks, Vel-

Black

Foreign

MILLINERY,

DWIGHT P. PALMER,

17 cents

City

vets and Satins, Brocade Vei-

examine these t/ootls.

Germantown

111

seleel on.

.tonic Tfinple.

Prices.

S rents per Ounce, or lots
Ounces .3 rents.

a

31 & 83 Main St,,

w !J

lie

HAS .11 ST

city, Oct. Sth, Mrs. Annie (Abbott) West,

as our

the

make

tinir th«*

o

M.tSOMC

liest facilities for

Cloak Room is
first floor, thus.' obviating the
necessity f -limbing stairs in order to

New Goods!

Cardigan Jackets, Flannel Shirts!
at

(i KAN 1 > f il’KN 1 X'f '• of the

our

We have tin

dd inst.

-bowing (Firinenis,

New Millinery!

MITTENS, MUFFLERS,

BELFAST,
Oct. 1G, 1884.—Im42

Absolutely Pure.

.ittrial

h

BEALEi?

IB. 37V Wells.

Hosiery, Gloves,

Evcry thing NEW and FRK>H and sold

daily replenished by
goods.

in Millin' tv, -ml will return tin- 1 a -1
Ihi- \v<k
with u m.l. LINK of goo«Is.

from

!

is

ock

—

VERY LATEST STYLES

let, Camels Hair, Scotch Wool,

to

FA 1,1. and WIN I KK

Dress Goods.

INCM'DI N(i

ftlit

is also called to our XF.W

Attention
.-t-e:

mi

l’o8>sil>l(k

un-

the arri\ al of choice

MILLINERY!
Belfast, Oct. I t. 1SS4.—I

POWDER

exma-

I&l WINTER]

FALL

UNDERWEAR!

Low(‘s(

Oct. 9.

The

In fact our

Gents’ Fall and Winter

a

of Bel-

A

-O F-——

an

city

amine

s w-

And

assortment ever

publii are cordially invited to
the styles.
For richness of
terial, elegance iif design, they are
surpassed.

PILLS

i. 6. J, ,11N>' t.N

u.

hir^est

Thursday,

TTSE.

eure

Circulars fr,

$125

las. and will he on exhibition

MAKE HENS LAY

CHICKEN CHOLERA,

allies from

to

This H the

|

wife of Charles A.

Market.

EXTERNAL

MAKE NEW, RICH BLOOD.

It is a well-known fact that most of the
Horse and Cattle Powder sold in this country is worthless: that Sheridan's Condition
l’owder is absolutely pure ami very valuable.
Nothing on F.arth will make liens
lay like Sheridan’s Condition Powder. Dos, one teaspoonful to each pint ot
food. It will also positively prevent ami

I.Oag 1 .Hi

CIRKR.

^KTIO

\

i.U'd i<> ihe trade in the

Di'i-r1

< mn ,n- n
Diseases.
I. S
JOHNSON & CO.,
Bostou, Mass.

IUKTTEIR.^A.L

|

An old physician, retired from practice, having !
bad placed in bis hands by an East India missh n- 1
ary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy lor J
the speedy ami permanent cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma and all throat and
Lung AHeetions, also a positive and radical cure j
for Nervous Debility and all Nervous Complaints, !
after having tested its wonderful curative powers ;
in thousands of eases, has felt it his duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows Actuated by this
motive and a desire to relieve human stifle ring, 1
will send free « f charge, to all who desire it, 111irecipe, in German, French or English, with fu 1
directions tor pieparing and using. >ent by mail
by addressing w ill stamp, naming this paper, W.
A. Noyes, 14b Power's Mack, Rochester, A

TOOLS.

CURES—Catarrh. Cholera Morbus, Dy- -nr. rv.
Cnroirc Diarrliu a, K !m y Troubles, and Spnial

1

At Poor’s Mills, Belfast, Ort. loth, Mrs .Martha,
wife of Benjamin Banks, aged 7" years ami 8 days.
A good mother has gone to rest.
In this city, Sept. J*.»th, Thos. .1. Whitcomb, aged
S4 years ami (> months.
in Brockton, Mass., Oct. 14th, Mrs. Nettie N
Thatcher, aged db years.
In Ash Point, >outh Thomastoi,, Oct. 8, Henry L.
Whitcomb, aged 8b years,:» months, lit days.
In Rockland, Oct. 7, James F., son of Timottn
ami Mary Sullivan, aged 1 year, s months, Id days.
In Rockland, Oct. 7, Kate, wifeof Michael Welsh,
aged -ait years.
In Warren, Oct. 7, Lucy II., widow of John
Mathews, aged 51 years, 4 months I day.
In Thomnston, Oct. b, Marcela, daughter of Mareel In and Nancy Maxey, aged it months.
In North Haven, Oct. b, Jonas Norton, aged 4i>

of the American Mills.

©^'CURES— Diphtheria,
Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough.

$1©

eure SICK-HEADACHE. Biliousness, and nil LIVER and BOWEL Comrirints, MAT,ART -..
BLOOD POISON, and Skin Diseases (ONE PILL A DOSE
F,r Female C .mpiainis tie
have no equal.
“I find them a valuable Cathartic and Liv,
Dr. T. JM. P.,. :n•
Pi...
Montiv.i.
“In my practice I use no other. —J. D-mmson. M.D., D-Witt, I.j
n
Sold ev> rv where, or
mail for 25 cts. in stamps.
Valuaolc mtormation FREE.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

MASONIC TEMPLE,

1

DILL).

Always In the House.
Rockville, i t., May 24, iss:’,.
•‘When troubled \vitb kidney eompiaints, Hi nt’s
Kidney ami Liver Remedy relieves every time,
i always keep it in the house.”—J. II Ryan, >upt.

Excels nil oilier Remedies for
External 1 so.

PARSONS I

j

MARRIED.

a

Mii< ( Ainm

Wonderful Family
Remedy Ever Known.

ADMISSION—to all parts of the bouse—35 eenls.
Reserved seats ran be had it Poor 4V Son’s, withextra charge, Monday, (Jet. 20th. Doors open
7.Go. Concert will commence at 8 prompt. Local

j

“Hank
man” of

k.

Most

FOR

—

Harrows—Geo. E. Bryant, 1st.
Flows—E. Brugdon, 1-t.
Burks Merino—D. li. Johnson, 1st; B. F.
2nd. Cotswold—T. 8. Keene, 1st.

The

I’liiir.siln.y

ayG .
7 yS

In this city, Oat. -'1, l»y Rev. W. Henry Williams,
William G. Gray ami Mi~s Liz lie P. C urtis, bothoi
this city.
In Sherbrooke, I*. (»., Oct. 7 h, by the Rev. .1. C.
Catlanaeh, .Mr. Joshtli Mitchell, of ibis city, ami
Mrs. V. A Clark, ol Bromploh Falls, 1‘. (.}
In < iimlen. Oct b, George s. Thorndike and Miss
On ville Andrews, both of Camden.
In Rockland, Oct. i. Rodolpl u> Rowers, of Camden, and .Mrs. Mary F. Kalloeh of Rockland.
In riioinaslon. < >•■( s, ( harles Washburn and
Cns>ie Viual, both of Tlioniastoi..
In Rockland, Oci. 7. .Jasper F. <irant and Mrs.
Addie M. Small, bolh of Rockland.
Most Certainly a Specific.
In M arren, Oct. 4. John W. Higgins, of LincolnInfallible” ami “specific” are round, strong i villi*, and Mrs >u>an A Howes, of Warren.
In Rost on, Oct. 2, Charles M. Torrey and Ftnnia
terms fura remedy, especially for thosedetermined
ami painful diseases—Rheumatism and Neuralgia. | A
daughter of George N. McGregor, both of Rocklint A THi.oFlKMios -eems t«> deserve I lit in
Savs ! land.
In Fllsworth, Oct. 0, Mr. Milo Austin and Miss
Rev. V\ m. 1‘. C orbit, I’ ish>r < ieorge >t. M. E. Church,
New Haven, Conn.: ,-l wish to wav that f>»r Inflam- Lizzie Higgins, both of Kllswoith.
In Rrooksvilie, o.t. l. Mr. Daniel F. Dork ham of
malorv Rheumati.-m ATHEoi iloniis is infallible. I
sutfered for two months the mo>t eMTmd.ding t«>r
Prosper!., and Miss Jennie M. Perkins of Brooks*
lure.
Was almost instantly relieved by AiilLo
In Penobscot, Oct. 4, Mr. Wm. Wescott and Miss
I’Hokos. Ii there is
speei’ile for the disease ATllICIiza A. Leach, both of Blnehill.
Loi'iioitos is most certainly it.”

I

Plush Jackets,

Store, 61 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

JOHNSON' ftN60rr

Aerunipani/ist.

...

I

New Markets,

life., in

Belfast, Oct. l(i, 1884—*2\v42

agio
31 j g4
<
til,Kerosene,-Viral,1*2 a la
1'olloek V tb,
3c,“<*4
Pork V lb,
lUflll
Plaster V bbl,
1.00
::
Rye Meal V lb.
Shorts V e\vt,
1.1a
»''. gs
Su.irar V tb,
to
Sail, T. I., V bush.
S. Potatoes V lb,
a a « t
Wheat Meal V lb. 4g4l,

In

N. Y.

r.

time

1 >11 Ml l

...

man

NEAT STOCK.

I

AS,,,i‘«.SAT,K

Dwight p Palmer,

Ijoun.l Ho- If I!,,
St raw P ton,
G.OO y .7no
Turkev p" tb,
Oyii
Veal P tb.
7yS
27
Wool, washe'l P tb,
20
Wool, unwashed# tb
4.ooa‘>.oo
Woo-1, liar-l,
;i.(M)a;>.f>(J
Woo.I, soft,
Lime V bbl,
Oat Meal V lb,
Onions V 2),

Russian Circulars,

Ladies and Children’s Loots, Shoes and Rubbers!

Mrs. J. II. OllMBY,
Mrs. 0. W. PITCH KB,

out

M Aiiivi.i.

7«*)
Beef, eorned, F It..
-i>
Butter salt, t? l>o\,
75
Corn & bush,
Cranked ( «>rn W bush, 75
75
Corn Men I tf*1 bush,
Cheese #•'U>,
liyll
1.5o
Colton **• ei! IP nvt,
(Jo<lli-ti, dry, t=* tl»,
4<jb
loapi
Cr;iir» rrns, V «|t,
\'l all
Clover vetni P lb.
Flour l- obi,
5.75<j7.‘2*5
11. C.>-*od F bit, l.'.u»a2.un
Lard
lb,
H*«ll

78 Main Street.

-O F-

QUARTETTE,

)iifi

over

Winter Dolmans,

HXTA3•

CONCERT

FAFNCE,
JOHNSON,

just received
worth of

A. HARRIS <&, SON,
Belfast, Oet. 2,1RS4.—Um tO

Miss Charlotte Colburn, Miss Mam! Milliken ttral Mrs K. M Oinlfrci/.

|

I2.00giG.n0

Potatoes,

Wo have

VOCAL SELECTIONS BY

Main Stnrl.
IIav r ton,
I lilies# lb,
Lamb p tb,
Lamb skins,
Miitlon # ft),
Oats If bush,

(/uaranteeri.
of

Hats, Caps, ail Gents’ Firaisliii Goods, Biller Clothing, fc

Messrs. Sanborn, Chase, Poor <0 others.

PUKES PAID PUODl'CEUS.

11 it*

Stock of

A /.' 11

-ALSO-

|

n. i.

-ASSISTED MY-

Weekly for the Journal.

-J.Im.HI
{i* i.tish,
IriciI t? lb,
l«.">
a.tt*' lui, 1 s.t.ri.uo
medium,
I.T'kj I.'ju
yellow -e) t*s, l.>'»u2.UU
liulMc it.,
!»ee 1 b' tb,
.* a!»
U irlev b' bush,
70 a so
Chee-e f/ lb,
<j 11
I n 10
Chit ken b* tt>,
Call >kins b- it.
l’J'jlJ'a
huek b' It),
"otjO
2o
Kaa- b* do/..,
Fowl b* It
10<jl2
uo
Geese f lb,

last Journal it should have

hours-F. K. Lane has finished

FKIUE

■

read Fred and AI lit* Fames threshed 111 bushels in

j

CUfiHENT

A

Sawyer and > n IIut< bins were lie d as witnesses, and are liable to the aetion of tin* grand jury.
Fred Grindle ana Charles Collins are liebi for
future arrest. It is reported that the person who
sold the young men the alcohol will he proceeded

J

BELFAST

complete

Oil Cloths & Window Shades!

-BY THK-

Miss

Winterport, ran into Long
inst, ami broke bowsprit

PKODltK MAKKEI.

F.

i.

*

Instrumental

VOCAL

.‘vug. 17. lat 54 Ofi S, Ion 58 20 W, ship
Mend, from Portland, <>., for (Queens-

Cor reeled

Sa\v ver. and
Mwvcr, George Maeoinher. dohn
were engaged in unlawful and dangerous
sport. They were brought before atrial justice
and bound over for trial til the criminal court in
Kllsworth. hen. Fasttv, Si*wall IVrkii >, t barb’s

l*m'sen

t Providence,

H

a

-AND-

MISCKLLAM.

live. li. ^akui-.m,

the

on

URINE.

-A T-

in all respects to custom wort,
.I perfect lit
MV shall continue to keep the BEST lines

Carpets,

HUNT’S
REMEDY
I
CO.,

OF

Grand

POUTS.

's* h M
I..* roekett, ot
wharf aM’lyniouih, Till
and *1 imaged the wharf.

together

otiiers

Draft Oxen—R. M. Oliver, 1st; Joseph Brown,
2nd.
Town Team—Freedom, lsl; Jvnox, 2d.
Fat Oxen—John Deane, 1st; It. M. Oliver, 2d; S.
N. Tilton, lid.
li years old steers—Chas. McCorrisou, 1st; J. H.
Vose, 2d; D. B. Johnson,lid.
Best matched li years old—Chas. McCorrisou, 1st;
B. F. Foster, 2d ; Joseph Brown, 3d.
Best 2 years old—M. M. Clement, 1st ami 2d; B.
F. Foster, lid.
Best matched—M. M. Clement, 1st; B. F. Foster,
2nd.
One year old—It. M. Oliver, 1st; Win. E. Poland,
2nd.
Bulls—Joseph Brown, 1st.
Heifers—Fred Nichols, 1st.

the season-Mr. Horatio Crawford
will return to Host- n this week-Quite a number
of the people of this town attended the fairs at

Mr. Cobb is

SiaiKEN.
Sumner R.

evening of Oct. bill, from the efleets of a wound received by tiie discharge of a gun in the handset'
one

May Day,

get bilious, have heavy headaches, mouth foul, yelDikigo Grange Faik. This fair was held at low eyes, «&e., all the direct result of impure blood
Freedom on Friday, Oct. lu. The day was pleas* I which can be thoroughly cleansed, renewed and
enriched with Kidney-Wort. It acts at the same
ant and the attendance very large.
No admittance
time on the Kidneys, Liver and Rowels and has
more real virtue in a package than can be foumt in
was charged to cither ball or grounds and no
other remedy for the same class cf diseases.
premiums paid. Every thing was quiet and order- any
ly. The steers of Chas. McCorrisou attracted ! A Wisconsin cashier named Brooms recently ; in Scai siiionl, • Ft. a, of cholera infantum, infant
stole all the money out of the vaults and started
son ami only child ol Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wentmuch attention, as they were driven by Miss Alice j
for Canada. New brooms generally sweep clean;
worth, aged 7 months.
ltowell, aged seven years, and were handled re- and lie cleaned out the bank very successfully.
;
In Rockville, Oct. 4, Lucrctia Cilley, aged 82
markably well. In the evening there was a free
I
years.
II an} Dealer Informs
iii Rockland, Oct. d, Carrie R wife of William
dance and everything was pleasant, Prof. Whitten
Von that be has for sale a dentifrice identical with j II. Severance, aged dl years, 1 immth, in da> s.
doing his best, ami all pronounced it the best fair or containing ingredients equalling or superior in j
In Rockland, Oet. d, Mrs. Harriet Van-tone, aged
of the season. The following is the premium list:
ellieacy to those ol i^OZODoNT, discredit the state- | 84 years, 2 months, a days.
ment and insist upon having that alone. Kv doing
In R ickhimi, Sept. 28, Jennie C., daughter of
HOUSES.
1
Fdwin M. and Carrie F. Knight, aged 1 year, Id
so, you will secure a dentriliee. par excellence HuMallions. Preferences—Geo. Ingraham, 1st; vVm.
beat in the market, containing botanic elements of 1 days.
Oliver, 2d ; J. Morrill, 3d.
rare preservative influence upon the teeth, and
I n Roekport, Oct. S, Betsey W. Dillingliain, aged
C arriage ib-rses—Geo. Ingraham, 1st; R. J. Wigone which will endow them with most becoming
Sd \ ears, II months, II days.
gin, 2d ; Frank (.dement, lid.
whiteness. Another desirable feature of this staple
infant son of
In Klisworih, Oct. 5, Carroll K
Breeding Mares— R.
Wiggin, 1st; Clifton toilet article is that :t imparls fragrance to the I1 Harry and Florence K. Fiske, aged 7 weeks.
Mor.-e, 2d; Cha». Bellows, .‘id.
breath. Sold by druggists.
< oils, 3 year- old—I>exter Iiennct, 1st.
2 vears old—Almond Clement, 1st; Frank Five,
The troubles between the Orangemen and
2 I; R M. Oliver, lid.
Catholics of Newfoundland have broken out
1 year old—Chas. Bellows, 1st; Frank Clement, afresh.
2d li. S. Tucker, lid.

during

the year.

was

1

B.

y

OR

4

Equal

lor

Pamphlet
of Testimonials.

1 >27

j
i

lu rather poor health, having contracted a bad cold
from exposure-Quite a heavy thunder shower
over

were

aeua

^

NON-RETENTION

j

au

school concert at the M. E. church next Sunday_
Mr. James Barker lias returned home from Boston

passed

some

PRICE SI.25.

'...Mrs.

number of young men who bad
alcohol ami were more or les.- mu

lei it." influence

IN

THE
BACK
LOINS
OR
SIDE
NERVOUS
DISEASES
RETENTION

MV hare just received

Joe (1 arllo’i, from Cam*leu for New York,
which grounded on Hedge Fence 7th, floated withj
a>sl-ta!n*e and pn.ee.-.Jed.
Spied Readings by.
UkXANDKK. i
The Bangui (Jommerci.il says; The «dd *,oasting
Xylophon Nolo.Mr. I!. P. I HANK. 1
tha t of the Pen*■ bsc*>t is rapidly disappearing, aud
larger, better v* sseis arc taking it' plae**. Every Kinder Symphnny, Imrodarlm; Drum-., Cymbals,
the old hulks go to pieces on the coast,
year some
Nightengale, Cuckoo, W aldlenlrl, Ac.
or go down i.. the "line gale,” and their familiar
until*
are stricken oil" the register
A few are
Pierre's Parlor Theatre,
patched up, new lo|>ped, etc., but owners are rnpid1\ learning the folly of sending a new top to sen
Etc,, Oct. Liltil.
with a rotten bottom.
The old lumber luggers

Thursday evening,
when Frank l’.rmvn, 11 years old, a sailor, wa> ae
eidentally sho| in the 111i«r 11. His leg was amputated
at the thigh, but he died an hour after the operation. The coroner's jury returned a «Tibet that

print

DISEASE
PAINS

GARMENTS!

Mo.

Astonishing Bargains! CEO. W.

*rely vegeand cures when
cr
dicines fail.
It is prepared ex<■
-sly 1 >v these diseases, and has never
been known to fail.
One trial will convince you. For sale
by all druggists.

out

j

by the Uev. c. E. Tufts trutn 1 CorinMrs. Banks was 77 years of age. At
of

A

...

Tt ;J

BRIGHT'S

pounds.

Castink.

Z

ORGANS
DROPSY
GRAVEL
DIABETES

■'••li.

Morse, went on the boat to Boston Monday last....
E- E
Mitchell caught a trout last Sunday that

A

the

AND
UR IN A'

s

were

the liev. Mr. Stumbles arrived from Prince Edward
Island last Thursday, and moved into the parsonage at hast Knox the lirst of this week... K. L.
Daggett and wife went to Boston last Monday to

F.

one

Miss Bertie M.

zero.

ia
the best
••tors to be the ONV C L R E for all
dcct Kidney Dis-

BLADDER

Rollasit,

j

>

-I

LIVER

Row,

New Goods!

New

Passed Deal, Sept 24, ship Louis Walsh, Pendlc
ton, L*»n*lon lor New York.
AUoa Bay, C. <• 1L, ■sept. 1. Arrived bark Clara
E. MeGilvorv, Grillin, Natal.
>i. Helena, noilale
Arrive*! ship (Queenstown,
Ilieliliorn, for New York.
Passe* 1 by ship Louis Walsh,
•Sl'ill*,y, (let.
Blanehartl, London for New York.

j

cemetery in the family lot of

attend the Fairs-Mrs. John Adams left Wednesday to visit her children in New llaven, Conn.

Farnham iias been

years old, stockings Hint would
when it is »!<> degrees be-

I’.iiii.T-Mix E. <
1st; Mrs. J. Wentworth,
Mr-. N. It < iUt-A, 3rd.
Mr.-. > W. L<\m.seller, 1st,'2ml.
C^ui 11..— Mr-. >araii Elwell, lsi ; Mrs. Elmira Cummines, 2nd; Mis. Olive Clarv, 3rd.
11-M.ki ■! Rug—Mr-. J. G. 11 ar*lin#r, 1st; Miss Ell«-n Park**r, 2nd; Mrs. Clarence II. sinilii, 3rd.
Vain rug—Mr-. G. \V. Bartlett, 1-t; Miss Nellie
Bartlett. '2ml.
Braided rug— Mr-. -J. It. Bailey, 1-t.
Rug ‘ai'j»it- Mr.-. Am.ie Simpson, 1-t, Mrs.
Sarah Elwell, 2nd; Mr-. Jennie Met.,ray, 3rd.
Ve:vel ami plusli rue—Mrs. George Smith, 1st.
shell work Mocking ami Mittens—Miss Nellie
Bartlett, 1-t.
I.aMies ho-e— Mi-- Bertha A. Gurney, 1st; Mrs.
s. Eiwell, '2ml; Mrs. J. C. Littlefield, Br»l.
Gene- lio.-e—Mr-. J. L. Chase, 1-t; Mr.-, F. Batter-. n, 2ml; Mrs. E Cross, 3rd.
Children's hose—Mrs. I. <«. Reynolds, 1st.
t»ei:tU mt o'- mil.- no report hy < ommitlee.
Eml.r.-i'lered laee ti'ly—-Mrs. L. Bieknell, 1st;
Mr-. Millie Baile\, 2mi; Mr-. C. A. Walker, 3rd.
White Apron—Mi-s Gertie Walker, 1-t.
T.'iletSet—Miss .Julia E. Brown, 1st; Miss Annie
Littlefield. 2nd; Mrs. J. It. Bailey, 3rd.
Enioroid i'e-t taole covering—Mrs. C. A. Walker,
1st.
Embroidered tidies—Mrs. George Smith, 1-t;
Mi-- Gertie Walker 2nd.
Table searf—Mis-Julia Brown, 1st.
Green felt eurtain—Miss Gertie Walker, 1st.
l'»ed spread and Billow shams—Miss J. Brown,
1st.
Lamp mat.— Mrs. I. G. Reynolds, 1st; Mrs. N.
It. cilley, '2nd; Mi-s Annie Littlefield, 3rd.
Croeliet tidies—Mrs. L. G. Littlefield, 1st, Mrs.
1
Littlefield, 2m i: Mrs. Emerson Eiwell, .ini.
Shetland >hawl—Mrs. Annie Bryant, 1st.
( rochet edging'—Miss Annie Field, 1st.
s.»fa Billow—Mrs. N. It Cilley, 1st; unfinished
sola pillow by Mrs. M. Bailey.
Baby ( arriage Rohe—Mr.-. M. Bailey.
One Mantle Lambrequin—Mrs. Millie Bailey.
Bunco Yarn—Mr-. .J. C. Littlelield.
White F'-atlier Wreath*—Mi-s May Simmons.
Vegetable Wreath —Mrs. Dora Clarv.
Hair Wreath—Mr-. M Luce.
V\ ••i—t.it Wreath—Mrs. M. Luce.
B >t Plants—Mr-. M. Luce.
Cut FI owe,'-—Mrs. G. Sanborn, 1st; Mrs. E.
Cross,'2d ; Mrs. J It. Littlelield, .id.
Bastry—Miss Bertie Luce.
Brown-bread—Mi-s Mamie Clements.
Preserves and Bickles—Mr-. E. Cross, 1st; Mrs.
N. It. Cilley, 2d ; Mrs. J. It. Littlelield, Hi.

The funeral of Mrs. Martha, wife of
held at the church last Minday

years was
Baptist church,

n —no

>1:

Miss

warm

2;. i.
t

professed religion, and
active, zealous member of the
a
mother
in Israel has falltruly
en— Mr. Traflon Hatch and wife of Wells,
Me.,
I
are visiting relatives in this place_The
family of
f<

friends-

ln_!ivvay surveyors, in which latter position,

be alike.

OF

THE
KIDNEYS

Staples.

of age.

Plujeuix

11
Ay the use of this
TV
I2_ T, the Stomach and Bowels
J. y r- gain their
:* t h, and tlie
bl
d is purified.
ri ououi.ced by

CURES
ALL
DISEASES

way, for Brazil.
Singapore, Aug. 21. In port bark Robert Porter,
Nichole, for New York.
in port Sept 1, ships Leonora,
Hong Kong.
Peterson; I.. .J Mors* Veazie;bark Abbie Carver,
Pendleton, for Honolulu.
Newr Anjer, bark Haydn Brow n, Havener, Singapore for New York.
Calcutta. In port Aug. 30, bark Adolph Obrig,

MA U11'IMK

READY MADE

1NToa7V“ Boston Clotliing Store,
MARK ANDREWS, Proprietor,

Rosario. In port >epi. 1, barks Carrie E. Long,
Parks, from Portland, Me.; Meguuticook, liemin

e

I.A 1)11 s' 1>1.I AK1 MEN I'.

fast

Farnham, E.-q.. and wife, started for
City, C al last Saturday, where they expect
-••til*
Their daughter Emma, who married Mr.
'tAKSMDST. Sunday of last week Kev. J. 1*. Sine
■Vuiianu*: N. Brown, resides at the above place, and i
ontou preached at the M. E. church-Mr. Noah
:
it giowing account ol that country at last in- ; True has returned
home from a trip lishing and retin* above change in the parents’ residence.
ports verv good success-There will he a Sunday
f

can

as

Saih‘d sch.

York for Belfast.

Montville,

floods

me.

PLEASE CALI. AM) EXAMINE GOODS AND PH KPS.

lumber.

Oct. s.

GOODS!

POUTS.

dleton, (Queenstow n.
Astoria, »>., Sept. 24. In port ship Phineas Pendleton, Blanchard for Burrard Inlet 25, lo load
Edgartown,

FURNISHING

Parties about to purchase any of the above goods can SAVE MONEY by buying of
warranted as represented or money refunded.

Drink water, Boston.
Cleared sell. Nellie s. Pick
d.-trksonville, Oct.
ering, Flowers, Phila. Oct. 14. Arrived sell. Flora
Condon. French, Belfast.
Baltimore, Oct. 11. Arrived sch. Helen G. Moseley, Holt, Boston; F. C. Pendleton, Fletcher, Ban
gor.
Passed Hell Gate, Oct. 11. .Sell. A. I lay ford, |
Jones, Belfast; Hannibal, Hoboken, for Lincoln- !
ville, Wm. Butman, do, for Scars port, Palalka, !
Chaples, Port Johnson, for Boston; 12th the Sch. |
Vh'la May, Hoboken, Searsport.
Delaware Breakwater, Oct. 10.
Arrived brig
Katahdin, Hayes, Havre dc Grace.
San Francisco, (let. ti.
Cleared snip Nancy Pen-

tlx* Hr. .M-Crillis

Mr. Marshall

GENTS’

Portland, Oct. 11. Arrived brig llermon, Hichborn, St. John, P. R.
Charleston, Oct. 10. Arrived sch. Win, Frederick,
Patterson, Belfast.
New York, Oct. 10.
Arrived sell. A. W. Kills,
Ferguson, Ellsworth for Rondout. Cleared bark
Penobscot, Eaton, Boston. Oct. 7. Arrived sch.
Mary, Magee, Rockland. Oct. 0.
Arrived sell.
Abram Richardson, Pattersiiall, Bangor. Oct. 11.
Arrived sch. .Jennie R. Alorse, Colcord, Charleston;
L. A. Lewis, Pendleton, Bangor. 12!h. Arrived
ship Alert, Brown, Boston; Sell! Fannie A. Gorham,
Ferguson, Jacksonville.
Boston, Oct. 10. Arrived sch. Annie R. Lewis,
Lewis, Phila. Ilth. Arrived sch. A. L Perkins,
Thompson, Castine. Cleared loth, sch. Morris W. j
Child., Torrey, Turks Island. Oct. s. Cleared sch.
1 done, Mahoney, Pensacola. Oct. it. Arrived sch.
■S11<:111 V Pickering. Haskell, Baltimore.
Oct. 14.
Arrived bark Penobscot, Eaton, New York.
Portsmouth, Oct. 7 >ailed sch. Daylight, Hodg- !
don, Baltimore.
Bath, Oct. 5. ^Arrived sch. Austin 1). Knight, |

He was a native of this
sixty years
town, but had spent many years on tlx* Pacific
where
lie
»ast,
acquired quite a coni|x tency. He
returned ami purchased the place where he died
about twelve year.-' ago. He was a quiet unassuming gentleman and much respected by all who
knew him ...Dr. B. II. Barholder, Capt. R. .S.
Ayer and w ife, Mrs. J. O. Johnson and Mrs. L. (

crazy
much like
a

—

w as

-'a

thians

closed arid the members of

from relatives and

ten

man’s hands

things

also

a<

morning and found him dead.
about

—

apt. Paul Greer.

th- .asion

offerings were contributed, these
w
1111i-T ui
pillows one bearing Hit* w«*rd
H in v, Hi. .tiher Rest. The remains were brought
i‘>U',k>j»'>r: Momhtv evening ami funeral service.*;
w- !«■
lu lil on Wednesday, which were conducted
itev L. I., llausconi and largely attended. A
.vas given by lifteen young men, a wreath,
creiscent

Montville

at

firm with their clerks attended the services,

and

ollhdating.

M*>kkji.!

-oiiifiil rioral

d

so.

Hriii

uday forenoon, the establishment

Pines Brothers

liffbrd

{

ilieio--.d

Portland

<p»*ci-

s

paragraph is from the Budget’s anscorrespond' nts. It does not mention, how

to

tne

the parents who are so greatly betheir son. During tin-funeral

to

workmanship.

lim i-o. iga Turnip—A. .1. siinuioiiB, 1st; .1. F.ilis,
2nd -I. 1. * .'hast*. rd.
I;i— Beet —it. 'in»!••>, I-!. K D. Freeman, 2nd;
d. L.
lia-e, .ird.
'1 urnin Be« —it. K. Paul, I-t.
um;
W.«rt/.el Beet—K. < *. >tantinl, l-( ; K. L.
Batlerson, 2nd.
( an 'I.- —V It. ( ilie;
l-f.
Parsnips—It. K Paul, 1st.
■*quusli —C1 irk M. M ir* 1; n, 1st; h. Cross, 2nd; L.
I), i rceman,..
«'itroi, —L. D. Freeman, 1st.
—i
Wentworth, 1st; A. K. Wentworth,
2ml; N. It. Ci.tey, lird.
'rn. 12 rowed—S. Kingsbury, 1st; J. L. Cba.se,
2ii< i. Hel ix rt Wentworth, :»rd.
< or:i,
rowed—c. Robert-, 1st; A. K. Wentworth, 2ml; L. L. Patterson, 3rd.
Pop "rn -it. it. Paul. l-t; Herbert Wentworth,
2ml K. I.. Wentworth, .'ird.
U heat W. >!io,*ey 1 -t.
Beans W shorey, 1st.

earlv supper.

to an

"•is

<

AMERICAN

F-

Ladies & Children’s

-AND-

WHARVES.

!

brought home this week.
Marshall,

STOCK OF NEW STYLE

Hals k Caps, Bella Rales, Horse Blankets, Trunks, Valises,

>

The new schr. Yale is loading hay at Baker &
Shales’ wharf tor Charleston. She will lake over i
250 tons. The hay is taken on board by the donkey !
emrine-Paul has loaded sch. Odell with hay for !
Boston-Carter has loaded sch. E. L. Warren
with hay for Boston, and the packet James Holmes I
has loaded hay for the same port.

found dead in his bed last Thursday
place,
morning. He retired at night in his usual good
health, having picked apples all day Wednesday.
His wife was absent visiting a sick sister. His
stepdaughter went to call him to breakfast in the

Cillcy, l-t.
Lugiish Turnip —F. L. Patterson, 1st; K. If. Free

Montville and buried from the residence of her sister, Mrs. Mary T. Randall, Rev
Purriugtou and

the respt-ei if his employers and fellow
1 his entire •ommunily extend their heart

■

Wardwcll,
a

Potatoes— N

*paeeof three weeks ...Martha
Frskiue, wife of Rev. J. Krskine of Meredith,
V IF, formerly of Montville, died
Wednesday
morning, Oct. M. Her remains were brought to

The

ALONG THE

his mention at home....

what is known

on

and Men’s Wear.
-()

Sell. Paragon, Shute, Providence.
Sell. E. L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
Sclis. Orion, White, New Bedford; Jas.
Holmes, Ryan, Boston; Olive Avery, Mills, Castine; Odell, Wade, Boston.

Centre

of

Children, Boys, Youths
ALSO A LARGE

Oct. 10.
Oct. 12.
Oct. 14.

Heal died at tin* Insane As3 lum and
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the following li>t of premiums in addition to tho-e
giv.-n Iasi week on the ball exhibits.

Me was 59 years old.
This is the second
death of the kind that lias occurred in this school

pained t< record the sud
f Harry A .only child of Charles and
ii:
K. < obl>, wl
died in Portland <m Sunday,
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procure*!

morning by the announcement that Mr. William
Marshall hail been found dead in his bed that inoru-

has already shown much interof the town.
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artist.

her remains
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Mi’STViLLK.
The community at McFarland's
corner and vicinity were shocked last Thursday
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Oct. 10. Sell. E. L. Warren, Colson, Boston.
Oct. 11.
Sclis. Mary Eliza, Bullock, Boston;
Orion, White, Bangor.
Oct. 1.1. Sell. Olive Avery, Mills, Boston.
Oct. 15. Sch. A. Hay ford, Jones, New York.
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domestic yarn which were very line indeed. The
best of onter prevailed during the day and no acci-
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■sloop. I., Mrs. Laura A. Devereux
quili adorned with Kensington, and

a

>

(irindlc

end>roi.|ery i»y Laura A. Devereux were
Mrs. Martha Wesrot, a silk crazy quilt
very good.
hi Kensington work was so suggestive of perfect

of “journalism at sea;” and that is, the
•‘lothing 1'aetory. This linn have specimen
<». can (Jhroni' ie, edited,
printed and published by
small sieaiu engine to run their
Ti.is industry promises to be of t -apt. K. P. Nichols fora number of years past on
hoard 11! the vessels under hi* command. Witlionly
-the town. The third story Is
>'*
;,>t ot w ora out type to start
a- a
with, and that
public nail, aud lias been linish- ;
sinijdi good taste, with a chan- “pied,” apt. Nichols, who had no previous knovvledgo ,.f the art preservative, constructed 111* press,
-h•
'da bail, lifty teet square, almost
m ade Ir.s rollers, et<
and succeeded in producing
1 I.-hail and especially the hard
a
very readable and pre-enluide looking sheet,
a.],
eioiiouina d oy those present one
which is alvvnv- welcomed by hi* friends at home.
ii tii
region ldie null was decorated
We simply mention it now to supply the Budget’s
in*- piaoe in ex* client taste.
One
’mission, for the history of the Ocean Chronicle
;i
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iisc.l and on tin* western
bug! evergreen letters, was the name has already appeared in these column* with ex-
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successful teacher. Mrs. Helen Griui>micstie yarn and milieus, 2d prize. Mrs.
Horace Perkins, rugs unsurpassed for beauty of

•Joi t:\At.I*M A'l > 1.A. There have been several
in-ranee* v. Ik re new-paper* tiavc been published
a -iiipb....vd, an-j tor
•Pen's” e*p. Ml beuetit we
mu-.'
nto ilit.' small hours of the
I w i 1 •die me or two. During i'apt. Fdward Parry’s
n'i w
le;u tliev did not go home any
expedition in search ot the Northwest passage, a
pa pet w ,ts pu ,:-hei: on board the Hector ‘ailed
hi'ifk vva> built f »rthe owner, H.
North Georgia Gazette and Winter Chronicle.
VV. 'I'., mpson, H-'|
the well The liist number was dr'ted Nov.
1, IMb, anil it*
ivve.it
iirst and .a.*t, March Jo. |sjo. < )n hoard tin*
oil 1 "ini
u’.ii'u
Great Britain -learner, w lii'-h -railed for Au*i ralia
w
lii.
season.
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"Uagc
present
the Jl-i ot Alien*!, IsbJ, a paper was printed eni o
y II. < ousins, nf this place, a young
De i tin-Great Britain linn-. Fv«*rv week dur
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h.g
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'*ear*port can noa-t of as line a representation of
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in the following item dipped from the Greenville. !
Iowa, Herald.
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Ft.i.is—Died in thi* city, 'o pt. g 1, 1-S-t, at the
rt-*lde.liee id tier la lighter, M !-. w. U
Sargent, at
J "’c
k in tin morning, Mrs Natnauie; Fliis.
Mr* Fiiis
husband was killed i:t the tornado
here .June 17 l-*J,andsb' her-elt n -c! ved itijuiies
fr- ai whiid, she never recovered. Her last idne**
was ot short duration,
sin* was buried Yesterday
at 2 .do
m
Rev. Ilavt.es conducing the funeral
services at the house. Mrs. 1-7His w as quite an old
r«• u
;>• mourn tier
ladv, and leave.* several
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Mary Font and
Mary F. Field. A cordial invitation i- extended to
all citizen* to attend tiie meeting and to assist in
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ARRIVED.

correspondent
writes. James Thomas lias bought Allen Ileal’s
in
the west part of the town-We had quite
place
a hard frost last Thursday night.
E e formed in
many places... .Several of our boys are back from
the fishing-grounds, and are looking fat and healthy.
-Mrs. Benj. Lane and Mr. Willie Carver, of
Carvers Harbor, are visiting in town
Miss Lizzie Moody is at home fora few days....Mr. F. 15.
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Pedagogical Society wilt hold its
meeting at the school house in I’uiou uist.
Friday evening, tie- 17th inst. The programme
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Wurdwell, a crazy cushion, 1st prize.
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Corps, Auxiliary to the
Grand Army of the lit public, which is being talked
up here, i* receiving very strong encouragement and
at the meeting of the ladies this
Hiursdav) after
noon it is hoped names enough will he scoured as
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others
in domestic yarn*
miiuns and stockings, and Mrs. Marla Little
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first prize in tidies and lamp mats. Mrs.
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for
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sliatlc.

1st. on corn and beans. Otis Grindle
Arthur Grindle on carbeets, 1st;
1st.
Ho sc a B. Ward well on cabbages, rutarots,
bagas ami table beet?, 1st. The ladies department

catllef

Thirty
Hecord.

Years

1st.
Home Made Linen
1st.

re-

They “shut in” the «.• w srho..ner last Saturday
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SHIR NEWS.

Hatch

indebted ;o Mr. K. 1-. Sullivan for steak
Chicago loin of beef sent him troin the

are

from

gone to In-ust kecpii c
Hint her house contains live

■

following additional premiums and

flying visit to his parents

a

<>n

Wo

has

i.

was

Agricultural Fair.
This
held at Unity, Oct. 0 ami 7. We have re-

ceived the

services.

Jewelry and Plated

i,

fair

Cheese—Mrs. I). B. Johnson, 1st; Mrs. S. N.
Tilton, 2nd; Miss Jennie Johnson, 3rd.
Fancy Wood Work—Charlie Fuller, 1st; Willie
Nutt, 2nd.
Dress Flannel Home Made—Miss Minnie Webb,

Waldo

Towels—Mrs. Hannah Rowell,
port of races since our last issue. The colt owned
by E. Shibles won the race for 3 years old colts—
Stand—Mrs. S. Fuller, 1st.
Fancy
last Sunday.
Knit Lace—Fannie Williams, 1st.
time, 3.3. 11. Reynolds Maggie won in the 4
skirt and Stockings—Mrs. Sumner Glidden, 1st.
Many of our citizens have taken advantage of the years old class, ami also in the three minute class, j!
Knit Draws—Mrs. May H. Vose, 1st.
low fares to visit the Huh.
Mittens—Mrs. John Huston, 1st; Mrs. Sumner
taking both races in three straight heats. Time in
! Glidden, 2nd; Mrs. John Heal, 3rd.
latter race, *2.45, 2.45 and 2.50. There were live enMiss Sarah C. Dow, daughter of late C ipt JonaYarn—Mrs. John Beal, 1st; Mrs. A. A. Thomp;
tries in the free for all. Walter G. Morrill’s Aroos- son, 2d; Mrs. A. H.
than Dow, is visiting friends here.
Wyman, 3d.
Sofa Pillows—Mrs. O. B. Evans, 1st; Mrs. Chas.
took Roy, 1st; O. 8. Chafl'e’s b. s. Elmo 2d and A. !
1
t’apt. A. M. Ross and family have taken up their
E. Smith, 2d.
I). Bumps Baby Boy, 3d. Time, 2.36. The followLadies Silk Mittens—Mrs. Susie Fuller,
abode in ( apt. A. V. Nickel’s house.
j
Tidies—Miss Lueinda Vose, 1st.
ing premiums were awarded: Carriage horses, j
1
John Williams received an injury to his foot
Worsted Tidies—Mrs. G. W. Brown, lsl; Mrs. O.
seven entries, premiums awarded to Chas. E. Stev'
B. Evans, 2d; Susie Fuller, 3d.
while at work in the shipyard Friday.
ens, 1st; A. 1). Bumps, 2d; A. W. Bagley, 3d. ;
Ball Tidy—Mrs. Dora Mitchell, 1st.
steamer Penob.-eot arrive*t here at S.-jo Saturday
Crochet Tulles—Mrs. Elzina Nicholas, 1st; Mrs.
Family horses—John Clifford, 1st; Albert Chase* Thomas
Foster, 2d; Mrs. I>. B, Johnson, 3d.
morning last, the earliest for the season.
-d; M. I’. Palmer, 3d. Gent’s driving horses— H.
Lace Tillies—Mrs. Su&ie Fuller, lsl; Miss Lucinda
R. Rice, l&t; s. F. Shaw, 2d.
Our streets were quite deserted last Thursday
Vose, 2d; Mrs. Chas. Bellows, 3d.
Kensington Work—Miss Ida Ravnes, 1st; Miss
afternoon, so many of our people were absent at
Ad.lie Foster, 2d.
the fair in Belfast.
Stand Cloth—Miss Lucinda Vose, 1st.
ri-MUtscor Fair. The Farmers and Mechanics
Carriage Robe—Miss Rice Clement, 1st.
Fnion Hall was thrown open as a skating rink Club held its twelfth annual cattle show and fair
Lace Apron—Mrs. U. Is. Evans, 1st.
Macrama Lace—Mrs. (’has. Bellows, 1st.
Saturday eve an*I many a tumble was taken by on the sili inst It is a remarkable fact that when- i
silk Purse—Miss Ada Evans, 1st.
some of our amateur skaters.
ever the F. and M. club determines.to
have.a fair
Shelf Lambrequin—Mrs. J. I). Lamson, 1st.
Mr. Gray who w as so severely kicked by his colt it i- a fair day no matter what the weather may
Slipper Case—Mrs. Chas Bellows, 1st.
be.. And this was no exception to the rule. The
Lamp Mat—Mrs. Hattie Wiggcn, 1st.
Saturday is improving rapidly, his wound not provPaper Flowers—Miss Lizzie Stevens, 1st.
sun rose in unclouded splendor, the waters of the !
ing as serious a.-» at first supposed.
Snow Lace Picture—Mrs. R. Elder, 1st.
"'ild roaring Ragaduce danced and sparkled in his
Motto—Mrs. A. R. Bumps, 1st.
We \v«*uld suggest to several of our citizens that
Table Spread—Mrs. Win. Stevenson, 1st.
bright m ams, reflecting the light of the glorious
Bed spread—Mrs. Whitten, 1st.
it is about time to discard those old straw hats.
sun and the joy that filled each at the successful
silk Quilt—Mrs. M. M. Clement, l-t
Wh>, gentlemen ! it’s almost Thanksgiving.
termination of the labor of the worthy farmers.
Cotton Quilt—Mrs. Alfred Davis, 1st; Mrs. W. il.
George Delano informs us that in coining up the Even >iah, that inveterate grumbler, could not pick Beal, 2d; Mrs. John Iliiston, 3d.
Toilet Set—Mrs. Fannie Bradford, 1st.
bay the other night in schooner John C. George the the slightest tl.tw in the day or weather. Every
Bead Basket—Mrs. Henry Thompson, 1st.
street lamps in Sear>p<*rt were plainly visible from
Plants—Mrs. Henry Thompson, Di, 2nd, 3rd.
thing seemed to combine to make this one of the
Ferner>— Mrs. Fannie Bradford, l-t.
most
and
far below Gilkey’s harbor, nearly til teen miles
interesting
profitable gatherings of the
Box of Moss and Flowers—Mrs. F. 15. Nutt, 1st.
kind ever in town. Retween seven and eight huu
Bouquets—Miss Annie Dean 1st; Mrs. Emma
dred people wen* present, including large numbers
Rusher, 2d.
The business at the Telephohc Otlice is increasing
Canary Birds—Mrs. Fannie Bradford, 1st, 2d.
from Sedgwick, Rrooksville and Rluchill. FortyHooked Rugs—Mrs. Eizina Nicholas, 1st; Mrs.
rapidly as our people heroine accustomed to that
five voke '<f oxen, six cows, three hulls, eight James Vose, 2d, Mrs. W. II.
Real, 3d.
method of communl'Mlion. The agent reports the
Braided Rug;—Mrs Chas. Bellows. 1st.
several
swine
and sheep were exhibited.
horses,
receipts of last month nearly double any former
Door Mats—Mrs. R. J. Wiggcn, 1st; Mrs. M. M.
In exhibition of trained oxen, John B. Wilson took
Clement, 2d.
first pri/e, his cattle drawing two tons. William
Raveled Mats—Mrs. Mudgett, 1st; Miss Elia Elkins,
Persons who go gunning on the west side of the
2d.
< tin took first
prize for trained steers, f 1 is three
Rag Carpet--Mrs. s. s. Keen, 1st, 2d.
pond should lie careful, as several limes recently
year olds pulled two tons and four hundred lbs.
Hand Painting—Miss Lucinda Vose, 1st.
shots have come very near little children playing
Handkerchief Box —Mrs. Susie F uller, 1st.
>umuul I.caeh took 2d prize on three year olds, his
near Mrs. Mathews house an*l one charge came
Enlarged
Photographs—Daniel Gordcn, 1st.
team drawing two tons, two hundred lbs.
In the
Organs—Ithica Co. N. Y., 1st.
through the cook-room window.
trial of speed of fast horses, Geo. Bridges took
Bricks—Norton & Purrington, 1st; Williams &
Beck, 2nd.
Rev. Mr Frohoek exhibited largest
Mr. Dyer almost regretted he wasn't hurt more ; first prize
An enormous mustard plant bv A. H. Wyman.
R
turnips, showing that he can do other
the other night when he found it was Dr. •'StephenAntiquarian Bible 225 years old by Ella Elkins.
•s:tlt stand i(M5 years old,by Mrs*, it. S. Tucker
things as wed as attend to the duties of his sacred
son that had run over him, as the Doc. has .sm-h a
also
apron 4(5 years old.
kindly way of handling bruised humanity, and then, calling. Fudley c Bridges took first prize on
Bab\ Show—.Mrs. Elden Know lion's, 1st; Mrs.
s<jtiashc>, Gen. Reach 1st on pumpkins. Geo. Annie Keen’s, 2d; Mrs. I*. F. Foster’s. 3d.
you know, of cour.-e he couldn’t charge for his
Fred Biather made

allace, of this city, has procured a
The
.|) f,u Mrs. Nancy Curtis, of Swauville.
amount to $2,042. Her son was a member
,i
l». 1- Maine regiment.

...

North

short vacation.

on a

Festivals.

Farmers*

order.

Nichols has moved into the old homestead.

Amos

cabbages.

in

now

Harriman is home

S. L.

A

I

lf,..,rge

the house is

Masonic Temple,
Oct.

Belfast.

OF THE

world !

1(5, 1SH4.—:5m4t)

SANBORN
.»«>■

Full assortment of the above, as well as of the celebrated LI ltLliA KMTTIXt. SILK. Embroidery's, Flosses, ete., for sale by nil leaning dealers. 101
for Knitting. Empage Illustrated Pamphlet, with rules
broidery. Crochet, eie.. sent for 1U cents in stamps.
Waste Embroidery Silk, assorted coiors, 40 cents pet
cents
ounce, Waste be wing bilk. liiack or assorted, 25

HOUSE.

pi

Foot of Main St.,

BELFAST,

ounce.

EUREKA SILK CO.

MAINE.

The subscriber having again |
A.
leased the hotel known for a few
vcais past as the Fanners’ House,
has just newly furnished it and
"Wli! 1
put the house*in complete order, ;
and It will be hereafter known by its former name.
He takes this occasion to thank his friends for past
patronage and respect fully asks for a continuance
of the same, being satisfied that all who give him a
call will come again, viood stable in connection
with the house.
JOSEPH SANBORN, Proprietor.
Belfast, Oct. 15, 1SS4.—3wP2

1KOST4HV, MASS.

tf-^L♦
HigflWftVWL
w

|

26teowisl0

WANTED AT ONCE!

Experienced Coat & Pants Makers.
APPLY

A.

TO

NICHOLSON, Telegraph Building.

Belfast, Oct. 8,1884.—tf41

lian iioiis oi the

body.

Humor and Salt-Rheum.

Ringworm

li.WMiAM. Mass.. Aug. 12. 1ST?.
*
C 1. IB -p & vo. (.. niii-nu r
I have had nimworm hum.-r and salt-rhemn
d w illi raw
s co\t ;
so badlv that my body v.
1 1 ,;\e
sores, so. also.'my head and taee.
bad any number of doetors m the last seven
One
c.-uld
cure me.
of
them
none
and
years,
day my mother was in tin- city et Taunton,
anil found one of your cook Imm.Us. and in
reading U I found many people testifying to
cures from the use of vour_ Sarsaparilla and
1 i«lt forced to try it.
Olive Ointment.
although I had seen many things advertised
that m vcr did me any good. 1 have now
taken two small bottles and one large one of
Sarsaparilla, and used three boxes of Ointment. i now eall myself ctued. Nothing
an be seen of the humor but the dim outlines of the sores. 1 shall tala* two more
bottles, and then the cure w ill be complete.
1 am grateful!v v"i,:
Li-*';All !•'. WHITMAN.

Wben the day i- o’er and tin- e\ ruing has come.
The creatures are fed and the milking 1- done,
!L takes his rest Yu ath the old shade tree.
From tin* labor of the land hi- thoughts are
free;
Though he sows.
And he hoo.
And he mows.
lie rests from the work of the land.

Brice
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;x
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er

iv bv

«• i:
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lyr.>

DAVID

DR.

W*0»///
of

of tin- L !;T).
lb-r from any of the ills pecuTo w >m(*n who
liar to their sex r ;3 n:i ur filing frir-n:;. A i
I)ru2j?i-ts. One Hilar a hot!ie, or a idress 1'r.
X>avi<3 K- nnedy. Handout, N. Y.
om

m

:i

nu-e

-'

'Thursday night

at-

Woman’s
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KIDNEY DISEASES,
LEVER COMPLAINTS,

“Few

CONSTIPATION, PILES,

national debt is only
hat ot New York.

Tin-

twelve times

as

| PHYSICIANS ENDORSE IT HEARTILY, (

The Franco-Chiuoe war has greatly reduced
tin- Japanese trade with China.
The decrease of the ;
tember w as si2,047,bob.

"Kidi y-Wurt is the most successful remedy
1 ever n >cc..”
XT. P. C. Uailou, Monktou.Vt.
“Kidney-Wort is always reliable.”
hr. II. N. Clark, So. He ro, Vt.
“Kidnc y-W.:4 has cured my wife alter two years
sullen _
Dr. C. XI. Summerlin, Sun Hill, Ga.
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OR

Dry can
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Daily Xews,”

remedies hate

Scott's
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GO J’KICKS AT

meet

Farm

for

times.

Sale.

A good farm for sale situated in
Smith Bel fast <>n Lincolnvillc avenin*, one ami one-half miles from
the eiiy.eonlain- one hundred acres
of laml, well woo<ieil, cuts between
forty ami lift} tons lir.-t quality hay, a g«*od orchard,
mostly grafted fruit, good buildings, all convenient
ami in good repair. The above farm will 1>< sold
at a good bargain. For further particulars enquire
JAMEs 1\ WIGHT.
on the premises.
Belfast, .Sept. 27. 1884.-.Iw40*

Farm for Sale.

The royal castle of Christiaiisborg at Copenburned Friday.
was
P.timings and
valuables of great historical interest were saved.

hagen

Fraudulent warehouse receipts to the extent
3,000 barrels of whiskey have been discoverI ed in the Newcuinb-Buchanan company inves-

i

tigation.

The will of Private Henry of the Greeley ex! pedition. witnessed by Lieut. Kislingbury’ and
Private Bender, was tiled for probate at < hieago

Friday.

situated on the County road leading from (diase’s ( orner. .Jackson*
to Thorndike station.
Said farm
contains .'in acres; house with ell,
erected in 1 sTT and ’Tit; also young ;
orchard just coming into bearing. Valuable lumber
on the place, which w ill la* sold with or without, to
suit purchaser. For terms, address or call on the
(1. W. WATSON.
subscriber.
Fast Thorndike, Oct. 2,1884.—3teow40*

|

:

House for Sale.
The story and a half house with
ell and barn attached, tool house,
woodshed; good cellar and good
well of water, on Waldo Ave.,owh
_ed by J)r. A. S. DAVIS. There is
about four acres of land, and some twenty fruit
trees, near and apple. This is a very desirable
place, built by I>r. Davis for his own use, and will
A. A. JIOWES.
be sold at abargain. Appl> to
Belfast,
ay 1, 1K84.—tf!8

For Sale.
wo

fceifast,

story house situated

in Belfast about one-third of a mile
from the Dost Oflice. Alio the
house sit tated on North Street
known as the Miller House. ApOGLKK or to Mrs. E. II. COLBY.
July 17th, 1884.- -29 tf

Surveyor’s

Notice.

fPHOSE HAVING OLD LINES TO
I traced or new ones to be run will be
attended to by calling on
J.
Oct.

9, 1884.—2w41*
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promptly

W. BROCK, Sears port, Me.

Mr. John McCullough’s career on the stage is
ended, for the present at least, his mind being
unbalanced. His managers have cancelled all

hisfengagement?*.

T’1

!

so

microscope.
out

Kats, Mice.

15c.

“Bough on Corns,” for Corns, Bunions. 15c.
Thin people. “Wells’ Health Kenewer” restores
health and vigor, cures dyspepsia, &e. $1.
“Bough on Toothache,” instant relief. 15c.
Ladies
don’t fail

w

ho would retain freshness and
try Well’s Health Kenewer.”

to

vivacity

“Buchu-paiba,” great kidney
urinary cure.
Flics, .aches, ants, bed-bugs, rats, mice, cleared
by “Bough on Kats.” 15c.
and

ME

A rin.(*r!i«iRo>

in

“Bough
Coughs,” troches, 15c., liquid, 25c.
For children, slow in development, puny and
delicate, use “Wells’ Health Kenewer.”
“Bough

on

Dentist” Tooth

Powder.' Try

Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Sexual
cured by •"ells’ Health Kenewer.” $1.
Mother >wnn’s Worm

Syrup,

worms,constipation; tasteless,

for
25c.

it.

15c

Debility

feverishness,

Slinging, irritation, all Kidney and Urinary com
plaints cured hy “Buchu-paiba.” $1.
Night sweats, fever, chills, malaria, dyspepsia
cured by “Wells’ Health Kenewer.”
My husband (writes a ladv) is three times the
since using "Wells’ Health Kenewer.”

man

If you are failing, broken, worn out and nervous,
use “Wells’Health Kenewer.”
$1.
lyeow22
Prevalence of
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After-

Thursday evenings
the Mink wM he open for the use of
B. P. WELLS.
beginners and those of not much
practice. 5o music. Admission
and

!

and skates lit cents.

*

the

right on. behalf of the patrons to
refuse admission to objectionable
parties
It. II. COOMBS,
Bi ll',ist, Feb. 28, 3SS4.—tf 10

New and Biautll'ul Styles
finely Engraved Hunting Cases,
Improved Wallham and Elgin Works,
New Syting,

Proprietor.

AT

give you

u

I.OAV

Store.

Jewelry

OILS,

VARNISHES,

large lot of

j

colors, 20 now shades, best goods, larges
22
stock, lowest prices in town.
n. k.
momsox a
ro.

Railroad

!__

Main St.

ELMER 9.
Is this

IN

^ST
GLOVES
EXAM INK THE

New Five Button, Pinked Wrist Chaumont

RANKIN

day appointed

agei

!

RKFORE PURCHASING

ELSEWHERE.

Belfast, Oct. !>, 1884.—2w41*

DON’T
purchases of FUKNITURK until you
call

Lumbago, Backache, Headache, Toothache,

Milin

FOR SALK BY

O. rooittV SOX.

If

He!fast.

Me.

1.SS4.—

Sept.

Belfast National Bank.
4
M KKTIM ol T1IK ST< X K HOLDKits OF
\ lh<- Belfast National Bank will i>c held at their
l-;nikiiu House, Friday. October 17th. at ‘i o’clock
I’. M.. I" mt what action they will take in relation
to In* extension of its charter. Tin* present charter
expires in February next. A full attendance is reIV
order.
spectfully requested.
A. II. BitMMU'KY, Cashier.
Belfast, Oct. s, lssi.—-»w 11

Schooner for Sale.
Sell. FORF>T gFEKN, of Belfast,
l.‘i ions, is otlored for sale very cheap.
Tin' schooner is well found in sails,
riy ;ing, chains and anchors. She is in
go.nl running order and is well adapted lor a hay coaster. Foi further information,
price ami terms, call on
TIlOMRs A OSBORNK, Sail Makers.
Belfast, Sept. 1"), 1884.—tt3S

get prices.
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effect

(Signed)

Boston, Sept.

Said appointment to take
Sept. 22, 18*4.
C. I). .IKXNIXdS, Trims.
1(5, 1884.—4w3i»

MAINE.

Having made special arrangements with manufacturers, I am now selling clocks in all
styles of cases, many new patterns, superior timekeepers. Very low prices

Hervsy’s

MILLER,

informs his
friends in Belfast,
Rockland, Camden, Hope, Appleton, At’., especially tiio>e travelling via Boston A Bangor
Steamship Cine, tii.it in; lias taken possession of
• In
-aloon known as the
Banjror Exchange,’’on
Foster’s Wharf, directly at the Steamer Landing”.
Meals and Refreshments served at short notice.
Parcels left safely canal for. Call and see us.
0m30*

nts.

1

a.

M

Jewelry Store.

SEARSPOHT HOUSEHOLDERS
do well to investigate the methodsof the
DWELLING HOUSE INSURANCE CO.,
WILE
of the best in New England, before

one

elsewhere.

Searsport, July

J. VV.
1*84.—tf‘27

Insuring

BLACK, Agent.
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ting trespass upon the lot of land situate in
Stockton and known as the ZKTIIAM F. Slll'TK
place, now owned l»V me. as all such persons will
he prosecuted to the extent of the law in such cases
made and provided.
Ll'ClNDA F. H YRIUMAN.
Stockton, Sept. 20, 1884.—3w40*
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Horses for Sale
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Exchange.

continually on hand, at the
Searsport House stable, for stile or ex/
change, 30 horses, suitable for drivers or
mmXf U, w orkers, also some matched p-drs.
W. (sRINNELL, Prop. Searsport House
Searsport, Maine, Feb .20, 1884.—tfS
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to all other persons interested inthonewsof Mount
I>csert and vicinity, or any of the towns in Hancock
and Washington counties.
£ ^-Subscribe for the
MOUNT DESERT HERALD, only *2.00 a year. It
contains all the local news. Address.
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3RAYT0N PETROLEUM ENGiNE Co.
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THE CHARLES A. VOGELER CO.
A. VOGELER * 00.)
Baltimore, Md.. 1.8. A.
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Brass fastings

Patterns tor

procured of

r.

Always

KID

AM» ALL OTHER BODILY FAINS AM) ACHES.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere. Fifty Cents a bottle.
Directions in 11 Languages.

|

1'1

cutting from 1-s inch

Holt

Healer* in Machinists'

Fittings.

Holler

WATCH LS & ("LOCKS

Ladies

Sore Throat. Swelling*. Sprains, Bruises,
Burns. Sen Ids. Frost Bites,

'•

Me.

Beiiast,

flitting and threading.

_

ter for 25 cents. Itanniiii a
I’aiu.N itali/i \V. ak and Worn
On* Part-, strengthens Tired Muscles, preventin one half the time than
does
more
Di-ease.and
any other plaster in the world. ''•■Id everywhere.

39

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Sciatica,
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vVILI.
Mr YOI

Pf

50 CENTS.
il. BARHOl II, Maieiirer.
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All kinds of

Meam

Voltaic hleclrle Plaster instantly a fleets the Nervous Sy-tem and Banishe- Pain.
\
perfect Kleetrlc
Battery
eomblned with a Porous Plas-

For

CURES

••

i•’I!t

done at short notice and reasonable

■

FTJRXTITTJHE

A Pittsburg dealer says there is enough lumber now stacked up in the country to supply the
trade for from three to six years, and yet no
attempt is made to check production
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lie syst- in.
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lev.

••

to

-.

America;
$1.

Roseoe Conklin, 17 years old, was instantly
killed by a base ball during a game at Riverhead, L. I., Oct. 1st. Eugene llallock’s jaw
bone was fractured by a ball.
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Having n-i-ontly bought

Balsamic Distillation of ttltcli Hazel.
The
American Pine, ( anadian Fur, Marigold,
(lover Blossom, elc..
relict and Permanent
For tin- I mm* lint
mv
Head < ol
everv form "f ( at
-rh, from a
m l!. Ta-te. ami llearor Influenza To the I.".-- of
imr.t ou^h, Bronehiti-. ami Im ipi.-nt < onsmuption.
Noth
Keli.-f in live minute- in any ami even1 aiii”- 'ike it. Hrateful, lrairrant, wholesome, ( hire
be^iii' from first appiiention, and is rapid, ra-'a-.v.
permanent, ami m-\ er failing.
Ore bottle Ka'ti *al (hire, one U
Caiarrlml
hv<-ii[ and Hanford’- Julia'• i*. all in one package,
forming a complete treatment, «>i all dru^irists loi
A-k for Sam aim's Bai*i< ai. <_'i ki:. I’oma:
£1.
I
-:
Ml >;n vi
I>
Breat

cure.

The expedition up the Nile is steadily progressing. Some of the men are sick at Dongola
and one steamer was badly damaged in ascending the Semneh cataract.
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SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE,

MUSIC

physician who endeavored to examine the
brain «>t a deceased dude was obliged to give up
the task. We must not expect too much of the
Bats” clears

—

l»i

but

.mati-ia uiel

111

loir as the lowest.

as

<tni:

1’

tion

The losses by fire in the United States and
Canada during September were $9,200,000, a
larger amount than was ever before known
during the same time.

The secretary of state at Washington is informed that the latest date at which American
exhibitors can get permission to exhibit at the
Antwerp exhibition, May 2.1885, is December
14th.

d

Brass Founders,

B>giene

Who has not heard or been the recipient of benches derived from Using N. H. Downs’ Llixir, a
never tailing remedy for all diseases of Throat,
Che-I an*t Lung-. None tire too poor to get cured
"I aii bilious diseases by the u-e of Dr. Baxter’s
Mandrake Billers, a- they only cost 25 cents per
bottle. As a liniment for horses, Henry & .Junn•son's Arnica and Oil Liniment, cures .'sprains,
Bruises ami Lameness at once.
lm.'js

v
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—
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Indianapolis dude has tried persistently to
kill himself In blowing his brains out. He has
been blowing for a solid month and hasn’t tound
them yet.
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own

‘soft

'$3*"Prices

Castoria.
W: en Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria,
W lien -he .vas a Cl»ild,she cried for Castoria,
"'lien she was a Miss, she clung to Castoria,
" lien she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

I
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Frank Chaufrau, the actor, whose death was
He
reported Oct. 2d, was (il years old.
played “Kit” in Portland a year ago with undiminished vigor.

Father Mathew’s birthday anniversary will
be celebrated by the temperance societies in
New York with great enthusiasm. The Father
Mathew societies number 8000 members.

despatch.
jniid to tin ycttiny ay of

Par-

ticular attention

" hen au a-> spoke in ancient times it was
regarded a- a rnira. le.
It is now a very common oceurj C■"e-p. < iaJly in a presidential campaign.

j
j

The managers of the New Orleans Imposition are tning to secure the services of the famous band of the English Grenadier Guards.

branches, done iritb

neatness and

t utInn a Soap, an *-\*pi islleperfumed Skin lirauttfler, and
Bath and Nursery Sanativ.

BABY
ilet,

I

Alabama's coal fields, as yet practically unare half as large as those of Fnglaml.

While Governor St. John was journeying to
Terre Haute, lnd., some one tired a shot through
the car, narrowly missing the Governor.

Son’s

la all its

Emaciated children, with pimply, s ilmw skin, the
Cl"intka Kkmi nils will prove a perfect blessing,
cleansing the blood and skin of inherited impurities and expelling the germs of scrofula, rheuma
tism. consumption and severe skin diseases.
Sold everywhere. Price- dm 1 it a. '■< cent-;
Kl-XM.VKVT, £1 ; SOAP, 2o ts. P< »T n-•; Did'*. \.M»
CIIKMICal C<
Boston, Mass.
Send for "How t,> Cure skin IMseasex.”

‘•oneo'L- that yeast fermentation In the prepar| ation of In.'.et food- are less healthy than when
raised i*\ in,- in* ui pure IIICariiSodaor>oiir Milk.
1 11.- (,'ol'iMedal Soda or Sah-ratus are
Superior lor
their purity and iu-aithfulness. Cooking raised hy
u-ing tin* i.ohl Malnl will he found more free from
the taint oi aieonol than any oilier. Ask your croeer for it until you gel it.
Jy4!»

j

:n

staterooms. Having two berths each |
i> n-'l'iri-i to si./.') ami $|.t»o each.
If you are sick with that terrible >i«'lvu--*-.
I’h‘- '' •'•ini ll rl on im' Ii steamer will he thrown Nervousness,
in t.i,- m"
you will tind a
open. :11111 all it- berths will Ik* free to Ladies ami
in Hop Hitters.
Children.
M >i' of a superior «|iiaiit\ will We served at i
1 f you are a lre<|uent< r. or a nd !. \
regular prices.
—a miasmatic district, ban-ire.'ir
,r
The (•■•urii nus ai d polite uniformed oll'mials at—tern against the
.ur.. •:.
-.urge of -i.
tn< ln*d to i-.i' li si, imer. and at the Olliers of this
Malaria, I :-iden.n Bid n- an i
in
will
render
>ueh
I!"-;on,
assistance
am
1
Company
mittent Ki-vi r-b\ tie <:-»
t lb iri\r sueh informaiion a-« \eursionists may require.
e?)’>!raim'!- leavr Belfast at 2 o'eloek V. M and
arrive in Boston at an early hour the following
If you have rough, pi
or
-w -id: .hi!
tiwtO
i breath. Hop Bitter.- w id
morning.
l.i
;• ••«! f.d:
s
.*, n.
blood, the .-weetr-i brralb are- brail!
•tosl-iiMI KIM I)
.\g'*nt. Searsport. paid for n rase thr;. v. ib !.-• nr* *r
I> A MIL I. ANL.
Belfast.
.Went,
<
\i.\i\ \lmi\. .Vgeiit. Boston.
A Lady\« Wish.
WILLIAM 11. HILL. Jit. .1 -eneral Manager.
I A M I
LI i t Li.I 11.LI >. Superintend! id, Bo.-t.Mi
•i di. bow
I do w j»h n

FOR PALE. LANGUID.

now

lion. William I). Iveiiey has accepted a noinination to Congress for tin* thirteenth time.

It is proposed to celebrate next year in Boston the 7bi h anniversary of the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions.

pri'

1-’M.. .-r-m, arrival o| <tmr. ( ituhna from Bar liar
*"»r. leave- Belfast same dav at
t*. m.
Tii -\>\\ Wi-;i»n Ksn.vv ;m« 1 K i: 11 a a
Will leave
i-h-hero, Kviler’',
\.
m., ami Ca-tine S 4.'», for
Bella-1. Leave- Be!fast -ame<lay- at ‘2 :><» i*. M.
1 !|i ffSDAl
Will It m Rvtier’s at
\.M.; Brook*.
aie I ( ,i-l i.e
1 .'i, 11 >!• Bel I a -1
I a a ve- I'.el\ * he*
fa-t -a me • Iuy ai •j.:!o p. m.
''All ltI»AV
Will leave Rvilcr’s (a ve at 7 A. M..
ll"!
A-fine at 7 t:.. f«»r Belfa-t. Leaves Bella-1
-ame
m
lay at H.ttO
eonneetir.^r with '•tinr. < im'M.t ;.| 1 a.-tirie lor Deer l-le,
>e<tj<\\ k. >. \\ liar
an 1 Bar Harbor
"teamer arrives in Belfa-t ea< h
trip in time for
Bangor ami Boston lmafs or train- n in^ Wr-i

have In

er

<

fault if you remain ill. 11
you are wasting awa\ with any t'<-r;n
of Kidney disea-i slop temptinn 1* ;itii tin
l;itn
moment, and turn for a—emv i.* ii.

From Relfast and Searsport to Boston and return.
Tickets good to return until October 31st.

tic., havelnr

runts

..

«;

STEAMER FLORENCE,
Capt. Decker,
M«>ni»a v—Will leave lir >oksville, I>o*wlmrl',
‘1 i" a. m.; ( a-tine, l*i.:io; Islosl.on
UvleiLove,

1 tin;

If you are costive, or d\ ^peptic
suff. ring from any other of the mimenMis t i
eases of the stomaeh
bow el.-*, ir is
nil>

PRIZE-BEARER!

Athlophok< sis t
first and only mrdicine which ha earned tl' the prize as the perl'.T
Khei.ti.
i N- uraleia.
.:y

[

1

Emalitiou of Fare
oil, with llypnphnsphites.

The Best Authorities in

reduction of th-• public debt for S- pteniill amount to about £13,000,000.

The secretary of the national committee of
the Prohibition party has given to the public
Mr. St. John's letter of acceptance.

irear.

Tin'

Charles Eayre Ilinkle,dersc\ cit\ Heights, N C,
writes: “Vy son, a lad of twelve years, was completely cured of a terrible casi of Eczema bv the
Cl lid UA ItKMKtdi.s.
Prom the top of his’hoad
to the soles of his feet was one mass of scabs.”
Every other remedy and physicians had been tried

The co.ich 1
fin..
<.oc--wc'll Have to -trap > at behind.''
"N-, \mi
don't, I got enough ut that When ! was a boy.”

out of

Virginia magistrates declared that a
who shot a chicken thief was right and discharged him.

for

ROUND TRIPS PER WEEK.

—

■•Hullo, lJ-u-'.

scene

j
farmer

DOWN
Thompson
To
the hard

ex-

Unlv one-sovenlli of the inhabitants of the
j.v/> ! 10,000.000
square miles over which Britain's
tlag lloats in triumph are Christians.

m.xic

Sl

w

are

to

Mr. Samuel «J. i'ilden is about to take a trip
to the West Indies in Ins yacht, “The Viking."
He will probably be gone, six months.

UP
m:n

preparing

American railroads use more than 10.000,000
iron ear wheels. Four wheel' weigh on* ton.

CO.Burlington Vt.

J vrl'2

the

is

touched,

DRUGGISTS.

KlDN’eSKi^ORX

goes

Portuguese expedition

About thirty thousand workmen
employment in Lyon'. France.

CASES

e

=1 00

uhiie -lebt during Sep-

plore Southeastern Africa.

it has cured wl
c r.ll cl.se had failed.
It is mild,
but efficient, < iHIT'AIN 1\ J’l S ACTION, but
harmless in all cases.
It clean-. *• the Blood and Strengthensar.J
give* Now Life to all the important or. ana of
the body. I he natural action cl the Kinneys is
restored. The Inver is cleansed of ali disease,
and the Bowels move freely and healthfully.
In this way the worst diseases are eradicated

PRICE,

as 1

Hoys'

"

“A TERRIBLE CASE."

-icun

c

large

FAIR

sights and attractions of a Great City

the

see

THE

or

15 1Z I, F A Si T

ones is n i.u'.el word t<> most
•'
who speak the Jk.idi.-h laiifniiiire. The
ks used it centuries airo, meaning i>;» it

I1,
'-•m

"iii

tod

AIMS BLOOD DISEASES.

Eor Mi a and

And

-forA

“Or if you are in the workshop, on tin*
•farm, at tin* desk, anywhere, and lei 1
‘that your system'needs idealising, tmt‘ing, or stimulating, without inioximi
‘ing, if von are old,
‘blood thin and impure, pulse
‘feeble, nerves unsteady, faculties
‘waning, Hop Bitters is what you n.-rd to
‘give you new life, health, and vir.or."

88.00

d. S. Weeks. Km|.,To\\h Treasurer, St. Albans,
Vt.. says in a letter dateil M:i\
“It works t.» a
charm on my baby’s fitce and head. Cured the head
entirely, and has nearly cleaned the f e e of >mvs.
1 have recommended it to several, and Dr. Plant
has ordered it for them.”

universally popular in the run of
11- .Mid
-. and a I*! aflV- tl.>n- of the tlin.at
and 111 sig v, as Adam-onS Rolan ie 1» il-ain. Max
per-O-S ill lilts fity have no hesitation In recommending it to the suffering."
ai'

i'on.

Prince Oscar, of Sw-lcn, arrived at Yokohama on the 20th of August.

WOOLEN GOODS

INSTITUTE

Islesboro, Castine & Brooksville,

from

are

Arrangement
-FROM-

il' yon fee!

or

suffering
over-eating
drinking, any indiscretion or dissipation, or are
young and growing too fast, as is often the ea-e.

-THE-

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Steuben-. Belehertown,
Mass., write: “Our little boy was terribly alllicted
with Scrofula, Sait Kiteum and Erysipelas ever
since he was born, ami nothing we could give him
helped him until we fried Li in I'ltA Hkmkiuks,
which gradually cure'll him, until he is now as fair
as any child.”

noon

1

If you

Massachusetts Mechanics Asso.,

OUR LITTLE 80Y."

1

THE

of

assort meat

ii

I'rntn "The St. John

good eotiM iein

magniti-

is a port whieii i> land-lockJ
trusting Children.
ed on e\ ry >ide. w here no \\ iml « an possibly in- I
i*r. >. \\ Cohen, oi Waco, lrxas, says: “i have
vade.
! hen- a man may not mi!} -it hi'own ;
used
lln:.a«
but lliat ol i.is III:*k- I cic
I \ 1' th led
your FI in ui si<M; in Infantile wasting, with
I rom the undi'tm l»i d and silent w at- to
i( ||,,[ only restores wasted tissue
[ I >r\
good r<\-iilis
den.
hut gives strength, and 1 heartily re' uimnend it for
diseases attended by alropuy.”
Tlie longer 1 live, the more ;•••: :ain 1 am that
llie great di tie re nee between lii.-n, lie- feeble !
i’h.-re is one tiling certain about investing in
and the powerful, th.- great and the Insigniti[ telephone stocks. It D a sound investment. Ills
'•ant. is energy and invincible determination, a j II"’. h-wevr, i-piai to a >en graphic instrument,
lor mat is sounder.
oiirp.-'e oii-.r fix. d, ami then death or victory.
I nat quality will do any thing that can be done
1
Win WILL 10U
■a thi' world: and no tub nt'. no eir« unislanee'.
Allow
our !i ;.lt‘: to gradually fail?
If you are
no opportunities, will make a two-iegged cleat- ;
c.-uiiiii'd
indoors with little or no exercise,
ure
man without it.
'>irT. Fowcll Buxton. 1 cio-eiy
an
Uc.-tii
good health, you must take care of
if. i se Sulphur Ritters, and you will have
The longer 1 live, the more 1 hold in high yonr-i
a -oii’.d mind and a slr«M g
body.
honor a certain sort of childishness or innocent ;
i'ln. tdelpiiia dudes are willing to -aerilico their
susceptibility. C-ik rally speaking. 1 find that
to have small feet.
w h -u we til's! look at a 'idT et. we g< | a
They can
-limp'" hhi-i" tii-anina.- or-ter
s:n i: 1 as
>' 'ome of the greatest truths about
they like—there 1- no danger
it; as we I oi ll.i-ir being
iv\.
1
mp-ne
io«‘k longer, our
and
false rea'onifii:.
unity
a lid half kllowli
A Hill).—To all v ho are suffering from errors
dge. lead II' into Various \\ rong j
opinions; but U' we look longer slid, we gr;:d- ant iiatt-creticns of youth, nervous weakness, car
iy decay |..-s of iiiannoi•>I, ,\.c., 1 u ill send a ccipe
u Iiy return to our Ins! impressions, mny witli
tna. u i.i cilia- you, FKFfc. Clf UlAKnk. This great
an understaudiiur of their mystical and innerrein- iy
was discovered by a missionary in south
m-i<t reason'.
[Ku.skin.
America. >eiid »eit-ad-iresaed envelope to JthV.
.Joshi ii T. In.man, .Station 1), Xew York.
lyrJ:'
Generalities.
“Ah!" in* remarked, with miction, as he placed
liic ghi-s on hie counter, “whut is muter than a
< Cm Gordon liad three months of
lighting gta.-- "i iiei-i to.jiiencii one’s third r'' “1 wo glasses, mister, said a tramp at the door.
and lost 7Ob men.
A

i.
»n-ncr
yraul *p‘:c>/ir.
\\mi -.--i i-n nit.
A-1 your
lu^a.-lle.-t ipi i,. eiivadtr.
a ; all

ie

[Kue

A carefully selected and desirable

I'l'iitTRA and Cctkcka Soap, the great skin
cures, externally.
Absolutely pure and safe, and
may be used from the moment of birth.

Steamship Co.

Fall

simply ailing,
‘weak and dispirited,
‘withoutclearly knowing why, Hop Bitters
'will surely cure you.

are

pastoria! duties,"or a mother, worn out
with care and work, or a man of business or
labor, weakened by the strain of your everyday duties, or a man of letters toiling over vonr midnight
work, Hop Bitters will most surely strengthen you.

One fare for the Round Trip, commencing Monday, Oct. H, and continuing until Oct. IS, 1SS4.
An opportunity Hill be presented to everybody
desiring to make a pleasant journey, visit their
friends, attend the FAIR of the

Telegraph Building.

designed
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Porter*' Hfaliiig Vital (Ml

Hr. .1.11.

1

imi-

A

To Keep in the Fashion.
The Diamond Dyes
ai\\ a
c> more than th»->
claim to. Color over
mat '-id dn
it will look like new. They are
warrant' d,
lor. at druggists. Wells, Richardson
A
••., I.urlingion, \ t.

rl'he 1 »e'! are accused of e\ciu'ive||, *s. It
Would be moiv title to >ay, tie > >epara!« a- oil
from water. ,i> children from old people, without love or hatred ill t lie mat ter.
a--h seeking

e.p..;!.*••:
the >p:nt and lino--, -till' a.id lame joint-, and eon
:;
lb- Hi I »i
raft1
i.
n
ei-e.
A.-k your draja;-: tor it, and aid a lull dot

ISO

btiry.

of

\V ea K lies A

power*

narrow

J. H. ldirtrr’s lltalln^ Vital 01s

Hr.

doubt

of gp-at

The work' of nature will near a tie.u-and
vi.-W' and rc\a-w>: the more fn q nntl\ and
Iv we look into tie in. lie m r- occa'ion
ve 'hull have to admin their beau; \.
fAtter-

N a
>end
;t.
testimo-

r.o-n»\ vita l on. co..
K <». ip
iP-t-m. Ma--.

Ctlil.'-t

Til

INFANTILE

1

[Charnoek.

are-

l-u
none

tairs-tui.• written by
Andersen.
but it

Cor. Iain and Hii\ Sts.,

and Birth Humors, Milk Crust, S.’allC'l Head, Eczemas, and every form of Itching,
?>ealy. Pimply, Scrofulous and Inherited Diseases
of the Blood, Skin and Scalp, with loss of Hair,
from Infancy to Age, cured by the CTricruA Ki:
soi.vknt, the new blood puriiier, internally, and

-'-Ii•■idtiiral j-api r Inc-an article on “the time
i"
o.-k alter poultry." NVe suppose it advise* the
-canii either alter dark or when tlie owner Is

a

A fool may have :i> coat embroidered,
ill always be a fool’s eoat.
[Rivurol.

Boston aai Bancor

and Comfort.

If you are a minister, and
have overtaxed yourself with your

mo

A

y

Vital Oil

IHalliiif

Km

will ap-

one

Ii«- that liatli ta-h d tie !*ittene» of -in. w ill
fear to eointiiit It; ate! le- that hath felt the
w «• el n*. s
of mete), will Par
otb-nd ii.

o

Jl ikt-s ;i|‘

is
c.

carries with it a eontempt for
show.
diailild.

Healing .Vital Oil

PortrrS

Fvery man's lit'*'
id's finders,
(Ti.

<i

t

Hr.

always i»time enough, it
rOoethe.

One

o.

I- tinno!,

Thougiit.

ply i! well.

[T<

MAGNIFICENT STEAMERS

the

on

‘if you

Boston

to
of the

Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
to nievt the wants of those who need
li< in- t-< Ituii-l them up,give them an appetite,
purify their blood, ar.d oil tin: machinery of their
‘••"lie-. -No other article takes hold *f the sy.-tem
and lots exacti; tin-spot like Hood's Sarsaparilla.
It w<>rU- 11u• tnaade, reaching every part of the ha
tnan body fIn ,u_rh the blood, giving to all renewed
file and nergy■. $1 a hottle; six for $•'*.
I-

—

U.S. J. H. PCST^.i

And return,

A Posit ire Cure for Every form of
Shin tin (I /{food Diseases, from
Pimples to Scrofula.

Collins*

a

of

to New Orleans.

“Molly. 1 wish you would be a better li tie
girl," said an-Austin father to his little daughter.
*,Vou have no idea how sorry I am that
mamma has to scold you all the time.”
"Don’t worry about it. pa,” was the reply of
tlie littlr girl, “i am riot one of those sensitive
children. Half the time I don't hear what she

Harper’- Magazine.
Gems

directly

xhibit of silk culture will be made.
The
elaborate collection now on exhibition in the
woman’s department of the New England Institute will go to New Orleans at the close of
the fair.
Educational and industrial schools
will exhibit, also cooking schools and some
mi-sions
for the benefit of children.
practical

Ah. from each gray-beard d face
Would I know
What that heart bath found:
And in y-mtiis that bound
a youth that vanished
long ago;
In cadi ll-MVer a memory can 1 trace:
< >’er the bill the
stiii
green,
place may be
I’bat doth wait for me.’’

..

Infantile Blood Purifiers and
Skin Beautifiers.

Warning

suffering from poor health or
‘languishing on a bed of sickness, take cheer
are

fjjsrman

ccm

with ihe pale him;- eyes.
Mild and el* ar.
W by. as t boll dost fare.
W it Ii that pondering air.
Ini. passing faces dost thou nrer?
W
dost pause win-re dim. like autumn skin-.
Mari} a.-ters grow ? Why ga/est thou
< >Vr the round hill's
brow?

■

ORE,
YLES, Belfast
OCK,

“if you

Work.

Tie N \v Ormans cxpo-iiion. opening Dec. 1,
have a> a prominent feature a woman's department representing the work of women all
over the Tinted Mates, as demonstrated in sciThe departence, art and industrial pursuits.
ment will be located in I he government building adjoining the department of education.
•Special commissioners have been appointed In
different States ami considerable work lias been
dom Mrs. .Julia Ward Howe has been requested to become the chief of this department, and
ii i- hoped she will accept. A receiving bureau
w ill be opened in Boston for the teception of
exhibits from New England, which will be forwarded

<

...

.•

j

Looking deep.

1

yixicura

■•WORKS TO A CHARM

Words of

g) Excursions ©

will

<

•'All. in ev.-ry bearded face.

(i.tv«*
t;

was

Tiie Merritt \V’re-king company has succeeded in raising the 'Tallapoosa sufficiently to
remove her about two miles toward Edgartown
harbor. She now lies in >ix fathoms of water
oil'the entrance to tin harbor.
The next lift
will take her out of tiie way from disturbance
It appears jirobable
xeej.it in violent gales.
that in a few day* sin- vvi.lhegot where she can
he worked on and the hole patched temporarilv.

<

\

Paul and St. Louis

at St.

tiie hottest of the season. Tin- thermometer
never fell below T’J ail night and rising as high
.•ivo.
At midnight strange sensations were
felt bv the citizens, many of whom feared an
impending disaster of some kind as the air was
so
close and stilling.
At Duluth and other
points in the northwest the thermometer was
low and at Helena a -nuw storm was reported.

<

Kidney and TArcr Com*
a I
-orders
>1
plaints, Constipation.

ura

estimated

Hut the willing wife, till life’s closing da\.

REMEDY
;irf

Tin* late John \V. (iurrett’s will bequeaths
the interest of £100.000 annually to the poor of
Baltimore. Eilty thousand dollars annually is
also to he given to benevolent educational purHD
jioses and to works of public utility.
all tiie way from £0,000,property is
ooo to SJo.oihi.ooo.
Those most Intimate with
iiis alVaiis diller greatly on the amount.

I- the hi -!.' n’s and lie hu.-b iiid’s stay.
From day t" da\ she lias done her be-;.
I Tit ii death alone all gi\e her rest.
For after the test,
< ‘ines the rest.
With Hu* blest.
hi the farmer’s In a\en'.y home.

*

C

John Koaeh says what American commerce
demands is steam and not sailing vessels. He
j thinks the United .Males aud
Brazil need each
other's protim ts ami wants the United States to
give American commerce the same facilities
Lnglaud grants Lnglish commerce.

When autumn is here with chilling blast.
The farmer gather- hi- crop at a-t.
Hi- barn- an- full, hi- ti -Id- art hare.
For the good of the land he m r hath eare.
While it blows,
And it show-.
Till tli- wintergoes.
11 lists from the work of the land.

KENNEDY’S

For the

Lieut. Scliwatka of Arctic exploration fame
has resigned from tin* army, and intends to
enter upon cattle rai dug.
lie has selected tile
Aleutian Islands as tin* scene of bis operations,
and says they otter remarkable advantages for
the purpose.

Hut the faithful wife from sun to sun.
Takes the burden up that’s never done:
There is no iv-t. there i- no pay.
F
the household good -die mu-t work away;
For to mend the frock.
Ami to knit the sock.
Ami tli*- cradle to rock.
Ail for the good of the home.

HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA
'vpa:. *1 <
i>
1 ov
>111 P
!

The New York chamber of commerce lias
passed a usolulion asking the President of the
United Stales lo consider the expediency of cooperating with other powers to bring about a
settlement of the difficulties between France
and China.

How briskly the wife -tops about within

>

1

The out going Lcadville express train on the
Denver and ltio Grande railroad collided with
incoming Salt Lake train Tuesday night, 30th
nil., near Acequia, Colorado.
About 30 passengers were injured, but none fatally.
an

The dishe- to wash and the milk to skim.
The lire goes out. and the die- buzz about—
Lor dear one.- at home In r heart i- kept -tout.
There are pies to make.
There is bread to bake.
And -top- to take.
All for the -ake of tin* hone1.

.,

bmP
for >
>I> .v CO. A- til*
fse li
ok- *

Georgia's State electlou for governor, State
officers, and legislature took place Oct. 1st.
Henry I). McDaniel was elected governor without opposition.
About one third of the vote in
tile State was polled.

And he hoes.
And he mows.
All for tin good of the land.

«•

:e

The Gleu House, Mt. Washington, N. H., and
all the outbuildings were totally destroyed by
tire at s o'clock A. M., Oct. 1st. The house was
owned by W. & C. K. Milliken and closed for
the season that day.

Sun shines bright when the farmer goes our.
Hirds -iug sweet songs, lambs frisk about.
Tie- brook babbles softly in the glen.
While he work- bravely for the good of the men.
For he sows.

PlTTSFIFT.P. M \ss.
<>> nts
Please
Mfssus.0. T. IIcm.p N: Oi*
send n
by * \pn-s two boith lb >»i»’s SakHo. ks lor dis> \t" kii i.\ ami a f» w (
tnbuii' i:.
Y.'Ur preparation lias worked
v.-■ n■ i• r
in ti." cast of my v.n<-. who has
1 « en troubled with smk headache and bilsin- * nly took one-half
bemness for yeari* aspoonful at a do<e. and has m t been so
found that,
sh
w-. 'i for five years.,'!, w
w i:inn a week af:<
taking it site felt v<
nr Ai better, ami m imw entirely free fi ai
tl:
severe liea*i:m;.es.
She has not taken
aav e-t any ac.-mini >:a*-e 1-st spiing. and
wlu.t lit: !»•’ she h:ni is !■
to do so:n*‘ others
some g... 1. and we not h :v it in tne house.
Yours trrdv.
noMf r. B. NASH.

la:
H<

Commodore Kittson’s pacer Johnston recent- !
a mile in 2.0t>i, the last
quarter being
made in 31 j seconds, or at a 2.06 gait. The mare i
Minnie it. with a running mate made a mile in
2.0 Ji.

ly paced

Hy the kitchen tire stood his patient wife.
Light of his home and joy of his life,
With fare all aglow and busy hand.
Preparing the meal for her hu-band's hand;
For she must boil.
And she must broil,
And she must toil.
All for the sake of the home.

Biliousness, Sick Headache.

Is sold bv all druggists.

Wife.

The farmer came in from the field one day,
llis languid step and his weary way.
His bended brow and bis sinewy band.
All showing bis work for the good of the land;
For lie sows,
And lie hoes.
And lie mows.
All for the good of the land.

regulating, toning

Works through the Mood,
and invigorating all the

Farmer’s

The

SARSAPARILLA

HOOP'S

.niKon all persons against puivh.ising
i.issuing .i promissory note signed bv Mrs. U
s. milNKW \TKU amt I>. II. II AI.K, for one nun
dred dollars pas able O' N. >A I.\ K>TKU or order,
in two ytmi-, dale t Northpori about Mav 2. 1SSI.
Said note being lost through the mails, and payV '-YKVKslKH.
ment has been slopped.
liy M. I.. SYI.VKSIKU, his Age lit.
lssi.—-:?w i 1
T.ineolnville, * >et.

'j’Hl'
I
a

s\v:
$20 r\\ liiteDinn*rS.■tioflOOlii
wo
lint mention tliia !>;«!'•
ders. tSi‘Uv.1 US Jour .1
< i..:• r.uok n r:t tiuin.: a complete
will mail y-*u
List. PEOPLES TEA CO.,
Premium and I'm.
Mi

i6.| LISBON ST.. LEWISTON. MAIN3.
I'll !•. subscriber hereby gives pul •liu no tier to all
1 concerned,that hr has hren duly appointed
iuul* taken upon himself tin* trust of A«lmii istra
tor v\ ith thr w ill annexed of the estate of
ANDREW Mot 1 >I> 15. late of l.ineolnville,
in the

'minty of Waldo, dereased, by giving bond
therefore requests all per

is tin* law directs, he
'<»ns who are indebted

to said deceased's estate to
maUv immediate payment, and those who have any
lemands thereon, to exhlbitthe same for settlement
0 him.
3wit)
ROBERT McCOJB

Babbitt Metal for Machitiery.
rpVl»K
1

METAL, the best anti-frietlon met tl for

lining machinery boxes, for sale
istfiO

at

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

